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Synopsis

The work in this thesis proposes a novel impedance measuring algorithm suitable for
application to the distance protection o f power distribution composite circuits. The
algorithm can be included in a microprocessor based protection relay. Composite circuits
comprise cable and overhead line sections at typical voltage levels o f 33kV. Environmental
reasons are just one cause for the use o f underground cable sections in distribution
networks. Composite networks present a number o f challenges to classical distance
protection relays. Three o f these are; high earth fault path resistance due to faults on the
overhead line section, unpredictable grounding factors for cable sections, and significant
shunt admittance per unit length compared with overhead lines (caused by inter-core
capacitance o f cable). The algorithm proposed addresses these issues and results presented
indicate significant improvement over existing distance relaying techniques, when
discriminating single phase to earth faults and phase faults clear o f earth.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Power System Protection
Power systems must afford a level o f protection against the occurrence o f faults in
order to maintain safety, security, system stability and minimise primary and secondary
system damage. The degree to which a network may be protected is based on a
consideration o f the risk o f damage or instability, consumer security requirements, safety
and cost.
Any protection scheme first has to detect the presence o f a fault and then act to
disconnect only the faulted section o f a network. This is generally achieved by measuring
system voltage, current, phase angle and time. Any o f these quantities alone or combined
may be compared with a predetermined value and an operate or restrain decision made. A
suitable point for disconnection is then found via a process o f discrimination.
The general components o f a protective scheme are; relay, current and voltage
transformers, circuit breakers, tripping and auxiliary supplies, and a means o f
communication.
There are many varieties o f protection scheme, but they may generally be divided
into one o f two categories, namely non-unit and unit protection.

1.1.1 Non -unit Protection
Distance, inverse definite minimum time overcurrent (IDMT) and the fuse are all
forms o f non-unit protection, relying on measurements made at the relaying point, and
requiring no form o f communication channel. They provide inherent backup protection for
faults outside the protected zone.
Non-unit, is one o f the most widely used protection schemes in the modem power
system, with unit protection used where major loads with high security requirements exist.
For the bulk o f the United Kingdom (UK) 1 lkV system basic overcurrent and earth fault
protection (IDMT) is utilised, with distance protection and overcurrent used on the 33kV
system. Auto-reclose and sensitive earth fault protection will generally be applied to
overhead circuits, in addition to that described above. High voltage HRC fuses are
16
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generally found protecting ground mounted transformers from lOOkVA to 1MVA, while
overhead drop out fuses may be used to protect overhead spur lines and pole mounted
transformers on main line poles (1 lkV).

1.1.2 Unit Protection
Unit protection such as current differential, phase comparison and several types of
directional comparison, rely on measurements taken at the boundaries o f the protected
zone. Advantages are inherent restrain for faults outside the protected zone, and
instantaneous operation. Disadvantages are no inherent back up facility for out o f zone
faults, and an increase in cost due to the requirement for several sets o f matched transducers
and a communication channel.

1.2 Distance.Protection
In 1947 Lewis and T ip p ett[28] wrote on the fundamentals o f applying distance
relays to three phase systems. Their work stated that conventional impedance and reactance
relays applied to three phase systems are subject to errors other than those caused by fault
impedance. For three phase systems factors such as fault type, load and system
configuration all contribute to the accuracy o f impedance measurement. Reactive relays
which may be assumed to be unaffected by resistive faults are subject to error from an
apparent reactive component in the measured impedance at one end o f a protected circuit
which is fed from both ends. To overcome these inaccuracies the authors proposed that for
relays protecting against phase faults delta current transformer connections should be used.
For those relays protecting against earth faults compensation o f measured voltage or current
should be made to overcome inaccuracy. Once employed the limitation o f application o f
distance protection is related to fault impedance with respect to the length o f the protected
circuit - impedance and reactance type relays being affected to different extents.
Since this definitive work, many authors have published results o f research in the
area o f distance protection applied to multi phase power systems 111 ~32\ Directed towards
transmission system applications (tower lines operating at >275kV) distance relaying
principles have been developed and applied to power systems the world over. Distance
relaying offers inherent back up for down stream faults while reducing the need for remote
end relays, communications systems and matched current transformers such as required by
line differential protection schemes.
Mooref32] models the protected system as a lumped series resistance and inductance;
the effect o f line shunt capacitance being ignored. A time spaced solution and difference
____________________________
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equation technique are used to solve the differential equation for the simple transmission
line equation and thus estimate resistance R and inductance L o f the protected circuit. A
quadrilateral tripping characteristic is employed to allow the calculated values o f R and L
to be used to assess an in or out o f zone fault and cope with the affects o f fault path
resistance. Simulation results presented by the author indicate that for a short transmission
line (100km), algorithm operation times o f the order o f 8ms offer the possibility o f sub
cycle fault clearance times. This time domain technique required additional digital filtering
techniques to remove the effects of travelling wave noise, exponential offsets, harmonics
and extraneous noise. Suitability for application to long transmission lines (>250km) or
cable sections remains undefined due to the lack o f consideration o f shunt capacitance in
the protected circuit model. This latter quantity is significant for cable sections and long
transmission lines.

1.3 Composite Distribution Networks
In transmission systems cables are infrequently used due to the physical size o f the
conductor insulation needed at the high transmission voltages and a typical ten fold
increase in cost over the equivalent overhead line construction.
In distribution systems ( <132kV ) cable is used more frequently. Insulation
requirements are more practically achievable and jointing techniques are easier.
Historically, there has been substantial use made o f multi core underground cables to
distribute power within urban areas. Recent environmental pressures have resulted in the
use o f more expensive underground cable networks, where previously an overhead line
construction may have been selected (crossing national parks for example). Thus, there
exists within distribution power networks, sections comprising o f both underground cable
and overhead line - composite feeders.
Cables vary in construction at the different voltage levels but all possess significant
shunt capacitance. In the general case o f a distribution cable oil impregnated paper is used
as insulation between each phase conductor and a zero potential sheath. Consequently such
cables exhibit significant operating capacitance per unit length. This capacitance varies
with frequency. At fundamental frequency and at nominal operating voltage a cable will
exhibit significant charging current per unit length. This charging current will increase as
the operating voltage increases.
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1.4 Distance Protection Applied to Composite Systems
Distance protection is being applied to composite networks for the economic
reasons stated previously and especially as modem distribution switchgear increasingly
includes system transducers such as measurement and protection transformers, thus making
viable the application o f distance protection relays. Such relays require the availability o f
both current and voltage transformers at the relaying point.
In 1976 E lk a te b ^ investigated the performance o f distance protection applied to
underground cables and composite systems. The work focused on the application o f a
distance comparator type relay to both 275kV and 70kV cables either alone or mixed with
overhead lines and subject to zero resistance earth faults. In conclusion the author found
that in most cases a self polarised mho (s.p.m.) characteristic produced the best operating
times and accuracy. A fully crosspolarised mho (f.c.p.m.) characteristic has limitations
when applied to systems with lower short circuit levels - typical o f distribution systems.
W hen feeders are composite and comprise equal lengths o f cable and line then an s.p.m
should be applied from the cable end while a f.c.p.m characteristic should be used from the
line end. Regardless o f the characteristic chosen it should be provided with vectorial earth
fault compensation factors. This latter observation is based on the fact that the zero
sequence impedance angle o f a cable is very different from that o f an equivalent overhead
line. Thus, previously used scalar compensation factors became subject to error when
applied to cable circuits. For the most accurate setting and application o f distance relays the
zero sequence impedance should be measured during commissioning. Any doubts in
accuracy should be eliminated by use o f permissive blocking schemes, assuming a suitable
communications channel is available.

1.6 New Distance Algorithm for Application to Composite
Distribution Feeders
The work described in this thesis details the research and development o f a novel
distance protection algorithm for use in a microprocessor based relay that is suitable for
application to composite distribution feeders.
The algorithm uses a distributed parameter long transmission line model to
represent the protected composite system. It considers the shunt capacitance o f cable
sections and represents its non-homogenous nature; namely the series connection o f cable
and line sections o f varying types and lengths. This is in contrast to previous works such as
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Moorel32J, which use a lumped parameter model suitable only for application to short
overhead lines.
The distributed parameters o f a transmission line vary with frequency. By
considering the line to be ideally transposed and using quoted series and shunt parameters
per unit length for specific cable and line sections, hyperbolic parameters applicable to the
fundamental operating frequency and representing the distributed nature o f the line can be
calculated. This is the general solution described by W edepohl[34].
At the sending end o f a composite feeder, measured discrete time sampled voltage
and current signals are transformed into the frequency domain by use o f the discrete Fourier
transform. The method creates voltage and current vectors rotating at the fundamental
power system frequency reducing signal content at all other frequencies.
The complex values o f voltage and current are combined mathematically with the
hyperbolic line parameters to enable the calculation o f voltage and current at a specific
distance, X along the feeder length. By choosing X to be eighty percent o f feeder length it
becomes possible to calculate the voltage and current and thus impedance at the reach point
o f a classical distance zone one. No earth fault compensation is required for the measured
or calculated voltage and current signals as Elkateb 1121 found essential.
A novel quadrilateral characteristic is proposed which utilises the voltage and
current measured at the relaying point and those voltage and current vectors calculated to
be at the reach point. In this manner a zero Ohm fault can be determined as being in or out
o f zone one with great accuracy.
Single phase to earth faults on overhead line sections can contain significant fault
path resistance. By estimating the remote end source impedance and through the use o f a
novel and simple pre fault load estimation technique the algorithm reduces substantially the
inaccuracies in impedance calculation and thus fault discrimination caused by the presence
o f fault path resistance as first recognised by Lewis and Tippett[28J.
Results o f both steady state and transient simulations for 33kV composite networks
subject to high resistance single phase to earth faults indicate algorithm operating times o f
between 30 and 40 msecs to be possible.

1.7 About the Structure of This Thesis
Chapter 2 describes power systems generally in terms o f their construction and
interconnection. Power systems are large interconnected networks, spread over wide areas
that have to operate within stringent parameters. When designing protection relays, a good
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appreciation o f system design and operation combined with knowledge o f likely system
behavior occurring during power system faults is essential. Composite distribution
networks in the context o f this work are defined prior to a discourse on some o f the
principle physical and electrical features o f power distribution cables. Consideration is
given to a number o f phenomena recognised as likely to influence protection relay
performance. These include; system load flow considerations when supplied from two
separate sources, harmonic distortion both at high and low frequencies, primary system
fault types, their severity and typical clearance times.
Distance relays differ from other forms o f protection relay with operation based on
the ratio o f applied voltage and current. When a fault occurs on a circuit the ratio o f voltage
to current at a fixed measurement point will depend on the impedance or distance between
the relaying point and the point o f fault. This ratio will be constant for any particular fault
position. Chapter 3 explains the fundamental principles o f power system protection, using
distance schemes. Beginning with the early electromechanical relays, the basic plain
impedance characteristic, reactance and self-polarised mho characteristics are investigated.
Characteristics have evolved such that a number o f different ones are available. Problems
encountered when applying distance protection to certain types o f distribution feeder are
identified, through an analysis o f existing U.K. distribution Company techniques and
relaying principles. Previously identified inaccuracies o f distance protection schemes,
designed for overhead line homogeneous application but protecting composite or mixed
feeder types, are detailed.
This work concerns the research and development o f a new impedance measuring
algorithm suitable for inclusion in a microprocessor based relaying platform. Chapter 4
describes the benefits o f these relaying platforms and typical hardware layout. In order to
test the performance o f the algorithm developed in this work a software distance relay test
harness must be built. The harness should reflect as near as possible the true nature o f the
distance relaying platform construction, simulating such things as primary system voltage
and current through to the emission o f a trip signal. The new protection algorithm
developed in this thesis has been tested using two different power system software
simulations. Chapter 4 describes these.
Chapter 5 describes the new algorithm suitable for measuring the impedance o f a
composite power distribution circuit and it’s use within a software prototype distance
protection relay. The method inherently accounts for feeder series and shunt parameters.
Applying this circuit representation to zone one distance protection using an adaptive
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quadrilateral tripping characteristic, an earth fault can be discriminated as in or out o f zone.
The effects o f fault path resistance on discrimination accuracy are discussed.
Investigation in this work centres on the discrimination o f a-e faults o f varying fault
path resistance occurring at various locations along a composite power distribution feeder.
The new impedance relaying algorithm requires testing using simulated discrete time
sampled three phase voltage and current signals. This approach to algorithm design and
development is standard within relay development and precursors any real time simulation
studies or practical field trials.
This work incorporates two different approaches to modelling composite 33kV
power systems. One enables the assessment o f reach boundary accuracy for in zone single
phase to earth faults. This routine is described in Chapter 6. In addition transient simulation
studies have been conducted. In this case the existing electromagnetic transient simulation
package ATP has been utilised to investigate the operating time o f the new algorithm for
discriminating both phase and ground faults.
Chapter 7 presents and discusses the results obtained from the simulation studies
and Chapter 8 seeks to conclude the work and outline scope for future work.
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Chapter 2
Distribution Power Systems
2.1 Introduction
Power systems are large interconnected networks, spread over wide areas that have
to operate within stringent parameters. W hen designing protection relays, a good
appreciation o f system design and operation combined with knowledge o f likely system
behaviour occurring during power system faults is essential.
This chapter describes in general the distribution power systems considered in this work, in
terms o f their construction, design and interconnection. The systems are based on the
United Kingdom network and can be considered typical. Composite distribution networks
in the context o f this work are defined prior to a discourse on some o f the principle physical
and electrical features o f power distribution cables.
Power systems are far from ideal and consideration is given to a number of
phenomena recognised as likely to influence protection relay performance. These include;
system load flow considerations when supplied from two separate sources, harmonic
distortion both at high and low frequencies, primary system fault types, their severity and
typical clearance times.

2.2 Power Distribution Networks
Power systems generally consist o f two distinct networks, namely transmission and
distribution. Generated power is transferred over long distances, to major areas o f demand,
by the transmission network. The distribution network is then utilised for localised power
delivery. In the UK the typical operating voltage for transmission is either 275kV or
400kV. Distribution networks operate at voltages o f typically 132kV, 66kV, 33kV and
llk V .
The transmission network is usually o f overhead construction with conductors
strung between steel pylons. In some circumstances underground cables may be used,
though due to an average ten-fold increase in cost per meter, this is a relatively rare
occurrence.
Distribution systems operate at lower voltage levels, where electrical stresses and
insulation requirements are reduced and the use o f cable becomes physically and
economically viable. At 132kV, overhead construction is usually preferred, as cable costs
____________
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can still be high. However, at 33kV and 1 lkV , cables are common. This is because at these
voltage levels the network has often penetrated urban or industrial areas, where aerial
construction becomes difficult or unsightly.
It is common to find underground cables used for the first section o f a distribution
circuit, allowing it to exit a sub station easily or discretely. The circuit may then revert to
aerial forms o f construction when clear o f densely populated areas. Historically, some
cities’ main bulk power supply points, have been interconnected via underground cable
links through the city centre, to allow for predicted demand increases and to increase supply
security.
Power distribution feeders can comprise only underground cable, as well as
constituting overhead and underground construction i.e. the composite feeder. In the centre
o f U.K. urban areas, circuits are likely to be wholly underground.
This may not be the case in countries such as the USA, parts o f Europe or
developing nations. Here, usually for reasons o f cost or less stringent legislation, overhead
construction will be favoured at all voltage levels regardless o f ergonomics or ease o f
operation. However, cable circuits may still be used for reasons o f safety or overcoming
engineering impracticalities.

2.3 Typical Network Constructions
This section describes the typical construction o f power distribution feeders studied
in this work and investigates some o f the characteristics and types o f cable commonly used.

2.3.1 Overhead Construction
There are many types o f overhead construction, however, a typical one has been
chosen. In this work 33kV systems have been studied and modelled and overhead circuits
considered are o f the wood pole flat construction type, shown in figure 2.1.

2.3.2 Underground Construction
The underground cable considered is the ‘H ’ type 3-core variety depicted in figure
2.2. ‘H ’ refers to the cable inventor Martin Hochstadter, a German scientist who first
patented this type o f cable in 1914. It can be considered a good general consideration for
modelling a typical 33kV distribution system because o f the reasons explained in sections
2.4 and 2.5.
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1.06
Conductor Data
[@ 5 0 H z , nominal operatins voltaael
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CSA & Type.
drawn Cu
DC resistance
0.1350
Q/km@20°C
Reactance
0.3478
Q/km@20°C
Impedance
0.3733
Q/km@20°C
Note: all values PPS and 1
conductor per phase.

i*-'*
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I
Figure 2.1 : 33kV wood pole overhead line. Physical construction and electrical parameters.
(all dimensions in meters).
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—
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Conductor
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Filler Paper ta p e —

32.I
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34.6

Bedding & Armour—

36.0

Outer serving —

0.3 sq. in. Hard
drawn Cu
0.09195
0.09278
0.09910
0.13575
0.405

2.43

39.25
41.25

Figure 2.2 : 33kV ‘H’ 3c cable. Physical construction and parameters, (all dimensions in mm)

2.4 Power Distribution Cables
All power cables consist o f three basic components, namely;
•

Conducting Core, usually copper or aluminium
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•

Insulation, usually oil impregnated paper or Polymeric Materials

•

External protective layer or sheath. This layer acts as mechanical protection, all
or part o f the earth return path and prevents the ingress o f moisture.

Cables can be either ‘solid’ or pressurised in construction. Within ‘solid’ cables
insulation pressure may rise above and below atmospheric pressure. Alternatively through
the use o f oil and gas pressurisation systems, pressures in excess o f atmospheric can be
maintained within the cable insulation. This has the advantage o f preventing the formation
o f voids in insulation.
In the UK it is common to encounter pressurised cables at transmission voltage
levels and the higher distribution voltage o f 132kV, though some 33kV pressurised cables
can be occasionally found. More commonly ‘solid’ type cables are found in use at 33kV
and 1lkV voltage levels where electrical stresses imposed insulation are less compared
with those prevalent at higher voltages. The most common insulation material is Mass
Impregnated Non Draining (M.I.N.D.), in which paper tapes are pre-impregnated with an
oil or resin compound and form an inherently non-draining insulation post lapping.
There are two varieties o f solid cable, namely ‘Belted’ and ‘Screened’. Belted
cables are used up to 1 lkV , but it is necessary to screen cores with paper foil or metallic
tapes at higher voltages, to reduce the tangential stresses which inevitably arise in belted
construction.

2.4.1 Belted Cable
A typical belted cable is 3 core, 95 mm2 copper or aluminium conductor,
Corrugated Aluminium Sheathed (CAS).

2.4.2 Screened Cable
Typical screened cables are found at voltage levels o f 33kV and above. A typical
cable is the 3 core, 0.3 square inch copper conductor, ‘H ’ type, screened variety, shown in
figure 2.2.
In this cable the metallic-conducting layer o f the screen may consist o f perforated
aluminium foil or may be made o f thin copper tape applied with a narrow gap between
turns. The screen is conducting and remains in intimate contact with the core insulation.
The three cores are laid up with paper fillers in the usual way and overall is wrapped a
copper woven fabric tape to ensure electrical contact between the metallic screen and the
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outer sheath o f the finished cable. The screens and each o f the three outer core surfaces are
therefore maintained at earth potential.
An additional variety o f 33kV cable is ‘H S L \ Similar to the ‘H ’ type cable in that
each o f its cores are screened to reduce electrical stresses it differs in that each core is
enclosed within it’s own individual lead alloy sheath. These in turn are enclosed within a
common sheath or encapsulating layer o f steel wired armour.
Single core screened 33kV cables may also be found in service. To form a three
phase system, three such cables are required. They may be laid in separate trenches, or in a
single trench side by side or in a trefoil formation.

2.4.3 Cable Electrical Parameters
A typical 33kV cable will possess resistance, inductance, capacitance and
conductance.
Resistance o f each core is generally the same though sheath resistance is liable to be
different (as it is made o f alloy or lead). Due to the fact that voltages and currents are
alternating quantities and vary over time, both a DC and AC value o f resistance are
relevant. DC resistance

(R d c )

will vary with the temperature o f the cable and the ambient.

Losses caused by skin effects, eddy currents in both the metal sheath and in the armour
coupled with magnetic reversal in the armour alone result in an AC resistance (Rac), which
is greater than RdC, where
R ac = R dc + AR
Equation 2.1

Q /k m

The cable will further exhibit a value o f inductance and capacitance per unit length.
Conductance is normally considered negligible. Formulas for calculating these parameters
from first principles are well known and are not repeated here.
Manufacturers publish series and shunt positive phase sequence per unit length
values for

R d C, R ac,

reactance Xu, equivalent star or operating capacitance Coi , and

charging current IChg . In this work reference to positive phase sequence (PPS) series
resistance per unit length o f a phase conductor, Ri, means the PPS AC value o f resistance
per unit length,

R ac.

In considering overhead distribution lines o f short to medium length

shunt admittance is often considered negligible.
Cables possess significant shunt admittance per unit length when compared with
overhead lines. This is due in part to the fact that in cables, distances between conductors
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are very much less and the relative permitivity o f insulation greater - 3 to 5 as opposed to 1
for air.
The operating capacitance o f a particular cable depends on its structure and the
relative permitivity (er) of its insulation.

2.4.3.1 Belted Cable Operating Capacitance
For a ‘belted’ cable the PPS operating capacitance comprises capacitance between
cores as well as from each core to earth.

2.4.3.2 Screened Multicore Cable Operating Capacitance
For the screened cable there exists only capacitance between each phase conductor
and its earthed screen, All screens are at the same potential and so it is acceptable to use
the manufacturers quoted value o f PPS operating capacitance Coi or charging current IChg to
calculate PPS shunt capacitive reactance per unit length Xci, and thus PPS shunt admittance
per unit length Yci.
As an example consider the screened cable o f figure 2.2. For this cable the
manufacturer quotes Coi and IChg as 0.405 pF and 2.43 Amperes per km per phase
respectively.
The PPS shunt capacitive reactance Xci can be calculated in two ways depending on
the parameter used i.e.

Q/km/phase
chg

Equation 2.2

Q/km/phase
i

^ 01

Equation 2.3

Selecting equation 2.3 and noting a fundamental power system frequency o f 50Hz,
X CI = 7859.50 Q/km/phase
Equation 2.4

and therefore....
Ycl = 1 /X cl = 127.23 pMhos/km/phase
Equation 2.5
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lines.

2.5 Cables Selected for Sim ulation Studies
In the UK either the ‘H SL’ or the ‘H ’ types have been the most commonly used. It
is true that the ‘H SL’ cable avoids some o f the magnetic losses, which would occur if each
individual core were separately armoured with magnetic materials. This is true in the case
o f three individual single phase cables in trefoil, and has been considered in the past to be
easier to terminate and joint than the ‘H ’ type. However, with the advent o f m odem jointing
and terminating techniques i.e. new plastic heat shrink term ination’s and cable jo in t kits this
advantage has been negated. For use in hilly country where there may be a considerable
head o f oil in the cable, the ‘H SL’ type cable may be considered advantageous w ith it’s
smaller sheath diameters and absence o f worming filled with oil located under the lead
sheaths. In contrast ‘H ’ type cable with its smaller overall diameter is often preferred due to
its greater flexibility and smaller bending radius. However, there is little to chose between
the technical performance o f the two cables and choice has usually revolved around
individual preference or historical electrical distribution company policy.
A recent survey o f 33 kV distribution networks conducted in the South o f England
has shown that the ‘H ’ type cable is the most popular. Results are summarised in table 2.1.
The survey was conducted by South Western Electricity Pic (SWEB), and shows that in
it’s southern Region (County o f Devonshire) 33.0 % o f the distribution network is located
underground, o f which 58% is ‘H ’ type cable. Communications with other electricity
com panies throughout the UK have confirmed ‘H ’ type as a commonly used cable also.
Length in metres
848,710
241,451
73,553
4,281
264
61,256
34,995

Circuit Type
Overhead Line 3 phase
‘H’ Type Cable3 core
‘HSL’ Type Cable 3core
Single Core
XLPE Insulated 3core
Gas Cooled Cable 3 core
Oil Cooled Cable 3 core

Table 2.1 : Circuit Types in Use in SWEB Pic Devonshire, Operational Area.

In regard o f these findings and in view o f the technical considerations presented
previously this work concentrates on modelling systems containing ‘H ’ type cable with
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round conductors as described in previous section 2.3.2.

2.6 Negative and Zero Sequence Parameters of ‘HP Type Screened
Cable
It has previously been shown that the positive sequence values o f Ri, Xu and Xci
can all be obtained from manufacturers data sheets. Mortlock & Davies111, King & Halfter[21
and Lacky[31 show between them that, using a knowledge o f these positive (P P S ), negative
(NPS) and zero (ZPS) sequence series and shunt parameters can be estimated for the ‘H ’
type screened 33kV cable in the following manner.

2.6.1 Sequence Series Parameters
For screened cables.
R i = R-2

Equation 2.6

X„ = x I2
Equation 2.7

ZPS impedance will be dependent on system earthing & the nature o f the earth
return path and may be accurately assessed through measurement once a system has been
installed *41. However, an approximation121 would be that for screened three core cables,
X 10/
_1C
/x „
Equation 2.8

Zero sequence resistance Ro assuming an earth return path through the sheath, can
be approximated as,
R q = Rj + 3 • Rs ~ 3.5 • Rj
Equation 2.9

where Rs is the PPS series resistance o f the sheath per unit length.

2.6.2 Sequence Shunt Parameters
For a screened three core cable^21,
Y* 1 = Y1 2 = Y* 0
Equation 2.10

Therefore,

x c0 = X.,
Equation 2.11
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2.7 Distribution Network Design and Interconnection
Power distribution systems in the UK are designed and constructed to meet specific
standards as described in the Electricity Supply Industry Regulations and numerous
national engineering recommendations, specifications and practices. These standards
dictate not only the type o f construction and materials to be used but also the parameters
inside which the network should operate. Power supply frequency, voltage level, quality
and security are all subject to strict specification or maxim um and minimum. O f further
consideration is the criteria o f cost, power demand trends, efficiency and ease o f system
operation and maintenance. The network must also conform to relevant environmental
policy.
Circuits are constructed, interconnected and operated in several ways. It is important
to appreciate these different connections in order to understand the effects o f differing
network topologies on protection schemes.
There are three types o f network design; radial, ring, and inter-connected systems.

LEGEND:

CD

Transformer

Circuit Breaker

INTER-CONNECTED

RING

8 8
RADIAL

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3 : (a)R ad ial, (b)Ring and (c) Inter-connected Power distribution networks.

2.7.1 Radial
Radial systems, figure 2.3a, are used at the higher voltage levels to supply large
loads, often in urban or heavily populated areas, and consist o f at least two circuits to
provide security o f supply. Also, this design is used in single feeder form, at lower voltages
and load levels where security is not so important or justifiable - small 1 lkV custom ers or
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the 400/23OV low voltage network.

2.7.2 Ring
Ring systems, figure 2.3b, are generally used at higher voltages (33kV or 1 lkV ), to
provide a firm supply and cater for moderate loads. In the case o f the UK 1 lkV system, it is
run as a ring system but with a normally open point approximately half way around the
circuit. This, increases supply security and affords a simple means o f isolation and
switching when locating faults.

2.7.3 Inter-connected
Inter-connected systems, figure 2.3c, offer the advantage o f supplying a substation
from two different bulk supply sources. At lower voltages there may be a normally open
point at the substation allowing the load to be transferred from one source to the other. This
is often used in rural locations and offers a higher level o f security than a radial system. At
higher voltage levels it is usual to find both sources supplying the substation in parallel,
thus providing mutual support at times o f transformer outages. Though sometimes not
possible for reasons o f excessive fault levels arising from the parallel connection o f two
bulk supply points, this practice has escalated in recent years as regional electricity
distributors seek to reinforce systems at minimal engineering cost.

2.8 Connection of Composite Distribution Networks Simulated in
This Work
Evidently, the considerations o f circuit connection given above should have an
influence on the type o f circuit used for simulation studies. It would appear likely for a
33kV distribution feeder to be single end fed i.e. feeding from a source to remote end load.
The load may well be a large industrial consumer or a 33kV to 1 lkV distribution substation
feeding a populated or industrialised area. Feeders subject to supply from both ends could
arise mainly as a result o f parallel connection o f bulk supply point and other principle 33kV
substations. Therefore, this work tests the performance o f the proposed protection
algorithm’s using both single and double end fed systems.

2.9 Pre-Fault Load Transfer Considerations
Whether a system is operating abnormally or is o f an interconnected nature there is the
possibility that a fault occurring on the network could be supplied by current flowing from
both ends o f the feeder.
Consider the simplified circuit shown in figure 2.4. A section o f network is shown
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for simplicity, the pow er system having been reduced to a two machine system l4J. The
earth fault is one typical to an overhead line and constitutes a value o f resistance, Rf. The
source Eg is assumed to lead the source Eh due to pre fault load transfer. Under fault
conditions the fault current, I f , is the vector sum o f the two line currents, Ig and Ih, in turn
due to the applied potential o f sources Eg and Eh. If is not in phase with either Ig or Ih and
the fault resistance R f appears as a complex

Z sg

Rg+jXg

Z sh

Rh+jXh

Eh

lf=lg+lh

Figure 2.4 : Simplified Power System Showing Fault Current as the Resultant of Ig
and lh.[4]

component to both distance relays installed at G and H. As a consequence o f this a
reactance type relay (examined in chapter 3) installed at G, would see less than the actual
line reactance to fault point and over reach. Alternatively, the same type o f relay installed at
H, where the source angle is lagging, will under-reach. This principle is shown clearly for a
reactance relay at G, in figure 2.5.

IfRf
% over-reach=100x(a/A)
V=voltage seen
by the relay @ G

—>■ ig

Ih

lf=lg+lh

Figure 2.5 Vector Diagram Sketch Showing Effect of Fault Resistance
on Reactance Relay at G.

The reactance relay has generally been superseded by relays utilising the
quadrilateral type characteristic, which comprises a reactance line with directional and
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resistive reach control characteristics. Quite often the reactance line is allowed to swing
about its respective zonal reach point to cater for specific pre-fault load transfer conditions.

2.10 Embedded Generation
Section 2.9 highlighted the problems posed by pre fault load flows and possible
causes o f such loading conditions. Another potential source o f dual current feed to a faulted
section o f the distribution network is when the system contains embedded generation.
Since the UK electricity industry privatisation in 1990 and under the provisions o f
the 1983 Energy Act and the 1989 Electricity act, there has been an increase in the amount
o f embedded generation connected to distribution systems. Often used by large power
consumers for peak load lopping, emergency backup supply, or to utilise waste products
excess capacity can be exported to the local distribution system. The increase in efficiency
offered by combined cycle turbines and the savings afforded from the application o f such
secondary features as heat recovery units (combined heat and power), means the number o f
privately owned embedded generators is set to increase.
The connection o f this type o f plant to the distribution system presents many
problems to the power distributor. However, in satisfying distribution company protection
policies the star point o f an embedded generator will not normally be connected to earth
meaning there will be little contribution to any earth fault current for a fault occurring on
the external distribution network. Should a phase fault or even an earth fault for the case o f
a generator with star point connected to earth occur, then suitable protection is applied to
the generator such that disconnection can occur.

2.11 Distance Relays and Power Swings
Power swings are the oscillations o f synchronous machines with respect to other
synchronous machines else where on the system. They can be instigated by switching, load
changes, or by the occurrence o f faults. A swing does not necessarily mean the system is
unstable.
The effect o f a swing will manifest itself in a widening deviation in the system bus
bar voltage angles, and an apparent impedance is presented to distance relays which
according to the severity of the swing will encroach further and further into the distance
relay operating characteristic. If the voltages at either end o f the protected feeder were
completely in anti-phase then it would appear to distance protection at either end to be a
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three phase fault at the middle o f the sectionl4J.
A swing can encroach a distance protection relay characteristic operating area very
rapidly or comparatively slowly. If the swing is slow a mal-operation is avoided by the use
o f timers to prevent tripping if the impedance fails to enter zone 2 tripping area having
entered zone 3 tripping area, after a certain time has elapsed. In the case o f severe system
swings such as following a fault, blinder characteristics are used as the time delay theory is
no longer valid because the characteristic zones will be penetrated by the impedance locus
at approximately the same speed as for a fault. This sort o f scheme is adequate to protect
against feeder cascade tripping during severe disturbances on the system. However, it
should be noted that the relay can not protect against faults on the feeder section while
power swing blocking is in progress.

2.12 System Unbalance and Harmonics
2.12.1 Harmonics
Harmonic content o f the power system waveforms was first recognised in the early
1900’s. In the last ten to fifteen years particularly there has been an increase in the number
o f non-linear loads connected to the distribution system. These loads cause distortion in
both the voltage and the current waveforms. Thyristors and power transistors, are common
causes o f harmonic distortion. Iron core devices such as solid-state converters, adjustable
speed drive motors, input stages o f power supplies and induction and arc furnaces - which
are operating more towards their non-linear regions - are responsible for the harmonic
distortion observed in current waveforms15,6^. Consequently, the voltage and current
waveforms present on today’s power systems are quite often far from sinusoidal in nature.
It has been observed ^ that some solid state relays are prone to errors as a result of
harmonics in the input waveforms. Typically delays in trip times are observed. Considering
overcurrent relays o f traditional design, but not those measuring true rms values, it is
widely known that the waveshape can affect the pickup and time delay characteristics.
Frequency relays and some metering devices such as watt-metric devices which respond to
zero crossings can become inaccurate. Frequency relays and those relying on sampled data
are most prone to the adverse affects o f harmonics. As a consequence filtering is needed to
ensure that the relay responds only to the fundamental frequency o f the input signals.
However, operating time will be increased as a result o f this filtering . At transmission
voltage levels where sub cycle or sub half cycle relay operating times are required, this can
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be a problem. However, at distribution voltage levels the operating times are often between
1 and 2 cycles and use o f specific filters or techniques which inherently filter the input
signals are adequate.

2.12.2 System Unbalance
It is the intention o f power system planners and designers to not only match supply
with demand but to develop the system in such a way that balance between phases is made.
However, there is always unbalance to some degree. Not only can a proliferation o f single
phase load connected to one phase o f a system cause problems but the occurrence o f
unbalanced faults, system abnormal running conditions and long untransposed lines can all
result in system load unbalance.
Engineers recognise this condition and approaches such as symmetrical components
and modal analysis are but two techniques commonly used to de-couple an ‘n’ multi-phase
system into ‘n ’ single phase systems. This allows for accurate system studies, fault analysis
with specifically symmetrical components having appeared in distance relay designs since
their first inception^.

2.13 Distribution System Faults.
As mentioned above power systems are far from ideal and one such cause is the
occurrence o f faults.

2.13.1 Fault Types
Faults can occur for a number o f reasons and should be considered as either primary
(system) or secondary (non-system) faults.
Primary system faults are those pertaining to short circuit conditions arising from
degradation o f interphase insulation or from a sudden open circuit, such as that caused by
an overhead line or cable connection failure

Primary system faults are typically the

result o f catastrophic equipment failure, third party damage, human error, extreme weather
or environmental conditions, or a combination o f some or all o f the previous.
Secondary faults can be thought o f as those arising from use o f inaccurate setting
data resulting in mal-operation o f protection schemes or incorrect connections o f secondary
wiring. Secondary faults are sometimes termed non-system faults and are not a result o f
faults on the primary power system.
The work in this report is concerned with protecting against system faults and it is
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necessary to understand the nature o f such faults, in order for the effects on protection
devices to be fully understood. Table 2.2 191below details the principle primary system
faults and classifies them.
All o f the above are fixed faults and are the most common. It is possible for a
variable fault to be experienced however. This is one in which a single phase fault may
develop into a phase to phase to ground fault then into a three phase fault due to the
extension o f a fault arc. This type o f fault can generally be considered as a succession o f
fixed faults occurring one after the other.

•

•
•
•
•
•

Short Circuited
Phases
Three phase
fault clear o f
earth
Three phase to
earth
Phase to phase
Single phase to
earth
Two phase to
earth
Phase to Phase
plus single
phase to earth

O pen-Circuited
phases
• Single phase
open circuit
• Two phase open
circuit
• Three phase
open circuit

Sim ultaneous
Faults
A com bination o f
two or more faults
at a tim e , the faults
being sim ilar or
dissim ilar type and
occurring at the
same time or
different locations.
Typical examples
are cross country
earth faults and
open circuit with an
earth fault
condition.

W inding Faults
•
•

•
•

W inding to earth
short circuit
W inding to
winding short
circuit
Short circuited
turns
Open circuited
winding.

Table 2.2 : Primary System Fault Types and Classifications [9J.

2.13.2 Fault Severity
The severity o f a power system fault depends on duration, the magnitude o f fault
current, the fault type and the amount o f damage caused. The two former indicators are o f
most interest to the protection engineer.
There are a number o f factors that affect fault severity.
1. Source Conditions. These conditions relate to the amount o f connected generation and
its disposition within the network. This will include any interconnections and embedded
generation. The m aximum and minimum conditions are o f most interest with the limits
often determined by the minimum and maximum connected load.
2. Neutral earthing. The number o f system earthing electrodes, and the presence o f
earthing resistors or reactors will particularly affect those faults involving earth. Earth
fault current on U.K. distribution systems is commonly restricted to below a regulatory
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level by the use o f such earthing impedance, thus minimising damage caused by
otherwise high fault current levels. Taking this theory to it’s limit, the fault current
could be limited to a very small value, and this is the case when the system is earthed
through such devices as the Peterson Coil, or a generator earthed through a voltage
transformer.
3. Power system configuration. This particularly refers to whether the system is operating
normally or abnormally, and also refers to changing system connections due to the
reaction o f protective schemes in isolating parts o f the network as a result o f the actual
fault occurrence.
4. Nature and type o f fault. The type o f fault and its position in the power system affects
the magnitude and distribution o f the system fault current. Further, the effects o f a given
fault position may be considerably modified by the simultaneous presence o f one or
more other faults elsewhere on the system. Fault impedance derived from either fault
arc resistance or the resistance o f any metal structure in the fault path requires
appreciation, particularly when applying distance protection as in this work.
The above considerations result in a range o f fault severity. Commonly a standard
fault type o f the ‘three phase fault’ is referred to, and in turn the ‘three phase fault level’ expressed as either a current in Ampere’s or more commonly in MVA - depicts the level o f
severity. The fault level is the amount o f electrical energy available at a point on the
system if a fault o f a particular type were to occur there. As the three phase fault is the most
severe condition it is usually the case that the three phase fault level determines the
maximum short circuit rating o f the switchgear on the system.
For a solidly earthed system the single phase to earth fault current may exceed that
experienced for a three phase fault. Commonly three phase fault levels range from 35M VA
at 400/230V levels to 35,000 MVA at 400kV transmission levels. It is desirable to have
fast fault clearance times where the fault levels are high to minimise the stress and damage
imposed on the system.

2.14 Fault Induced Transient Effects
The occurrence o f a fault on a distribution system will in turn cause transient effects
which may be observed in both the voltage and the current measured at different points on
the network. One such transient effect is that o f the DC offset. This effect is often observed
in measured current waveforms at the moment a fault occurs, and must be understood if it’s
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effect is not to cause mal operations in protection equipment reliant on measuring the
voltage and current waveforms.
Consider a simple series circuit o f resistance R and inductance L. The instantaneous
value o f voltage, V, applied to the circuit is,
V = |Vm|sin(tijt + a )
Equation 2.12

If the voltage o f equation 2.12 is applied to this circuit at time t=0, then the magnitude o f
the voltage is governed by a at the moment o f application.
If then the instantaneous voltage is zero and increasing in a positive direction then a
equals zero also. If the voltage is at it’s positive maximum instantaneous value a is equal to
7l/2.
The differential equation describing the circuit conditions is,
|Vm| sin(nrt + a ) = Ri + L
Equation 2.13

and has the solution,

Equation 2.14

where,
\Z\ = J

r

2 + ( u, L ) 2

Equation 2.12

and
0 = tan- ( « % )
Equation 2.13

The first term o f equation 2.14 is sinusoidal in nature and can be considered as the
steady state value o f the current in the RL circuit for the given applied voltage. The second
term is non-periodic and decays exponentially with time constant L/R. This term is called
the DC component o f the current.
If the value o f the steady-state term is not zero when t=0, the DC component
appears in the solution in order to satisfy the physical condition o f zero current at the
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instant o f switch closure. The DC term does not exist if the switch were to be closed at a 0=0 or a-0 = n .
If the circuit is closed at a point on the voltage wave such that a-0 = ± 7i/2, then the
DC component will have its maximum initial value, which will be equal to the maximum
value o f the sinusoidal component.
The DC component may have any value between zero and |Vm|/|Z|, depending on
the instantaneous value o f the voltage when the circuit is closed and on the power factor o f
the circuit. This latter point is best considered as the ratio between X and R o f the circuit.
At the instant o f applying the voltage the DC and steady state components always have the
same magnitude but opposite sign in order to satisfy the zero value o f current at this time.
Overhead lines and cables have different typical X to R ratios and this in turn effects
the amount o f DC offset for a particular fault occurrence that may exist in the current
waveform. For example a typical value o f X/R ratio for a 400kV transmission line is
approximately 10. For a 33kV overhead line the ratio falls to around 3 while for a 33kV
cable it will likely be closer to 1^2\ Thus the rate at which the DC offset will decrease to
zero will be faster in the case o f a cable compared with that o f the line. That is the cable
network can be generally considered to damp out DC offsets in a shorter time than an
overhead line.
This work is concerned with the distribution composite circuits and as such may
contain both cable and line sections in the same protected feeder section. Thus the worst
case X/R ratio o f 3 is considered in experimental work.

2.15 Typical Maximum Fault Clearance Times
Because o f the type o f protection generally applied to the 132kV and 33kV
distribution systems, the typical maximum fault clearance time is approximately 0.6
second.
Allowing for auxiliary equipment and circuit breaker operating time and any safety
margin a modem day distance relay applied to a 33kV system should produce a trip signal
after approximately 1 to 2.5 cycles o f the power system fundamental frequency voltage and
current waveforms (50Hz nominal).

2.16 Summary
In this chapter a typical power distribution system has been described. Power
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distribution systems are not perfect and are subject to many types o f electrical phenomena.
The basic common construction o f distribution systems are that o f the wood pole 33kV
overhead line or 132kV tower line, while the most commonly used cable is the three core
screened 33kV ‘H ’ type.
Feeders are typically designed and operated on a radial principle though in some
cases may be paralleled between two different bulk supply substations (132kW 33kV) i.e.
two different source infeeds.
The proliferation o f embedded generation means that quite often an alternative
source o f system in feed to a fault may be in existence. Thus pre-fault load transfer
considerations and a relays interpretation o f fault resistance when a fault is subject to
double end in feed can be a cause o f error.
Some existing relays such as those utilising quadratic characteristics and the earlier
electromechanical reactance relays are often considered as catering for the presence o f fault
resistance. However, in the presence o f double end in feed, due to the resistance o f a
particular fault appearing as a complex quantity, the quadrilateral and the reactance relay
may under or over-reach according to their location on the system. Often reactance lines o f
quadrilateral characteristics are allowed to rotate about the feeder reach point impedance
setting in order to cater for this form o f error.
Power system voltage and current waveforms are usually subject to some, if not
significant, harmonic distortion. This harmonic disruption whether as a result o f faults or
due to non-linear loads connected to the system, can cause errors in certain types o f relay
and consideration should be given to the filtering o f incoming voltage and current signals.
Filtering introduces a time delay and due consideration should be given to ensure such
increased trip times will not compromise system integrity or security.
Power systems in steady-state and faulted condition will contain some degree o f
unbalance and mutual coupling between phases o f the network apparatus.
Power swings can occur for a number o f reasons and it is essential that any relay is
able to detect the difference between an encroachment o f the measured impedance into it’s
characteristic operating region as being a result o f either a fault or a power swing. When a
power swing is rapid, the advancing impedance trajectory can penetrate the characteristic
boundary at the same speed as experienced during faulted conditions. Thus, discrimination
o f fast power swings from faults is not feasible with timers between zone boundaries and
blinders are utilised. However, in the case o f blinder schemes, while operating for a power
swing the relay is not available to detect faults.
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Many types o f fault can occur on modem day distribution power systems but the
most commonly referred to is the three phase fault. The three phase fault level is a measure
o f the energy available at a point on the network and is often used as the criteria for
switchgear short circuit ratings. System earthing and construction can determine severity o f
a fault in terms o f differing earth return fault path impedance levels for earth faults and the
effects o f fault occurrence on other parts o f the network due to construction or
interconnection.
The occurrence o f a fault on the primary system gives rise to transient effects, which
can be observed, in the voltage and current waveforms. One such effect is that o f the DC
offset (where due to the point on voltage wave that the fault occurs and the reactance to
resistance ratio o f the protected feeder) which will vary between zero and voltage
maximum and decay at varying time constants. Typically lines have an X/R ratio in the
order o f 2 to 3 while cables have a ratio o f approximately 1. Thus, in the case o f a cable
network DC off sets decay to zero in a shorter time than the case o f a line.
To maintain system security and integrity for all consumers there is a need to
protect the system against the occurrence o f faults. This protection should discriminate
accurately the location o f the fault and act as quickly as possible to remove the affected
section o f the network without disruption to other sections o f the system.
Distance relays are a common form o f protection utilised on distribution networks
as they are independent requiring no form o f communication channel, and possess inherent
back up. Relay operating times o f between 1 and 3 cycles o f the power system fundamental
waveforms are common.
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Chapter 3
Distance Protection
3.1 Introduction
This chapter explains the fundamental principles o f power system protection using
distance schemes. Beginning with the early electromechanical relays, the basic plain
impedance characteristic, reactance and self polarised mho (s.p.m.) characteristics are
investigated. Characteristics have evolved such that a number o f different ones are available
through the use o f static type relays and these are described briefly. Problems encountered
when applying distance protection to certain types o f distribution feeder are identified,
through an analysis o f existing distribution system practices and relaying principles.
In conclusion, previously identified inaccuracies o f distance protection schemes,
designed for overhead line homogeneous application but protecting composite or mixed
feeder types, are detailed.
Distance relays differ from other forms o f protection relay with operation based on
the ratio o f applied voltage and current. Electromechanical distance relays are constructed
so that the operating torque produced by a current element is opposed by that produced by a
voltage element, and the relay operates when the ratio o f voltage to current is less than
some predetermined value.
When a fault occurs on a circuit the ratio o f voltage to current at a fixed
measurement point will depend on the impedance or distance between the relaying point
and the point o f fault. This ratio will be constant for any particular fault position,
irrespective o f the magnitude o f fault current and will only vary if the distance between the
fault and the measuring point varies. The nearer the fault to the measuring point the lower
the voltage to current ratio. Likewise, the further away the fault from the measuring point
the larger the voltage to current ratio. By installing a distance relay at the supply end o f a
line, it’s voltage to current ratio setting can be adjusted to represent only faults in a given
section o f the line and thus will remain inoperative for faults beyond it.

3.2 Definite Distance or Plain Impedance Relay
One particular type o f definite distance relay is the balanced beam and might be
constructed as shown in figure 3.1(a). Under normal conditions the pull o f the voltage
element is greater than that o f the current element and the beam tilts in the non-operating
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Voltage

Current

3.1(a)

3.1(b)

Figure 3.1 : Balanced Beam Electromechanical Relay (a),
& the Plain Impedance Relay Characteristic (b).

position. W hen a fault occurs the pull o f the voltage element is reduced and that o f the
current element increases and the beam tips to close the tripping contacts. The operating
characteristic for such a relay is shown in figure 3.1(b), and is a circle o f radius Z about the
origin. The position o f the impedance vector Z inside the circle is determined by the phase
angle 0 between voltage and current. Clearly this impedance relay is non-directional. That
is it will operate for faults both in front and behind the relaying point.
X

Figure 3.2 : Reduction of the relay characteristic Impedance angle setting, to allow for small
amounts of Fault Resistance.

[Note: 0 = Characteristic Impedance angle of the protected line, 6 = the compensated setting angle
and knowing both these angles GQ = GL / [cos (0 - 0)]]

The plain impedance relay will also be subject to errors in discrimination caused by
the occurrence o f high resistance faults, such as arcing faults or flash over to steel towers or
steel supporting cross arms. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the effects o f arc resistance upon the
accuracy o f a s.p.m. characteristic. W ith the relay set for a characteristic angle o f 0, the
relay will under reach for a resistive earth fault at the reach point. If the setting angle is
reduced to 6 the impedance setting is then GL multiplied by cos(0 - 0) and accuracy in the
presence o f fault resistance is maintained.
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3.3 Reactance Relays
The electromechanical reactance relay, by design overcomes the problem o f fault
resistance. It measures the reactance o f the line and theoretically is unaffected by the
presence o f fault resistance. An induction cup design is utilised.
In the reactance relay a third factor is introduced which is common to both voltage
and current elements. As well as possessing the usual voltage and current windings as on
the impedance relay o f section 3.1, there are in addition two extra current windings which
produce a polarising flux in two additional poles. The flux in the operating winding is out
o f phase with the polarising flux and the inter-action o f these two fluxes produces a torque
in the rotor proportional to the square o f the current. Similarly, a flux is produced in the
restrain winding which produces a torque proportional to V I sin 0 , where 0 is the angle by
which the current lags the voltage.

X >

<

XR
>/
R

Figure 3.3 : Reactance Relay Characteristic.

The relay will now operate if the reactance seen by the relay, is less than some
setting value

X r

and the characteristic on the impedance plain will be a straight line parallel

to the resistive axis, as shown in figure 3.3.
The reactance relay is generally considered subject to negligible error with respect
to fault path resistance when applied to single in feed systems [8J. If however the line is fed
from both ends by separate sources and the phase angle between the respective source
voltages is large and fault path resistance is large, then the accuracy o f the reactance relay
may be affected [8]. In this case, the resultant fault current, which flows through the fault,
will be out o f phase with the relay current. This is shown in the phasor diagram o f figure
2.5 (chapter 2). The reactance relay can be shown to overreach for a fault near the end o f
the protected zone, due to fault resistance appearing as a positive reactance.
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3.4 Mho relay
The reactance relay reduces the errors in impedance measurement that arise from
the presence o f significant fault resistance, but it still suffers from the disadvantage that it is
inherently non-directional.
By using a relay similar in construction to the reactance relay but supplying the
polarising windings from the restraining winding;

z = z Rcos(0-e)
Equation 3.1

Where, Z is the PPS impedance o f the line, Z r is the Ohmic setting o f the relay, 0 is the
angle by which the fault current lags the voltage and 0 is the angle by which current lags
voltage for maximum operating torque and maximum impedance reach.
This is the equation o f a circle and on a polar diagram is as shown in figure 3.4, a
circle o f diameter Z r which passes thorough the origin and whose centre is on a line at an
angle 0 from the real axis. This shows the mho relay to be inherently directional. The
phase angle o f the characteristic is the angle 0 , between the diameter o f the impedance
circle and the real axis. By making 0 approximate the phase angle o f the line, the circle

x

ZR

Figure 3.4 : The Mho Characteristic.

can be made to fit the fault area closely, thus reducing the effect o f load swing on heavily
loaded lines. The relay setting angle 0 can be set less than the line angle to allow for a
small am ount o f arc resistance which would otherwise cause under reach.

3.5 Arc Resistance
An approximate value o f arc resistance can be assessed by using Van Warringtons
e q u a tio n ^ ;
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R =

28710
1.4

■L

V ^ arc

Equation 3.2

where Ra is the arc resistance in Ohms, Larc is the length o f the arc in meters and Iarc
is the current in the arc in Amperes.
The effect o f arc resistance is most significant on short lines and with fault currents
below 2000 Amperes [4], for example as might occur during periods o f light loading. W here
the line is carried on wooden poles without earth wires, the earth fault resistance can have
serious consequences for the application o f s.p.m relays used for earth fault measurement.
To improve accuracy when detecting earth faults either reactance, quadrilateral or fully
cross polarised mho (f.c.p.m) relays can be used.

3.6 Q uadrilateral Relay
W ith the advent o f static relay technology and more recently microprocessor based
relaying platforms more complicated characteristics have been developed. One such
characteristic is the quadrilateral.

Figure 3.5 : Quadrilateral Characteristic.

The reactance relay has generally been superseded by the use o f relays with
quadrilateral characteristics. These relays combine the advantages o f the reactance relay
with directional and resistive reach control characteristics. Quadrilateral characteristics are
generally applied for earth fault protection on short to medium length lines with ‘strong’
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sources o f power in feed, where a high degree o f tolerance towards fault resistance is
required. A typical characteristic is shown in figure 3.5, where the quadrilateral tripping
area is offset slightly to allow for close in fault detection.

3.7 O ffset Characteristics
W hen a fault occurs close to the relaying point the voltage falls to zero or near zero,
and a self polarised mho or directional relay may fail to operate. The offset characteristic
can be used to cover this eventuality. As well as the o ff set quadrilateral an o ff set mho can
be used.
If current bias is used a mho characteristic can be moved in the impedance plain to
embrace the origin and thus the measuring element will now operate for close-up faults
both in the forward and reverse directions. There are three main uses o f the offset
characteristic.
1. To provide carrier starting in distance schemes with carrier blocking.
2. Third zone and bus bar backup. Here, zone 3 protection is afforded and reverse
reach can be arranged to extend backwards into the bus bar zone to provide
backup. When large amounts o f reverse reach are desired, a lenticular
characteristic can be used. This avoids mal-operation caused by maximum load
transfer when a mho is offset by a large amount.

P ow er Swing
Im pedance Locus

Starting
Units

zom

P ow er Swing
Blocking Relay

Figure 3.6 : Power Swing Blocking Relay Characteristic.

3. Power swing blocking. The relay is arranged to block operation o f the distance
scheme measuring units during a power swing. The typical arrangements o f
characteristics are shown in figure 3.6. A typical impedance locus as
experienced during a pow er swing crosses both the blocking and distance
characteristics. The distance elements are only allowed to emit a trip signal if
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they operate within a preset time o f the power swing blocking offset mho
characteristic operating. Under fault conditions the measuring units and the
blocking unit will operate almost simultaneously, while for a power swing when
the measuring units do eventually operate a sufficient amount o f time will have
elapsed since operation o f the offset mho that a trip will be prevented. Thus the
danger o f cascade tripping o f transm ission lines during power swings can be
eliminated.

3.8

Relationship between Source Impedance, Line Im pedance

and Relay Voltage
Any fault on a three phase power system can be represented by a diagram shown in
figure 3.7.

VS

<

VL = VR

>

<

>

IR

ZL

ZS
VR

SOURCE

LINE

Figure 3.7 : Power System Simplified Arrangement

Zs and Z l are the source and line impedance respectively. Zs indicates a
measure o f the fault level at the relaying point, and for faults involving earth will be
dependent on the method o f system earthing behind the relaying point[4]. Line impedance
Z l, represents the impedance o f the protected feeder. For a fault at the reach p o in t:
vr

= i r -z l

Equation 3.3

where

V

r

and

Ir

are respectively the voltage and current applied to the relay.

V

r

can be

expressed in terms o f Zs/Zl, and highlights an important relationship.

Equation 3.4
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where V is the open circuit voltage o f the power system. This relationship between
V r and Zs/ Z l is valid for all short circuit faults provided:

1. For phase faults; V is the phase to phase voltage, Z s/Z l is the positive sequence source
to line impedance ratio and

V r

is the phase to phase relay voltage.

2. For earth faults ; V is phase to neutral voltage, VR is the phase to neutral relay voltage
and Z s/Z l is a composite ratio involving both the positive and zero sequence values o f
impedance and can be expressed as;
7

_ 27si +^ 7^so

7L

27LI +
7
x

LO

Equation 3.5

3.9

Fully and Partially Cross Polarised Mho Relay
The offset mho inherently covers close up faults. An alternative technique would be

to use cross phase polarisation where a percentage o f voltage from a healthy phase is added
to the polarising voltage.
The f.c.p.m. characteristic offers the above advantage o f cross polarisation as well
as the ability to open out the mho circular characteristic along the resistive axis, as shown in
figure 3.8, for all types o f unbalanced faults. This is especially useful when protected lines
are short and the zone 1 ohmic setting is low and the amount o f the resistive axis covered is
small compared with expected values o f arc resistance.
The partially cross polarised Mho relay offers a compromise between excellent
phase selection o f self -polarised mho and the superior arc resistance coverage and
directional response o f the fully cross-polarised mho.

Z S/Z L=2.5

Z S/Z L=0

Figure 3.8 : Fully-Cross Polarised Mho Characteristic.[4]
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3.10 Ohm Relay
During severe power swing conditions, the only solution to regain normal service is
to separate the two swinging sources. Ideally this should be done so that plant capacity and
connected load on either side o f the split are matched. As mentioned previously ordinary
distance schemes are not generally able to detect and isolate for this type o f condition and
the offset mho characteristic can be used to prevent operation o f the relays and thus prevent
cascade tripping. In order to ensure separation o f the system at a preset point an out o f step
tripping scheme, employing ohm units can be used.

Line Impedance
P ow er Swing
Im pedance Locus

zorec

zonea

Out of step Tripf ing Relay Characteristic

Figure 3.9: Application of Out of step Tripping Relay Characteristic.

The out o f step scheme basically consists o f two ohm units, arranged with their
characteristics either side o f the protected lines impedance vector, as shown in figure 3.9.
The impedance diagram is now divided into three separate zones, namely a, b and c. The
impedance locus during a power swing can be seen to enter firstly zone a then zone b then
zone c, in turn causing each ohm unit and their associated auxiliary relays to operate. W hen
the impedance enters zone c the trip sequence is considered complete and the circuit
breaker trip coil is energised.

3.11 Distance Relays in Common Use
Historically, protection o f distribution systems has been afforded by the use o f
electromechanical relays. During the 1950’s and 60’s static relays were developed making
use o f discrete components and logic circuits such as comparators and level detectors. The
present generation protection relay takes advantage o f the availability o f powerful
microprocessor DSP chip technology.
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Microprocessor based relays are multifunctional and offer enhanced communication
systems. The reliability o f microprocessors, decreasing cost and lower maintenance
requirement mean that relays produced today are usually numerical microprocessor based
devices.
Typical characteristics in use are the mho, s.p.m. and quadrilateral (the latter two
often being offset). The nature o f this work is the protection o f composite circuits as well as
those comprising totally underground cable. Basically, the mho characteristic suits
detection o f faults clear o f earth as well as those low impedance earth faults. The
quadrilateral lends its self to the coverage o f high impedance earth faults as well as phase
faults.

3.12 Typical Settings and Scheme Type
In selecting a relay setting for a distance relay the following sources o f error should
be considered.
1. Accuracy and performance o f the voltage and current transducers associated with the
relays.
2. Accuracy o f relay calibration.
3. Accuracy o f transmission line impedance data.
Clearly it is not possible to set a distance relay to cover 100% o f a feeders length,
and maintain accurate discrimination. It is usual to allow for errors by setting the relay to
cover 80 to 90% o f the total length.
Settings normally applied to an accurate three step distance relay would be :

Zonel
Setting = 0.9 • Z L

' C.T.Ratio N

^V.T. R atio,

Equation 3.8

This setting would be reduced for a less accurate relay. In the case o f a reactance
relay, ZL is substituted with the PPS reactance o f the line section.
Where a Mho relay is used with a characteristic angle, 0, which is not equal to that
o f the protected feeder, the Ohmic setting must be increased by dividing it by
cos( 0 - 0 ).
•

Zone2
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The zone is typically set to reach greater than 75% o f the next feeder section. If
there is a source feed at the next bus, the zone 2 reach is reduced as the relay will not see all
the fault current. The effect can be seen in figure 3.10, where the additional feed at B
decreases the zone 2 reach at A from AD to AE, where;
BE _

IA

BD ~ IA + IB
Equation 3.7

IA+IB

Figure 3.10 Zone 2 Setting With Infeed at Bus Bar B

•

Zone 3
The zone is generally for backup, and whereas zones 1 and 2 are for preserving

continuity o f supply, zone 3 is for minimising damage to equipment and danger to
personnel in the case o f a protection or operation failure.
Zone 3 is set to cover the whole o f the neighboring section, and while zones 1 and 2
can not over reach with out upsetting discrimination, zone 3 can not under reach without
giving adequate back-up protection. Zones 1 and 2 are commonly set for the actual line
impedance ignoring in feeds, but zone 3 is set for the maximum in feed. In figure 3.11, it
must be set for P + QR Ohms, where P is the impedance o f the protected line, Q is the
impedance o f the next line, and R is the maximum ratio o f the total current entering the
next section to the amount flowing through the protected line.
Sometimes, this setting could be high enough to cause zone 3 operation on load.
This problem can be overcome either by using a relay with an elliptical characteristic, or by
reversing the direction o f the zone 3 units.
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zone 3
zone 2

zone 1

IA

IB

P+QR

Figure 3.11 : Zone 3 Setting. The P+QR Criteria.

In figure 3.12, the relay at A normally provides zone 3 back-up for the section BC,
but there is no reason why this should not be provided by the relay at B. By reversing the
zone 3 relay units they will cover the next section behind them. The same protection will be
provided, but the setting o f the zone 3 unit will be reduced by the impedance o f the
protected section (the relay at A has to reach a distance AC, whereas the relay at B only has
to reach a distance BC). This is less by AB, and may therefore eliminate the risk o f
operating on overload.

Tee
Breaker Trip
Tripped on Backup

Tee
Breaker Failed

Figure 3.12 : Reversal of Zone 3 Units to Cover Section Behind Relay.

W ith this type o f arrangement giving backup with relays nearest to the fault, the teed lines
on the healthy sections will remain in service. The major disadvantage is that the relays
giving backup have the same AC or DC supplies as the equipment they are backing up, and
could also fail from a common power supply failure.
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3.13 Plain and Switched Schemes
Distance protection can comprise six elements, three for phase faults and three for
earth faults. If these are plain impedance or reactance relays, a separate directional relay
will be required. Starter relays are used and may be multi-element directional relays, or
long reach mho relays. These will also start timing relays to extend the reach o f the main
relays to give zones 2 and 3 operation.
On switched schemes only one distance element may be employed, usually a mho
variety, and instantaneous current operated starting relays are necessary. According to the
nature o f the fault, the appropriate starting units will operate and apply the correct voltage
and current to the measuring element.

3.14 Practical Considerations When Applying Distance Protection
There are a number o f practical considerations to be made when applying distance
protection relays to power distribution networks. Already highlighted are; considerations o f
teed circuits and their effects on reach point settings, feeds from both ends causing fault
resistance to appear as a complex component, the option o f characteristic angle adjustment
to cater for fault resistance at the reach point setting when using a s.p.m. characteristic and
the relationship between the relay voltage and the source to line impedance ratio.
There are a number o f other technical considerations to consider, particularly related
to the application o f distance protection to composite distribution feeders.
Cable circuit earth return paths can depend on many factors such as cable sheath
bonding, sheath earth points and any conducting parallel paths laid along side the cable i.e.
water pipes. Cables can often be found laid in steel pipes or ducts causing changes in the
ZPS impedance Zo. The accurate way o f determining Zo, is to measure it after cable
installation. Past studies [121 have shown that correction factors o f ±20% need sometimes to
be applied to zero sequence calculations due to the unpredictable nature o f the zero
sequence impedance value.
One result o f this is that Z Z 0 ^ Z Z , for cables. In the case o f overhead lines
Z Z 0 = Z Z ,. This has particular importance when considering the case o f a single phase to
earth fault. The exact nature o f the earth path resistance is unknown and it is common to
compensate the measured impedance according to the following equation:

z =
R

v«
Ir + W n

Equation 3.8
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where Zr , V r and Ir are the impedance, voltage and current respectively measured
by the relay. In is the neutral current, and k is a compensation factor given by:
\
—

i

—

7

3

Equation 3.9

where Zo and Z \, are the zero and positive sequence impedance values o f the
protected line.
Relays protecting overhead lines can utilise scalar earth fault compensation. It is
clear however that when protecting composite or entirely underground cable networks earth
fault compensation factors such as k in equation 3.9, should be complex in order to avoid
inaccuracies.
It has been shown that for high resistance faults at the reach point, problems o f over
and under reach can occur. For a cable circuit values o f fault resistance are sometimes
considered negligibly lo w I12]. However, for a composite circuit there may exist a high
resistance earth fault on an overhead line section. This would have to be accurately detected
by a relay protecting such a mixed construction feeder.
Returning to the question o f accurate earth fault compensation, for a composite type
feeder the earth fault compensation factor k should be generally expressed as
f n
k=I.

3

k=0
—

1

2X
V k=0

Equation 3.10

where n is the number o f line and cable section.
Cable sheaths may be connected to earth at both ends or at one end only. In the case
o f only one earth connection there is probably a need to reduce circulating charging current
in order to reduce thermal loading on the cable section. Elkateb [12] shows that zero
sequence impedance seen by distance relays at different ends o f such a cable feeder will be
subject to different earth fault paths. A relay at one end o f a feeder may be subject to return
current through the cable sheath, while at the other the return fault current path is through
the earth only. Different zero sequence impedance values are experienced. E lk a te b ^ ,
concludes that when applying comparator type relay technology to composite circuits the
use o f complex compensation factors and a s.p.m. characteristic provides the most accurate
solution to protecting composite distribution circuits, particularly cable sections between 1
and 25km in length. The s.p.m. characteristic is often applied to distance protection cable
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circuits. They are suited to the lower characteristic angles o f cable circuits caused by the
fact that series resistance and shunt capacitance elements are significant as compared with
lines. Reach point difficulties have been further recognised in the presence o f arc resistance
at the reach point when protecting composite c irc u its ^ .

3.15 Digital Impedance Distance Algorithms
Research and development o f digital impedance based relaying algorithms, has been
an area o f significant investigation for the past thirty years. Several fundamental approaches
have been taken in the pursuit o f suitable accuracy and operating times. Many such
approaches have been developed primarily for use in protecting short to medium length
overhead lines (where short is <100km and medium is <250km). Consequently, few authors
have concentrated on the distributed shunt capacitance o f the line and it’s affect on
impedance measurement. As the scope o f this work is to develop an algorithm suitable for
distance protection o f composite circuits, which contain significant shunt capacitance, it
would suggest a long line model to be an ideal representation o f a composite system o f
similar lengths. This is because distributed parameter long line transmission line models
account for all the parameters o f the circuit.

3.16 Investigation of Distance Algorithm Approaches and
Development
The algorithm described in this thesis uses a distributed parameter model o f the
composite system and is explained in detail in chapter 5. An assessment o f existing research
in the field to date is essential to be able to benchmark the development work described.
One o f the main approaches is that based on the solution o f the simple first order
line equation:
Vph-.
h =IRxL- —
dt
Equation 3.11

where VPh-e and I are the relay voltage and current respectively. R and L are the
series PPS resistance and PPS inductance between the relay and the point o f fault. This
equation represents the simplified transmission line model and neglects any shunt
capacitance o f the protected network. It is a lumped model, neglecting the distributed nature
o f the transmission line parameters. This makes it suitable for application to short lines
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(<100km). Different techniques for solving equation 3.11 give rise to a range o f algorithm
principles.
An early work by Mclnnes & Morrisson fl5] recognised that equation 3.11 could be
solved numerically for R and L if V

Ph-e,

I, and dl/dt were known at two separate time

intervals. However, ‘noise’ present in current and voltage signals would likely give rise to
inaccuracies in the resistance and reactance calculations. The authors suggest integrating
equation 3.11 over two consecutive time intervals to obtain higher accuracy and avoid the
use o f smoothing filters and associated time delays. Later Ranjbar & Cory[16], extend the
investigation o f this consecutive time integral integration theory, and highlight a further
mean square error minimisation principle designed to reduce errors caused by neglecting
the distributed capacitive element o f the overhead transmission line. Requiring a fast
operating time (less than 1 cycle o f the power system fundamental waveform) it was
discovered that these approaches were susceptible to low order harmonics in the voltage
and current signals. The authors suggest a further improved digital harmonic filtering
method based approach. Rockefeller & U d re n [17J, undertook an investigation o f the
practical nature o f the approach as defined by Mclnnes & Morrison

while Brenigan et

a l [18], developed a similar relay based on the simplest difference equation solution to

equation 3.11 and incorporating fault location, based on calculated reactance readings.
All the above mentioned techniques however can be found to exhibit poor high
frequency characteristics as well as being susceptible to low frequency distortion, such as
the DC offset problem. Further numerical burden on early processor technology was found
to be excessive and would lead to the construction o f special relaying equipment.
Suda e t a l [19], recognised the above methods as essentially relying on alternating
current theory derived from the Fourier Transform o f the input signals. Thus, there existed
inherent time delay, while a single fundamental frequency was extracted for use by either
filters or integrators. The authors propose an approach based on treating the transmission
line as distributed in nature deriving a suitable line equation from the distributed line model
partial differential equations (PDE), and consequently considering resistance, inductance,
conductance and capacitance. Highlighting how conductance and capacitance can be
neglected for short overhead lines they also derive algorithms suitable for long overhead
line and cable networks. Using the operator method to integrate the PDE for the distributed
constant parameter transmission line, the instantaneous values o f voltage and current are
given by higher order polynomials in Y (where Y is the distance between relay and fault
point). A first order solution was found to be adequate for the short line condition, while a
second order solution coped with the inclusion o f a capacitance element. The most
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important observation is that as the algorithm takes on the consideration o f distributed
capacitance the implementation o f such a routine became more arithmetically demanding
on microprocessors.
Ohura et aP°\ highlights the susceptible nature o f numerical differential equation
solution approach to low frequency distortion. Both authors work [19,201 exhibit better than
previous high frequency distortion immunity, however, the problems o f DC offset still
remain. Ohura, explains, that there are two approaches to the solution o f this low frequency
distortion susceptibility. Firstly, a digital filter can be implemented to remove the unwanted
distortion at the cost o f a time delay. A second approach is however promoted, in which the
differential approximation accuracy o f the distorted wave is improved. This is achieved by
the use o f a modified differential approximation algorithm.
Further publications present techniques employing recursive computation, to
address the problems o f overcoming both high and low frequency distortion. They are all
seeking ultra-high speed operating times. Johns & Martin [21,221 and D ’Amore & Ferrero [23],
suggest algorithms based on differential equations combined with Fourier Transform
solutions, and these present better results in terms o f both DC rejection and high frequency
immunity. The computational burden, however, was found to be high. In the work o f Johns
& M artin t211, an analogue filter is suggested to reduce the digital processing time and
maintain accuracy. In their later w o rk t221the same authors offer a variable sampling rate as
a solution.
When applying Fourier Transform techniques W iszniew ski[241 notes that to obtain a
solution to the equation 3.11, a fixed sample data window will also cause problems. A short
window does not satisfy the first zone reach criteria while long data windows add to the
operating time. This led the author to suggest a variable window technique be applied.
However, the problem caused by decaying DC offset components still remained.
Xia & L i [251, develop the variable window ideology applying the Fourier Transform
to equation 3.11, reporting improved DC component rejection and high frequency distortion
immunity. O f principle importance is the relationship between sample rate and accuracy.
For a fixed window length an increase in sample rate leads to a more accurate calculation o f
R and L, assuming the microprocessor used is capable o f completing the necessary
calculations in the inter sample time. Further, if the window length is allowed to start from
the point o f fault inception only and vary up to a maximum value, at which point the
Fourier Transform solution based equations are utilised, then improved DC rejection could
be afforded. There is a maximum window length restriction to enable recovery time to be
kept to within realistic limits.
__________________
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A further approach in the development o f impedance algorithms is to utilise the
theory o f symmetrical components. Here formulation o f the distance relay equations are in
terms o f symmetrical components as opposed to phase voltage and currents. Phadke et
aj[2 6 ,2 7 ]^

their fundamental theory on the work o f Lewis & Tippet[28J, were among the

first to utilise this approach. Although previous papers have been published, Phadke’s
approach attempts to address the transient nature o f the relay input signals. By pursuing the
derivation o f a single performance equation suitable for the detection o f all fault types, the
author’s state advantages in increased operating time based primarily on the notion o f
decreased computational burden. The fundamental equations used in the development o f
the algorithm are mathematically manipulated into a common trip equation. The effects o f
distortion in the input signals is said to be reduced while errors due to fault resistance and
pre fault loading are highlighted. This error is stated as no worse than other methods or
techniques. Inherent in this technique is pre multiplication o f the incoming zero sequence
current with the zero sequence impedance o f the protected circuit. This is not a reliable
factor when considering the cable network where as previously highlighted the zero
sequence impedance can not often be accurately calculated. This symmetrical component
approach has also been adopted by Waiker e t a l I29*30*31!. The authors in this case claiming
further reductions in operating time due to decreased computational burden.

3.17 Summary
This chapter has shown that by measuring the impedance between a relay and a
point o f fault an indication o f the distance to that fault can be made by comparing the
measured value with known circuit parameters.
The early distance relays were o f the electromechanical design and used
characteristics such as the plain impedance (circle about the origin) or the reactance relay.
Both these characteristics had to be used with a separate directional relay element to enable
discrimination between forward and reverse faults. The reactance relay is often considered
to be more suited to applications where fault resistance may be encountered. However there
are some problems with fault resistance appearing complex to reactance relays at each end
o f a faulted line that is fed from both ends.
The introduction of static relay technology and the early microprocessor based
relays has resulted in the creation o f many different characteristics. Examples are the
quadrilateral, which is thought of as one o f the best suited for earth fault protection o f short
over head lines, where high values of fault resistance may be encountered. The
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characteristic is made up o f a reactance line, a resistive line and a directional line. The
s.p.m. is utilised for protection o f phase to phase as well as earth faults along with the
f.c.p.m.. In this work it is the quadrilateral and the self polarised Mho which have been
used. This is thought to provide a good general basis on which to judge performance.
A fault on a distribution feeder may posses fault resistance and it has been shown
that careful selection o f characteristics can reduce inaccuracies manifested in relay under or
over reaching. Other considerations are the effect o f source to line impedance ratios. It has
been shown that the higher the source impedance the smaller the voltage which a certain
distance relay will measure for a particular fault.
Power swinging has to be considered. Ohm relay elements have been traditionally
used to create out o f step schemes, which are designed to prevent cascade or unpredictable
tripping during a severe power swing condition.
Modem distance relays are microprocessor based. They offer advantages such as
selectable multifunction protection features, communication systems, decreasing costs,
decreased maintenance and good reliability. Further, they are being integrated into
established installations as traditional equipment becomes due for renewal or fails
maintenance tests.
A typical scheme employed by the distribution companies in the U.K. might be a
three zone scheme with zone one protecting 80% o f section one. Zone two protects all o f
zone one and no greater than 75% o f zone two, while zone three is employed as a backup
for minimising damage, or ensuring safety for the utility personnel. Zone three may in some
cases be ‘reversed’ to provide backup behind the relaying position. Schemes may be plain
or switched. In the plain scheme, three earth fault relays and three phase to phase fault
relays are used. In the switched scheme one distance relay is utilised with several starter
elements used to selected the faulted phases to apply inputs to the relaying element.
Most early distance relays were developed for use on homogeneous overhead line
feeders. However, when applied to mixed type or composite feeders, i.e. those consisting o f
underground and overhead lines, consideration must be given to the inaccuracies caused by
design constraints.
Cable networks generally have differing zero and positive sequence impedance
angles. Thus scalar earth fault compensation factors are not suitable, a more suitable variety
being complex. Cable circuit earth return paths are often unpredictable and it is not
uncommon to measure the zero sequence impedance o f cable sections after installation to
accurately determine the value. Earth fault compensation factors should reflect in positive
and zero sequence impedance parameters, the true nature o f the feeder sections, their series
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connection and their lengths. It is also clear that a distance relay at one end o f a composite
feeder o f different section lengths will require a different earth fault compensation factor
than a relay installed at the other end. The practice o f earthing a section o f cable at one end
only could mean that earth return paths are through the sheath for the relay at the earthed
end and through the earth at the other. Thus, the earth path impedance values will be
different.
Previous research into distance protection techniques has taken many directions.
From the literature searched, Fourier based techniques, where the fundamental power
system quantities o f voltage and current are derived as vectors at fundamental power
system frequency, offer a simple solution which should remove significantly the effects o f
DC off set in the current waveform. The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is the technique
used to derive these voltage and current vectors. This frequency domain technique offers
simplicity and is proven in the relaying industry.
Before the new algorithm can be described in detail chapter 4 describes
microprocessor based relaying in detail and explains the DFT.
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Chapter 4
Digital Microprocessor Based Distance Protection &
Distance Relay Test Harness Development
4.1 Introduction
This work concerns the research and development o f a new impedance measuring
algorithm suitable for inclusion in a microprocessor based relaying platform. This chapter
starts by describing briefly the benefits o f these relay platforms and a typical hardware
layout.
It follows that most of the research and development work in this thesis should
comprise creating software protection algorithms. However, in order to test the prototype
algorithms performance a software distance relay test harness must be built. The harness
should reflect as near as possible the true nature o f the distance relaying platforms
construction, simulating such things as primary system voltage and current through to the
emission o f a trip signal. Additionally, facilities unique to the testing and development o f
prototype software algorithms should be incorporated such as back end data processing,
results preparation and production o f any other performance assessment data that may be
required. Into this harness the prototype impedance measuring algorithm described in
chapter 5 can be inserted.
The new protection algorithm developed in this thesis has been tested using two
different power system software simulations. Thus, two separate and quite distinctly
different test harnesses have been developed. The two harnesses are described and in so
doing some o f the peripheral distance relay simulation requirements, such as power system
transducers, anti alias filtering, and time decimation o f input signals are discussed.

4.2

Micro Processor Based Relaying
Electromechanical relays, such as the induction cup or moving coil types, have a

well proven track record for reliability and durability. However, a relay o f this type is
usually only capable o f one protection function, requires expert commissioning and routine
maintenance, possess many delicate moving parts and affords no means o f communicating
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activity sensed on the primary system, other than visually to personnel in the immediate
location.
There are distinct advantages to be gained by the use o f microprocessor based
relays. The units are generally multipurpose, requiring minimum time or capability to affect
changes in functionality. Units are generally compact and can easily be integrated with
others o f similar design to form more comprehensive protection solutions. They require less
maintenance than traditional designs and are more resilient to shock induced damage. They
offer the chance to utilise high performance and more sophisticated characteristics, which
are needed to meet the requirements and complexity o f a modem power system. These
relays are commonly faster and more sensitive, than their electromechanical predecessors.
A relay can not only detect faults on the primary system and react to instigate circuit
disconnection, but also offer fault finding features, event recording and self diagnostic
routines. By use o f a fully integrated supervisory system control and data acquisition
network (SCADA), relay functionality, setting, and interrogation can all take place from a
remote location. Today, it is rare to find electromechanical relays supersede the use o f
micro processor based protection in newly commissioned sections o f power system
networks.
There are advantages unique to designers and produces o f such multi-functional
relaying platforms. By creating a common basic hardware platform different variations o f
hosts and protection software routines may be added to create completely different relay
functionality. This promotes lower costs in design & development, production and support
and maintenance. Purchase prices as a consequence are decreasing.
O f principle importance to any microprocessor relay is the protection algorithm. It
is the software routine through which mathematical manipulation o f the incoming
discretised system quantities, detects an abnormal condition, discriminates the fault position
and acts to instigate disconnection o f the relevant sections o f the network.

4.3

Typical Components of a Microprocessor Based Relaying

Platform
A typical outline o f a digital distance relay is shown in figure 4.1, where the primary
inputs o f voltage and currents are shown as the input signals to the relay hardware.
Analogue anti-alias filters are required, as this is a digital device, which samples input
signals at regular intervals, to form a discrete time signal. The Nyquist criteria must be
satisfied [34J and frequencies greater than half the sampling frequency are removed.
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Isolation
Transformers
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6 x sample and
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Analogue to
digital convertor

RAM

Microprocessor
(TMS320)

Digital
O/P

ROM

MMI

Trip
Signal

Figure 4.1: Basic Hardware of a Digital Distance Relay.

Input signals are multiplexed then digitised by an analogue to digital converter
(ADC). Since this device requires a finite period o f time to operate a sample and hold
device is usually placed before the ADC to ensure the signal does not change during the
conversion process. Having obtained the required discrete time input signals they are
mathematically manipulated within the protection processor, by the protection algorithm
stored in the relays memory devices (ROM). This is the heart o f the relay and is likely to be
a 16 bit device. Commonly used are digital signal processing chips (DSP), for example the
TM S320 processor from Texas Instruments. Only one processor is shown in figure 4.1, but
it might be the case that multiple processors are connected in parallel or ‘pipelined’, in
order to meet the processing requirements o f some complex protection schemes.
Other features o f the relay hardware may be a man machine interface for
interrogation and commissioning, a serial communications port, diagnostics and SCADA
connection, and a digital output board or scheme logic, from which one output might be a
trip signal. It is worthwhile to note that the above can be considered as one half o f the relay,
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the other being the ‘host’ processor. This device is responsible for powering up and relay
‘house keeping’, and is as important as the aforementioned protection features and
processor(s).
The protection algorithm resides in the memory devices o f the relaying platform and
may be executed continuously at time steps equal to the inter- sample time, by the
microprocessor.

4. 4 Distance Relay Specification
A basic specification for relay operation was outlined at the commencement o f the
project by the sponsoring company ALSTOM T&D P&C.

4.4.1 Requirement
An impedance measuring algorithm suitable for inclusion in a medium voltage
multi- function microprocessor based relaying platform, suitable for application to
composite circuits. ‘Composite circuit’ implies one comprising both overhead lines and
underground cable.

4.4.2 Basic specifications
Several parameters and operating limits are defined in table 4.1.

Relay Parameter
Basic Unit Cost
System Voltage Level
Sampling Frequency
Power System Frequency
ADC
Relay Operating Time
Typical System X:R ratio
Tripping Characteristic

Specification
£1200.00
11,33, and 66 kV
600 Hz
50 H z nominal
16 bit
40-60 msecs (2-3 cycles at nominal
fundamental power system frequency)
2 or 3
Quadrilateral for all Elements

[Note: X:R ratios 1:1 for cable sections but 2:3 for overhead line sections ]

Table 4.1 : Distance Relay and Protection Algorithm Operating Parameters

4.4.3 Simulation Requirements & Specifications
The work required simulations o f typical 33kV single and double end fed composite
power distribution networks. Specific simulation specifications are summarised in table 4.2.
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Simulation parameter
System Voltage
Overhead line

Cable

Max. Composite feeder
length.
(comprises
varying length o f cable
and line connected in
series)
Min. source SCL
Max. source SCL
For single end fed system
remote end load
Faults applied
Earth fault resistance
values

Specification
33kV
0.2 Sq.’ inch C.S.A. Flard Drawn Copper
(HDC), 3 wire, flat wood pole
construction on steel cross arms and pin
insulators
0.3 sq.’ inch C.S.A. 3 core Copper
stranded circular conductors, ‘H ’ type,
screened 33kV, M .I.N.D insulated.
100.0 km

10M V A
1000 MVA
No load - 50.0 M VA @ 30Degrees
lagging.
‘a’-’e’ : ‘b ’-’c ’
0.0 - 50.0 Ohms

Table 4.2 : Simulation Specifications

4.5 Distance Relay Test Harness Developm ent
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the test harnesses built for this research development
project. The need for two separate harnesses arises because o f the fact that the prototype
impedance based protection algorithm required testing in the steady state and transient
environments.

4.5.1 Steady state Harness
In the steady state case, figure 4.2, the harness comprises three distinct sections.
Section one consists o f a bespoke software based power system simulator, created to allow
for trip boundary accuracy com parison’s between the prototype algorithm and other
existing distance relaying algorithms and techniques.
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Steady State Frequency Domain
Symmetrical Component Based Primary
Power System Simulation Software.

CD

Va,Vb,Vc

Traditional Quad
Relay

la.lb.lc

Traditional Mho
Relay

Proposed ABCD
Based Relay

Relay Trip Outputs , Data Storage
and Manipulation.

Figure 4.2 : Integrated Software Based Power System Steady State Simulation and Distance
Relaying Test Harness

Section two comprises three separate impedance based protection algorithms,
namely the new prototype algorithm described in chapter 5, and two other traditional
algorithms utilising a s.p.m. and quadrilateral tripping characteristic respectively. Chapter 6
explains the principles upon which this simulation software is based and details the
alternative algorithms and test methods adopted.
Section three can best be described as the data output logic and manipulation stage.
Here the data and trip outputs from the three relaying algorithms are processed to allow
presentation o f results and analysis. This forms Chapter 7.

4.5.2 Transient Harness
The necessity for a transient based test harness, figure 4.3, arises from the
requirement to test the new prototype algorithm in ‘as near real life’ conditions as possible
prior to assembling and testing any physical relay prototype hardware.
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Electrom agnetic Transient Simulation
O f Primary Power System Three
Phase Volatge and Current Using A T P
CL o

Va,Vb,Vc

la,lb,lc

Transducers

Transducers

Anti Alias Filters

Ll_
CM

48 kHz
Tim e Decimate
600 Hz
DFT Sin & Cos
Filter Routines

CO

CD

CD ~

■R

o

Impedance Calculations and
Protection Algorithm s

Relay Trip Outputs , Data Storage
and Manipulation.

Figure 4.3 : Integrated Software Based Transient Power System Simulation and Prototype
Distance Relay Test Harness.

This commonly adopted technique in relay algorithm development allows
significant assessment o f performance to be made prior to the more involved prototype
hardware real time testing. The harness must represent as accurately as possible the
__________________________________________ 69________________________________________
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transient nature o f primary power system measurands and the common input stages o f a
relaying platform, such as anti alias filtering and pre-filtering stages. It also incorporates a
more comprehensive discriminatory and tripping regime as would be required in practice.
Figure 4.3 shows the transient test harness to comprise four main sections each o f
which are detailed in the respective chapters indicated on the left hand side. The first
section is the primary power system simulation stage. For the studies in this thesis the
electromagnetic transient simulation program (ATP) has been selected for provision o f the
three phase voltage and current signals. Chapter 6 describes this.
The second section can be considered as the distance relay test harness front end. It
includes all the necessary software routines to simulate the creation o f discrete time sample
input signals as would be seen by the relay’s protection function microprocessor. The
components here are dealt with in detail in this chapter as section 4.6.
Impedance measurement and protection algorithms form the third section. The
fundamental basis, development and creation o f the prototype impedance based protection
algorithms and routines are described in detail in Chapter 5.
The relay and data manipulation stages and trip output form the fourth section and
rear end o f the test harness. Detail o f this stage can be found in Chapter 7.

4.6 Transient Relay Test Harness Front End
The rest o f this chapter now explores section 2 o f the test harness o f figure 4.3.

4.6.1 Primary Power System Voltage and Current Algorithm Inputs
The discrete time voltage and current inputs to the relay are taken from the ATP at
time step (AT). In this work AT has been selected to represent a simulation frequency o f 48
kHz. The selection criteria being a balance between simulated circuit length and travel time,
type o f line model used (frequency dependent etc.), desired resolution o f system quantities,
and simulation run time and data storage restrictions. In line with general approaches to
simulation work o f this nature, AT has been set far higher than the sampling rate o f the
prototype relaying algorithm which will utilise the simulated data. In this manner any
‘erroneous conditions’ or hidden affects in the modeling procedure will be catered for while
allowing the anti alias filter simulation and time decimation simulation stages to affect the
12 samples per cycle sampling rate o f the relay.
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All simulations are run to steady state prior to the capture o f a system parameters
snapshot file, which allows future simulations to commence from this steady state
condition.

4.6.2 Transducers
Transducers are assumed ideal in this work. Simulations are o f a typical composite
33kV system and therefore CT and VT ratios are assumed to be 400:1 and 300:1
respectively. The 1 Amp secondary o f the CT caters for the burden o f longer secondary
circuit runs.

4.6.3 Anti Alias Filters
The Nyquist criteria states that the sampling frequency must be greater than twice
the highest frequency to be sampled. If this should be disobeyed then aliasing effects may
distort the sampled waveform, as higher frequencies are ‘ folded down’ to impersonate
lower frequencies.
Table 4.1 indicates that the impedance based algorithm will work at a sample rate o f
600Hz or 12 samples per cycle at power system fundamental frequency. To satisfy the
Nyquist sampling theorem and thus prevent aliasing analogue 1st order low pass filters are
placed in the input stage o f digital relays.
These anti alias filters (AA) have been simulated in the relay test harness using a
digital FIR low pass filter exhibiting the magnitude against frequency plot o f figure 4.4.
Possessing a cut off frequency o f 130 Hz the filter ensures that frequencies above half the
maximum sampling frequency o f 600 Hz are filtered out before they reach the analogue to
digital converters.
It can be seen from figure 4.4 , that the digital AA filter simulation has been
designed to exhibit approximately the same characteristic as a discrete filter design already
in use by the sponsoring company. The filter has a ‘gentle’ cut off so as to achieve the
desired filtering function but not to increase group delay and thus the relay operating time.
As mentioned in section 4.6.1, the simulated power system data files o f voltage and
current possess a sample rate o f 48kHz to ensure simulation data integrity. The fact that the
simulation time step has been set at this level enables the AA filters and the time
decimation stage (section 4.6.4) to simulate the sampling function o f the relay hardware.
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Figure 4.4 : Simulated and Actual AA Filter Magnitude against Frequency Plot.
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4.6.4 Time decimation
This stage accounts for the change in sampling frequency that is necessary to
accurately simulate the AA filters described in section 4.6.3. Thus to change the sampling
frequency from 48kHz to 600Hz - a process known as time decimation - every 80th sample
o f the discreet time input series is taken. Hence the discrete time sampled series,

x(0), x(l), x(2),...... x(79), x(80), x (8 1),

x(l 59), x(l 60), x(l 61),......... x(240),............ x(320),

would become,
x(0), x(80), x(l 60), x(240), x(320),..........
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4.6.5 Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
It is common to utilise the Fourier Transform to transfer a continuous time domain
signal into the frequency domain and hence obtain information detailing spectral content.
The Fourier Transform may be adapted for use with discrete time signals and is referred to
as the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT).
It is necessary to estimated the 50Hz component o f the discrete time input signals of
voltage and current. In practice the DFT is implemented by equations 4.1 and 4.2.

Re al(Xm) = ^ x(n - k) •cos

271mk

Equation 4.1

N- l

Im aginary(Xm) = ^ x(n - k) • sin

<27rmk>

k=0

Equation 4.2

where N is the number o f samples in the discrete time sequence x(n), m is termed
the harmonic index and x(m) is the frequency component. The DFT is applied to a discrete
time signal and as such produces discrete frequencies. Equations 4.1 and 4.2, evaluate the
frequency information in terms o f real and imaginary components. These are simply related
to magnitude and phase description. Thus for a phasor I, having magnitude A and phase
angle 0 ,
real(I)=A cos 0

&

imaginary(I)=A sin 0

The range o f discrete frequencies which can be evaluated by the DFT is determined
by N, the number o f samples in the input sequence and the sampling frequency fs. All
frequencies evaluated are related to the lowest non-dc frequency or fundamental frequency
component. The fundamental frequency is given by fs / N. The second harmonic frequency
is given by twice the fundamental frequency, and so on.
The relay developed in this work has a sample rate o f 600Hz or 12 samples per
cycle at fundamental frequency. Therefore the DFT equations for a current signal are,

Equation 4.3
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I (imaginary)
Equation 4.4

and

I - ^ ^

^ ( r e a l)

- ^ ( im a g in a r y )

Equation 4.5

The AA filter described in section 4.6.3 acts with the DFT to attenuate the 11th
harmonic thus allowing only the fundamental frequency components (50Hz) through and
removing other unwanted harmonic components. DC components are also rejected.
From the Fourier sine and cosine derived components, the magnitude and the phase
quantities o f a signal, at 50 Hz, can be calculated. Chapter 5 describes how such quantities
are utilised by the new protection algorithm.

4.7

Summary
Microprocessor based relays offer increased versatility, at reduced purchase and

operating cost, faster and more accurate responses and offer the capability o f remote
communication and self diagnostics. Units require little maintenance, and are the popular
choice for protecting modem day power systems.
A typical microprocessor based relaying platform comprises; input stage isolation,
anti alias filtering, sample and hold, multiplexers and typically a 16 bit analogue to digital
converter. Once a discrete time signal has been obtained it is processed within a DSP chip,
by one or more protection algorithms stored in the relay memory (ROM). There may be a
number o f such DSP chips connected in parallel, to allow for the complex protection
functions required by modem day power systems.
In order to test prototype protection relay algorithms software test harnesses are
assembled to accurately represent a real protection relay platform within which a protection
algorithm will be required to operate. Both a ‘steady state’ and a ‘transient based’ harness
are used in this work. Both have been introduce in this chapter. The fundamental
construction o f each has been described briefly, while the second input stage o f the
transient test harness has been described in detail. Here anti alias filters, time decimation,
and pre-filtering o f input signals using a pair o f full cycle discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
filter routines have been described. The DFT derives both real and quadrature fundamental
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frequency components o f a discrete time sampled input signal. It is these quantities that are
delivered to the protection microprocessor for use by the protection algorithm described in
chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
New Impedance Measurement Algorithm
5.1 Introduction
This chapter details a novel distance protection algorithm for use in a
microprocessor based relay that is suitable for application to composite distribution feeders.
The algorithm uses a distributed parameter long transmission line model to
represent the protected composite system. It considers the shunt capacitance o f cable
sections and represents its non-homogenous nature; namely the series connection o f cable
and line sections o f varying types and lengths. This is in contrast to previous works such as
M ooref321, which use a lumped parameter model suitable only for application to short
overhead lines.
The distributed parameters o f a transmission line vary with frequency. By
considering the line to be ideally transposed and using quoted series and shunt parameters
per unit length for specific cable and line sections, hyperbolic parameters applicable to the
fundamental operating frequency and representing the distributed nature o f the line can be
calculated. This is the general solution described by W edepohl[34J.
At the sending end o f a composite feeder, measured discrete time sampled voltage
and current signals are transformed into the frequency domain by use o f the discrete Fourier
Transform (as described in Chapter 4). The method creates voltage and current vectors
rotating at the fundamental power system frequency reducing signal content at all other
frequencies.
The complex values o f voltage and current are combined mathematically with the
hyperbolic line parameters to enable the calculation o f voltage and current at a specific
distance, X along the feeder length. By choosing X to be eighty percent o f feeder length it
becomes possible to calculate the voltage and current and thus impedance at the reach point
o f a classical distance zone one. No earth fault compensation is required for the measured
or calculated voltage and current signals as Elkateb fl2] found essential.
A novel quadrilateral characteristic is proposed which utilises the voltage and
current measured at the relaying point and those voltage and current vectors calculated to
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be at the reach point. In this manner a zero Ohm fault can be determined as being in or out
o f zone one with great accuracy.
Single phase to earth faults on overhead line sections can contain significant fault
path resistance. By estimating the remote end source impedance and through the use o f a
novel and simple pre fault load estimation technique the algorithm reduces substantially the
inaccuracies in impedance calculation and thus fault discrimination caused by the presence
o f fault path resistance as first recognised by Lewis and Tippett{28].

5.2 Single Phase Two Port Network Representation
Long overhead transmission lines (>250km) and distribution cables possess
significant shunt admittance between phase conductors and earth. Lumped circuit modeling
techniques (single or cascaded PI sections) become inefficient when modeling such circuits.
In reality the electrical parameters o f the line are distributed uniformly along its length and
in ac systems will be frequency dependent. Previous work has sort to represent long lines
accurately I35>36’371.
The well known equations for voltage and current at a length X along a transmission
line are found by Grainger & Stevenson [3T

Power
Transmission

VX

V Rec

Figure 5.1 : Simplified Distributed Parameter Transmission Line Length X ( Single Phase)

Referring to the simplified single phase power transm ission line diagram o f figure
5.1 the equations are written as 5.1 and 5.2.
v * =

v r«

' cosh YX + Zc • I R„ • sinh yx
Equation 5.1
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K = VRcc/ZC' sinh yx + I Rcc ■cosh yx
Equation 5.2

Where Vx and Ix are the voltage and current calculated at distance x along the
transmission line from VRec and lRec the receiving end measured values o f voltage and
current. Zc and y are the line characteristic or surge impedance and propagation coefficient
respectively. If z and y are the series impedance and shunt admittance per unit length, then
z°=r A
Equation 5.3
y =Jz^y
Equation 5.4

Equations 5.1 and 5.2 represent a two port n etw ork. The network represents the
transmission line o f figure 5.1 by hyperbolic parameters A,B,C, and D.
Where,
A = coshyx

Equation 5.5

B = Z c • sinh yx

Equation 5.6

C=

Equation 5.7

• sinhyx

D = A

Equation 5.8

The complex quantity yx and can be written,
yx = ( a.x + j p . x )
Equation 5.9

Solution o f the complex hyperbolic trigonometric values can be found using
equations 5.10 and 5.11.
cosh(ax ± j Px) = cosh a x • cos Px ± j sinh a x • sin Px
Equation 5.10

sinh(ax ± j Px) = sinh a x • cos px ± j sinh a x •sin px
Equation 5.11

Figure 5.2 shows the two port network representation where Vx, Ix, Vrec and Irec have
been substituted for convenience by Vrei, Irei, Vrp and I,p respectively.
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Vrp

Vrel

X

Figure 5.2 Single Phase Two Port Network Representation Described by Equation 5.3

W riting equations 5.1 and 5.2 in matrix form, substituting equations 5.5 to 5.8 and
making the same variable substitutions as in figure 5.2 gives,

x r

'A

x ,_

C

B~ " V
D X .

Equation 5.12

Equation 5.12 should be interpreted accordingly. V rei and Irei are the voltage and
current measured at a relaying point. Vrp and Irp are the voltage and current some distance x
from relaying point along the line. By choosing x equal to 80% o f line section length, Vrp
and 1^ are the voltage and current at the reach boundary o f zone 1 - the reach point.

The network o f figure 5.2 can be considered passive, linear and bilateral. Equation
5.12 may thus be transposed to yield equation 5.11.

-

I_

L
Det

D

-B

V.rel

-C

A

rel

Equation 5.13

where the determinant is given by,

Det = [AD - BC] = 1
Equation 5.14

Equation 5.14 always equals 1 for a symmetrical, passive, linear, bilateral two port
network^371. Assuming ideal transposition o f the composite circuit equation 5.13 becomes,
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'V

' D

A .

-C

-B ' x r
A _ .C ,.

Equation 5.15

Equation 5.15 enables voltage and current at the zone 1 reach point to be calculated.
The assumptions made here are that Vrei and Irei are available as vectors at fundamental
power system frequency (50Hz), and the relationship between line and cable PPS and ZPS
series and shunt parameters per unit length are as described in section 2.6.1 and 2.6.2.

5.3 Three Phase Network Representation
The power systems considered in this work are three phase and thus possess some
degree o f mutual coupling. The extent o f which will depend upon circuit construction type
and electrical conditions. In order for the theory o f section 5.2 to be useful to the
development o f an impedance based relay algorithm it must be extended to the three phase
case.
There exists a procedure for this, originally conceived by Wedepohl

The

method relies upon the assumption o f ideal transposition o f circuit phases. In distribution
systems lines are short in length and cable cores a laid together in a helical construction
within an outer sheath making this latter assumption reasonable.
For a distance x along a transmission line the ABCD parameters are now evaluated
from equations 5.16 to 5.19.

[Ax]=[s].[cosh(Yx)].[s]-'

Equation 5.16

[Bx]= [Z 0].[s].[sinh(yx)].[sr

Equation 5.17

[Cx] = [Y0]-[S]-[sinh(yx)]-[Sp1

Equation 5.18

[D j = [A j

Equation 5.19

where,

[Zo]=[s][zJ[sr

Equation 5.20

[Yo]=[s][Yc] [ s r

Equation 5.21

[cosh(yx)] =

cosh(y,x)

0

0

0

cosh(y2x)

0

0

0

cosh(y3x)

Equation 5.22
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sinh(y1x)

0

0

0

sinh(y2x)

0

0

0

sinh(y3x)

[sinh(yx)] =

Zc,
[Z j = 0
0

0

0

Z c2

0

0

Z c3_

Equation 5.23

"

Equation 5.24

=[v.r

Equation 5.25

Ti = (zioYio Y 2
r 2 = v3 =
r

zc,=

(w u r

10

Equation 5.26

\V i
Equation 5.27

.yio)
r

\
Equation 5.28

Z c2 —^ c 3 —
\*WJ

the subscripts 0 and 1 denote ZPS and PPS component quantities respectively.
For convenience , Karrenbauer’s modal transformation is used:

1

1

1

[S] = T 1 0
1 -1

-1

Equation 5.29

0

Each o f the ABCD parameters o f equations 3.5 to 3.8 is replaced with a 3 x 3 matrix
o f self and mutually coupled parameters. System voltage and current matrices are now 1 x 6
column matrices. Equation 5.12 becomes,

A

A X21

A x22

A x23

crel

_ A x 3i

A

x 32

A

x12

^x l3

■^arel
^br el
^crel

C x „

c

xi 2

A xn

Cx21 c x 2„2
Cx 32„
_^x31

x33_

B

xi 2

B xn

b

x21

b

x22

B x23

b

x3,

B x 32

B

^ x l2

^ x l3

^arp

D x21,,

^x22

^x23

^brp

D x31„

^x32

^x33_

^c r p

" D x„

^x23
^x33_

_

Varp

n

X

x33_

■a

> *
v

^ x ll

1)

Varel

Vcrp

Equation 5.30
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E q u a t io n 5 .1 5 b e c o m e s ,

B,2

B j3

v are I

I

B,,

^x21 ^x22 ^x23

- b 2, - B22 - B23

crp

^x31 ^x32 ^x33
- C x„ - C xl2 - C xl3

- b 3, - b 32 - b 33

Vcrel

A,, A 12 A 13

^arel

x23

A 21 A 22 A 23

^ brel

x33

A 3j A 32 A 33

- c

brp

—r

crp

x21
x31

-C
- c

-C

x22

- r

x32

r

arp

s.

brp

L _

D D sl2 D „ 3

r

arp

Equation 5.31

5.4 Representation of Non-hom ogenous Network Sections
This work seeks to investigate the composite or non-homogenous network where
two or more sections o f line or cable may be connected in series to form the continuos
feeder.
Consider the two three phase sections o f differing lengths and electrical parameters
connected in series as in figure 5.3.

larel

*arp

------> -----Ibrel

Ab Bb
Cb Db

>

Ca D a

Icrel

*brp

*crp

------ >------

^arel ^brel ^crel

V
v crp Vu
v brp V
v arp
Figure 5.3 Two Non-Homogenous Network Sections in Series

In order to arrive at an equation similar to 5.30 the two matrices o f hyperbolic
parameters for each section (in this case denoted by subscripts a and b) are first multiplied
together i.e.

C

B„

A,

B,

A.

B.

D.

C

D,

C

D.

Equation 5.32
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■a

Substituting the result o f equation 5.32 into equation 5.30 and transposing gives,

^arp
^brp
^crp
Equation 5.33

The method extends to the general case o f ‘n ’ number o f series connected three
phase sections. For simplicity the composite feeders in this work are restricted to two
sections.

5.5 Scope for Use in Zonal Distance Protection Fault
Discrimination
Setting x equal to 80% o f the total length (Len ) o f a composite circuit comprising
two sections and calculating the 6x6 ABCD hyperbolic parameters matrix in equation 5.32,
equation 5.33 yields the complex values o f voltage and current at the reach point.
Figure 5.4 depicts a simplified composite network comprising section 1 and 2. The
rest o f the system has been reduced to two electrical sources. A relay installed at S
measuring three phase voltage and current and using equation 5.33 can thus calculate the
voltage and current signals at the 80% reach point.
To explain the operation o f the impedance based algorithm consider an a-earth fault
o f zero Ohms at the reach point (flta). The sketch graph o f figure 5.4 shows an
approximation o f the voltage profile over the composite circuits total length. Varp at the
fault point will theoretically equal zero thus making Zarp equal to zero also. It can be shown
that the impedance at the reach point can be calculated using equation 5.34.

/

arp

= R an.+jXan,

Equation 5.34

If however the same fault were to occur either behind or beyond the reach point (fltb
or

f lt c

respectively) then Varp has some value and equation 5.34 will now yield some value

o f impedance Zarp. The sign o f the imaginary component jXarp can be used to indicate if an
earth fault is in front or beyond the reach point. Table 5.1 summarises the discrimination
criteria.
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Figure 5.4 : Application of Equation 5.33 to Representation of Composite Circuit Zone One.

Reach Point Impedance Quadrature Component

In Zone

" j X arp
jX ^

Discrimination Meaning

—0

On Reach Point
Out o f Zone

T jX a r p

Table 5.1 : Discrimination Criteria Utilising the Sign of Reach Point Impedance Quadrature
Quantity jX arp

The accuracy o f the criteria summarised in table 5.1 has been demonstrated for a
typical 33kV composite power distribution feeder. Consider a single end fed feeder
comprising 20km 0.3 sq. in., 3 Core, Cu, ‘H ’ type 33kV MIND insulated cable and 20km o f
0.2 sq. in., 3 wire, Cu, flat wood pole construction line connected in series. The source bars
have a three phase short circuit level o f 500 MVA and a three phase inductive load o f 0.8
power factor lagging is connected at the remote end. The circuit was modeled using the
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steady state test harness described in chapter 6. A zero Ohm a - earth fault was applied
between 50% and 100% o f the circuits total length in 1% incremental steps. A plot o f jX arp
for varying remote end load levels (0.0 to 50.0 MVA) is shown in figure 5.5. jX arp can be
seen as equaling zero for an earth fault at the reach point (80%). For the faults beyond the
reach point (80 to 100%) jX arp becomes a positive value. For those a-earth faults occurring
behind the reach point j X ^ is negative. Thus, a simple test for the sign o f jX arp as described
in table 5.1 can be used for fault discrimination. Exhaustive testing proved this
discrimination technique for zero Ohm a -earth faults on all realistic combinations o f
com posite circuit operating parameters and lengths.
Figure 5.5 : jX arp v's Fault Position. Src Bars SCL = 500MVA, Composite
Circuit (20km Cable+20km Line), Varying Remote End Load @ 0.8 pf lag.
Fault = 'a' - 'earth' of 0.0 Ohms Resistance.

u j ) i n m i n i f i ( D O 0 C D ( D N N t x
O O O O O O O O O O O

sz
o
D.

X

_4 ..

-10
Fault Position (x100%)

0MVA load

1 0 M V A Io a d

20MVA load

30MVA load

40MVA load

50MVA load
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5.6 Im plem entation of Earth Fault Discrim ination Using a
Q uadrilateral Tripping Characteristic
A novel quadrilateral tripping characteristic is used for the discrimination o f earth
faults. Figure 5.6 shows this for the case o f an a-earth fault. Calculated impedance at both
the relaying point and the reach point in addition to a user defined resistive blinder setting
Rb

are required to describe a suitable quadrilateral characteristic.

1
|

"^ a re l

>
" ^ ^ a re l

Operate
Restrain

a =

Figure 5.6: Earth Fault Element Quadrilateral Tripping Criteria.

The top reactance line is defined using the sign o f jX arp obtained from equation

5.34.
To define the bottom and left hand boundaries the impedance at the relaying point
must be found using equation 5.35.
Z„=, =

^

= R are, + j x are,

arel

Equation 5.35
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The left boundary is defined by the sign o f Rare!. Zero or positive values o f Rarei
define a possible in zone event.
To implement the bottom o f the characteristic and provide directionality to the
discriminatory procedure a reactance threshold value, Xth must be defined. Such a value
may be found from equation 5.36.
X A = R b ta n a
Equation 5.36
Rb

represents a resistive blinder value that must be defined in commissioning and

« =fe)-e
Equation 5.37

where 0 represents the characteristic impedance angle o f the protected feeder.
Xarei must be obtained by using equation 5.35, such that a comparison with Xth and
may be made to define the bottom boundary. A possible in zone event would be indicated
by the condition X ^ , > X A. Such a definition allows those earth faults occurring close in
to the relay to be detected.
Earth fault compensation o f the measured or calculated phase currents is not
required. The characteristic o f the network in terms o f zero and positive phase sequence
parameters are inherent in the hyperbolic parameters.
The right side o f the characteristic is a resistive blinder. Such a blinder allows the
coverage o f earth fault resistance as estimated likely to occur, and would be derived with
consideration to construction and likely loading o f a particular circuit.

5.7 Effect of Fault Resistance on Discrimination Accuracy
In practice faults on overhead line sections often result in arcs which possess
resistance o f some value. Further more, steel w o rk , cast iron cable termination boxes and
line supports represent significant resistance to the flow o f fault current to earth. Composite
networks contain overhead line sections thus the effect o f high resistance earth faults must
be considered.
Using the same circuit as in section 5.5, additional experiments involving the
application o f a-earth faults o f resistance values 1.0 through 50.0 Ohms were conducted.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the resulting plots o f jXarp against fault position for varying load
levels at fault path resistance values o f 10.0 and 30.0 Ohms respectively. The remaining
results exhibit the same general trend.
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In figure 5.7 for the circuit on no load accurate discrimination can be seen to be
maintained. However, significant amounts o f overreach can be observed for increasing
term inating load. For example, when supplying a load o f 30.0 MVA the algorithm would be
subject to overreach o f 7% o f the total zone length.

Figure 5.7 : jX arp v's Fault Position. Src Bars SCL = 500 MVA,
Composite Circuit (20km Cable+20km Line), Varying Remote End
Load @ 0.8 PF Lag. Fault = 'a' to 'earth* of 10.0 Ohms Resistance.
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Figure 5.8 : jX arp v's Fault Position. Src Bars SCL = 500MVA, Composite
Circuit (20km Cable+20km Line), Varying Remote End Load @ 0.8 PF Lag.
Fault = 'a' to 'earth' of 30.0 Ohms Resistance.
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For the circuit subject to the same load conditions but now having an a-earth fault o f
30.0 Ohms applied overreach becomes significant. For a remote end load value o f 30.0
MVA overreach o f 40.0 % o f total zone length is experienced.
Most circuits are electrically loaded to some extent. Earth faults are likely to
comprise some value o f resistance whether attributable to arc formation or support
structures. The affect o f circuit loading and earth fault path resistance on the polarity o f the
reach point measured impedance quadrature component, jXarp , must be reduced.

5.8 Improved Reach Point Earth Fault Discrimination Using Pre Fault Load Estimation
When earth fault path resistance becomes significant under certain remote end load
conditions a parallel circuit will be formed and can be seen in figure 5.9. The 20% o f feeder
total length between the load and fault resistance values is included in Y i. The argument for
determining a reach point imaginary impedance value jX arp and using its polarity to
determine an in or out o f zone fault - as summarised in table 5.1 - now becomes subject to
error. Impedance

calculated at the reach point terminals for these conditions is that o f

the parallel single phase circuit o f figure 5.9(b). Fault path resistance and remote end load
are expressed as admittance values to simplify computation. An estimation o f Yai the phase
‘a’ pre- fault load must be made in order for the parallel circuit o f figure 5.9(b) to be
resolved and the effect o f remote end load reduced. In this manner the polarity o f j X ^
becomes more accurate under high resistance earth fault conditions.
With reference to figure 5.9 during pre-fault,

Equation 5.38

and post fault
Yaf = ( I an>/V aq, ) - Y aI
Equation 5.39

Yaf is then the fault path admittance which can be expressed as an impedance using,

Equation 5.40
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and for a high resistance earth fault at the reach point should have a negligible imaginary
component, i.e.

Zaf ~ R af
Equation 5.41

The polarity o f the jX af should now be used in place o f jXarp to approximate the top
line o f the tripping characteristic o f figure 5.6, and as summarised in table 5.1.

Reach
Point

arp

v arp

L

O

(a) Pre fault circuit

larp

A
D

Y al

lal

arp

Y al

I
(b) Post fault circuit
Reach
Point

Figure 5.9 : Single Phase Circuit representation (a) Pre Fault Circuit at Reach Point (b) Post
Fault Parallel Circuit Formed By Earth Fault Path Resistance and Remote End Load
(expressed as admittance).
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Repeating the experimentation o f section 5.7, figures 5.10 and 5.11 are obtained.
For the earth faults o f 10.0 Ohms, significant improvement in discrimination is achieved. A
small under reach o f approximately 1.25 % can be observed for a remote end load o f 30.0
MVA. For the case o f a 30.0 Ohms fault at the reach point o f the circuit subject to the same
remote end load an under reach o f 3.7% is now observed.
The method represents an approximation o f remote end load. The assumption o f no
mutual coupling within the load is made. However, significant improvement in accuracy is
observed. When considering the likely error represented by inaccuracies o f the data records
defining circuit length or the approximation in data sheet parameters and their use, this
approximation becomes tenable.

5.9 Phase Fault Discrimination
The approach for a-earth faults applies equally to the ‘b ’ and the V phase thus there
exists in the prototype three separate earth fault elements. These elements also operate for
the occurrence o f three phase faults (a-b-c and a-b-c-e).
Applying the theory o f symmetrical components137J it can be shown that for a b-c
fault equation 5.39 becomes,
y

l^brp ^crp)
“ "(V up-V j

-y
“

Equation 5.42

where,
y

_

(i'
V brp - IA' crp /)

“ " K .- V J
Equation 5.43

and
^bcf ~ / / Y

bcf

~ ^ bcf +

Equation 5.44

The sign o f jXbCf is now used to determine the top line o f a quadrilateral
characteristic similar to that o f figure 5.6. To complete the determination o f the
characteristic equation 5.35 becomes,
(V

7
bcrel

- V
)
brel
crel / _ f t
/r
j \
bcrel
V brel _ Acrel /

—V

i JV
J
bcrel

Equation 5.45
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The resistance in a b-c fault will differ from that for single phase faults to earth.
Therefore a phase fault resistive blinder setting RbP is used to determine the right side o f the
tripping characteristic. As a consequence an additional reactance threshold value

X thP

must

also be calculated using equation 5.46.
X«,p = R bpt a n a
Equation 5.46

Where a is defined by equation 5.37.
A possible in zone event would be indicated by the condition X bcre, > X l]ip .The
method extends in a similar manner for a-b and a-c faults.

5.10 Algorithm Status
The prototype impedance algorithm has been coded in the high level computing
language FORTRAN77. This algorithm is embedded within the transient test harness
described in section 4.6. Complex values o f the fundamental voltage and current derived
using the DFT filters described in section 4.6.5 are input. A full cycle o f discrete time
sampled input fundamental voltage and current is required prior to the first output o f
complex quantities.
Three earth fault elements and three phase fault elements are provided. A phase
selection technique would be required to determine which elements should be allowed to
operate for certain fault conditions. Currently, for an a-earth fault the necessary voltage and
current inputs are manually pre-selected for application to the a-earth fault element.
Presently, only zone 1 protection is afforded. Both phase and earth faults are discriminated
using the quadrilateral characteristic o f section 5.6.
The algorithm models a two section composite circuit. Four system configurations
are allowed; line-line, line-cable, cable-line and cable-cable. At start up the 6x6 matrix o f
hyperbolic parameters to the zone 1 reach point is calculated. The complex hyperbolic
trigonometric functions o f equation 5.10 and 5.11 are solved using high level programming
language library functions. It would be proposed to find these solutions using the relevant
series expansion. In this way the solution would progress using a sequence o f
multiplication, division, addition and subtraction operations more suited to implementation
on a DSP chip. The algorithm requires one cycle o f power system fundamental voltage and
current waveforms such that pre fault load compensation can be made. During start up back
up protection could be afforded by instantaneous overcurrent functionality.
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Figure 5.10 : jX af v’s Fault Position. Src Bars SCL = 500MVA, Composite
System(20km Cable+20km Line), Varying Remote End Load@0.8 PF
Lag. Fault = 'a' to 'earth' of 10.0 Ohms Resistance. Prefault Load
Estimation Initialised.
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Figure 5.11 : jX af v's Fault Position. Src Bars SCL = 500MVA, Composite
System(20km Cable+20km Line), Varying Remote End Load@0.8 PF
Lag. Fault = 'a' to 'earth' of 30.0 Ohms Resistance. Prefault Load
Estimation Initialised.
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Table 5.2 lists the parameters required for input to the prototype impedance
algorithm. They can be obtained from manufacturers data sheets.

Section 1

Parameter

Section 2

Unit

Length

D,

d2

km

PPS Resistance

Rn

R21

Q/km

ZPS Resistance

R io

R20

Q/km

PPS S elf Inductance

Xn

X 21

Q/km

ZPS S elf Inductance

X ,0

X20

Q/km

/x c u

/ 4 c2I

PPS Admittance
ZPS Admittance

}xc,0

/■Xc20
Neglected

pmhos/km
pmhos/km

Conductance

Neglected

Resistive Blinder

Rb

Q

R bp

Q

x = 0.8 * Len where Len=(Di+D 2)

% Of

-

Earth Fault
Resistive Blinder
Earth Fault
Reach Point

Len

Table 5.2 Input Parameters Required by Impedance Algorithm

5.11 Sum m ary
In this chapter through the use o f existing transm ission line theory, a new
impedance measuring algorithm has been developed. Being based on the derivation o f the
hyperbolic line equations it inherently accounts for both the series and shunt parameters o f
the protected circuit.
By setting x equal to 80% o f total composite feeder length the zone one area o f a
protected network can be represented. M easurement and extraction o f the fundamental
three phase voltage and current at the relaying point allows complex quantities o f
fundamental voltage and current at the reach point to be calculated.
In the case o f an a-e fault it is possible to calculate both the impedance at the
relaying point and at the zone 1 reach point. It is the knowledge and use o f the latter
impedance value which is new and aids discrimination o f an in or out o f zone earth fault by
__________________
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analysing the sign o f the quadrature component o f such an impedance. The new
quadrilateral characteristic was described.
Account has been taken o f the remote end characteristics o f the network, and pre
fault load estimation technique is used to improve accuracy in the presence o f high
resistance a-earth faults.
The prototype algorithm has been created with three earth fault elements and three
phase elements. It is a requirement that the data entered to the algorithm should be simple
and readily available. Only PPS and ZPS parameters detailed in manufacturers data sheets
are required, together with a setting for section lengths and zone 1 reach point.
As described previously both steady state and transient simulation studies have been
conducted in this work. Chapter 6 discusses the techniques used for both simulation studies.
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Chapter 6
Power System Simulation
6.1 Introduction
Investigation in this work centres on the discrimination o f a-e faults o f varying fault
path resistance occurring at various locations along a composite power distribution feeder.
The prototype impedance relaying algorithm described in chapter 5 requires testing
using simulated discrete time sampled three phase voltage and current signals. This
approach to algorithm design and development is standard within relay development and
precursors any real time simulation studies or practical field trials.
This work uses two different approaches to modelling nominal composite 33kV
power systems. One is steady state and relies on the derivation o f steady state phasor based
derivations o f voltage and current vectors using a frequency domain modelling technique.
The model forms the front end (section 1) o f the steady state software test harness referred
to in chapter 4 section 4.5.1. These studies concentrate on discriminating earth faults
occurring on a multitude o f system configurations. It investigates reach point accuracy o f
the prototype algorithm in comparison with other common impedance relaying methods.
In addition transient simulation studies have been conducted. In this case the
existing electromagnetic transient simulation package ATP has been utilised. Having
generated voltage and current waveforms for composite networks subject to differing fault
conditions the data is input to the new prototype impedance protection relay. This
investigation is limited to a few system configurations and operating parameters but
measures the relay operating time for both zone 1 a-earth and b-c phase faults.
Results obtained are presented and discussed in Chapter 7. This chapter outlines the
modelling techniques.

6.2 Steady State Phasor Based Simulation Software
This modelling is based on the theory o f superimposed networks. A faulted network
is represented as the sum o f the pre fault and superimposed networks.
The method allows for modelling o f a two section composite network, and is based
on a three phase distributed line model o f hyperbolic parameters. The method is most easily
described by reference to figure 6.1.
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1
a-e fit

[ErJ

(a) Pre-fault; Circuit

[d u

(b) Superim posed Circuit

[Er]

a - e fit
(c) R esolved Circuit
Figure 6.1 Steady State Faulted Simulation System Model (a) Pre-fault Circuit (b)
Superimposed Circuit (c) Resolved Circuit.

Figure 6.1 shows a three phase representation o f a pre-fault circuit (a), a
superimposed circuit (b), and a final resolved circuit (c). In all three circuits power flow is
assumed from S to R. In circuit (c) [Vs] and [Is] are 1x3 matrices o f three phase voltage and
current respectively, at the sending end bus bar o f the earth faulted circuit. These are the
quantities required for input to the prototype algorithm.
The 3x3 matrices o f hyperbolic parameters [A|][B|][C|] and [Di] are found for the
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system fundamental frequency and represent the system between the sending end bars and
the a-earth fault location. Similarly, [Ar] [Br] [Cr] and [Dr] are found for the system beyond
the fault point. Source voltages [Es] and [Er] and user defined inputs. The source
impedance matrices [Zs] and [Zr] are derived at fundamental frequency using PPS and ZPS
impedance values as shown in Appendix 6.2.
The pre-fault circuit (a) is solved in the frequency domain at fundamental power
system frequency (50.0Hz). The pre-fault voltage and current [Vff] and [Iff] at the fault point
are calculated from a knowledge o f the hyperbolic parameters o f the total circuit length and
the source voltages. The sending end voltage and currents [Vsp] and [Isp] can then be
calculated using equation 6.1.

K ii

u

[d , i [ - B , r

Ll-C,]

[A ,].

M
LM

Equation 6.1

The superimposed circuit (b) removes the source voltages and determines a single
matrix representation o f the parallel circuit seen from the fault point. For an a-earth fault
the ‘a ’ phase o f the circuit is injected at the fault point with a voltage equal and opposite to
[Vfr]. Note , the inclusion o f fault resistance in matrix [Zfa] where,
r 6 0 0
[Z j =

0 0 0
0 0 0

Equation 6.2

The sending end voltage and current [dVs] and [dls] are found using the method
outlined in Appendix 6.2.
Figure 6.1(c) shows the final resolved circuit. Sending end voltage and current
matrices [Vs] and [Is] are found simply using equations 6.3 and 6.4.

[VsH vJ+[dV s]
Equation 6.3

[ls ]= U + [d Is ]
Equation 6.4

These voltage and current matrices supply three software distance relay a-earth fault
element simulations described in section 6.3. Appendix 6.1 presents the steady state
simulation software in flowchart form. Appendix 6.2 details the matrix mathematics and
underlying principles o f this modelling technique.
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6.3 Distance Relaying Principles Tested using the Frequency
Domain Modelling Software
Three relay simulations are included. In each case the necessary parameters for
operation are passed from the main simulation routines described in section 6.2 and
outlined in the flowcharts o f Appendix 6.1. An indication in the form o f an individual trip
flag setting is returned to the main simulation code according to the specific relay module
response where 1 indicates a trip and 0 indicates restrain.

6.3.1 Mho Relay (s.p.m.)
This was described in detail in section 3.4 and the characteristic is shown in figure
3.4. The method o f implementing such a relay is simple and described in flowchart Mho()m
Appendix 6.1.

6.3.2 Quadrilateral Relay
As described in section 3.6 the method uses the tripping characteristic shown in
figure 3.5. A certain value o f fault resistance is accounted for by setting a resistive blinder.
Flowchart Quad() in Appendix 6.1 details the technique.

6.3.3 New Impedance Algorithm ABCD
The prototype impedance measuring and fault discrimination algorithm was
described in detail in chapter 5 and in flowchart form in Appendix 6.1 - Newrel(). No AA
or DFT Filters are required as the three phase matrices [Vs] and [Is] comprise complex
vectors o f fundamental voltage and current.

6.4 Simulation Automation
To facilitate the simulation studies several controlling loops are incorporated into
the simulation routine to allow for multiple runs with varying system parameters. Table 6.1
details these parameters and their limits o f variation.
For each composite circuit and associated operating parameters, a value o f fault path
resistance is first chosen and faults o f the selected type applied at incremental positions
along the feeder’s length. For each fault location the trip signal received from each relay
simulation routine is recorded. The next incremental value o f fault resistance is then
selected and the fault applied again along the length o f the network. In this fashion, and
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using a controlling loop to detect a change from trip to restrain the reach point boundary is
determined for each iterative step in the fault resistance value at each location.

Max and Min Values and

Param eter

Units

increm ental Values
Cable Section Length (S eel)

0 .0 - 5 0 .0 in in c o flO .O

Km

Line Section Length (Sec2)

0 .0 - 3 0 .0 - 5 0 .0

Km

Source Fault Level (P)

1 0 .0 -1 0 0 0 .0

MVA

For Double end fed Circuit

1 0 .0 - 1000.0

MVA

14.0

Degrees

Fault Type

a-e and a-b-c

N.A.

Fault Resistance

0.0 - 40.0 inc o f 2.0

Ohms

Fault Position

0.0 - 100.0 in inc o f 1.0

%o f total circuit length

For single end fed system

0.0 - 50.0 in inc o f 10.0

MVA

Remote end connected load

(Power Factor = 0.8 lagging)

Remote Fault Level (Q)
For Double end fed system
Phase shift o f remote end
Voltage phasors

Table 6.1 : Steady State Phasor Simulation Parameters

For each adjustment in a circuit parameter or operating condition a separate output
file is written to memory. A typical file is shown in figure 6.2, where it can be seen that
location o f the reach point for each value o f fault path resistance is recorded under the
respective relaying module title. Data from these files can be easily plotted to show a
representation o f the reach boundary for each relaying module by plotting fault path
resistance against fault position. The results are presented and discussed in detail in Chapter
7.

FAULT RESISTANCE OHMS

0.00
4 .0 0

8.00
12.00

MHO BOUNDARY
0 .7 6
0.6 7
0 .5 5
0.2 8

1 6 .0 0

0.20

20.00

0.00

2 4 .0 0
2 8 .0 0
3 2 .0 0
3 6 .0 0
4 0 .0 0

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

QUAD

BOUNDARY
0 .7 7

1.00
0 .9 4

0.88
0.8 2
0 .7 4
0 .6 0

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

ABCD BOUNDARY
0 .7 7
0 .8 0
0.8 2
0.8 2
0 .8 1
0 .7 9
0 .7 7
0 .7 4
0 .7 2
0 .7 0

0.68

Figure 6.2 : Typical Output file format from Steady State Simulation Software.
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6.5 Electromagnetic Transient Simulation
The EMTP in its many forms - such as the ATP used in this work - is a commonly
used time domain based tool for the modelling o f electromagnetic transients in power
systems. As such a long discourse on the workings o f EMTP is not necessary here. Instead
the reader is referred to references [391.
O f interest here however, is the methods employed within the ATP to model cable
and line sections. In the case o f overhead line modelling, theories and models are well
founded and again the reader is invited to inspect references.
In describing the approach to cable modelling the reader finds the in built cable
parameter calculation routines are based on well understood formulae. However, when
considering simulation there is a number o f options that should be considered.
The work o f Marti I40], highlights the main two model types, namely Lumped
Parameter models and distributed parameter models. Marti recommends the use o f Lumped
parameter nominal Pi Circuits for use in modelling cable sections.
In this model the series branch o f the nominal Pi circuit is the series impedance o f
the cable, and the shunt branches consist o f half the shunt capacitance o f the cable. Shunt
conductance is assumed negligible.
The main advantage o f this model is it is quick to execute. However, the main draw
back is the poor frequency response beyond the frequency at which the cable parameters
are calculated. In this work we are interested in modelling the system at the fundamental
power frequency (i.e. 50Hz), and hence this is not a concern. Cascading a number o f Pi
sections approximates the distributed nature o f the cable p a ra m ete rs^ .
By the use o f measuring components within the programme it is a simple matter to
extract discrete time sampled data representing sending end voltage and current to ASCII
text output files at each time step o f the simulation run. Care should be taken choosing this
time step as mentioned in section 4.6.1.
It is this output which is used as input data for the prototype relay when it is inserted
into the transient based software test harness described in section 4.5.2.

6.6 Circuits Tested Using The Alternative Transients Program
The steady state simulation described in previous sections is used to assess
prototype algorithm performance on a widely varying basis for a-earth faults. The transient
simulation studies are limited to a few carefully chosen circuits (as a result o f performance
based on steady state testing see chapter 7) though b -c phase faults are also studied.
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6.7 Output of Results and Formatting of Transient Tests
Having studied the reach boundary performance under varying fault path resistance
and fault location parameters, the transient studies provide an indication o f typical
operating times for the prototype impedance measuring and fault discriminating algorithm.
For a given set o f circuit parameters a plot o f operating time against fault position can be
produced.

6.8 Summary
In this chapter two power system modelling techniques have been described.
Firstly, a steady state distributed parameter model solved in the frequency domain
and based on superimposed components is used. For a composite circuit subject to an aearth fault o f varying fault path resistance and at various locations along its length, it
derives [Vs] and [Is] at power system fundamental frequency. These are the three phase
matrices o f complex voltages and current at the sending end busbar. The modelling
software routine is automated having a number o f loops to allow multiple simulation runs,
offering the possibility o f simulating many circuit types and operating conditions.
The results o f this work take the form o f reach boundary plots for a-earth faults and
are discussed in Chapter 7. From this discussion the most relevant composite circuit
configurations are selected for transient simulation studies.
Transient studies have been completed using the Alternative Transient Simulation
Package (ATP) and in particular use is made o f the nominal Pi lumped parameter model.
Several sections cascaded together provide an estimation o f the composite network
distributed electrical parameters. The model is valid only at fundamental frequency.
Both a-earth and b-c phase faults are studied with results obtained presented in the
form o f algorithm operating time against fault location plots. These are discussed in
Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7
Results
7.1 Introduction
Chapter 6 described the simulation techniques used in this work to test the
performance o f the prototype impedance protection algorithm proposed.
This chapter presents the results from the studies and discusses the performance o f
the algorithm in terms o f zone 1 reach boundary accuracy and operating time.
Firstly reach boundary performance o f the algorithm is investigated for both single
and double end fed systems. The single phase to earth fault discrimination performance is
compared with that o f the s.p.m and quadrilateral impedance based protection techniques.
As a result o f this investigation, transient studies have been conducted in which typical
operating times for the algorithm are presented when applied to double end fed systems.
Steady State testing has been conducted exhaustively for the case o f single phase to
earth faults while the transient simulation study gives indication o f operating time for the
discrimination o f both a-earth and b-c phase faults.

7.2 Steady State Results
Presentation o f results is restricted to only those circuits o f a practical nature, which
are likely to generalise the real world operating parameters o f power systems. It can be
reported that in all cases the new prototype relay out performed the existing distance
relaying approaches and analysis o f the results presented reinforces this. Both double and
single end fed systems as described in table 6.1 have been studied.

7.2.1 Double end fed system
The results take the form o f a comparison between reach boundary accuracy o f the
new prototype impedance relay (ABCD), self polarised mho (MHO) and quadrilateral
(QUAD) based algorithms for circuits subjected to a-e faults o f varying fault path resistance
and position. Many composite circuits have been simulated and it is not practical to show
all results here. To aid analysis circuits subject to particular SCL at sending and remote end
busbars can be selected according to the criteria summarised in table 7.1
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Study No

Sending End Fault Level

Receiving End Fault Level

MVA

MVA

Study 1

250

250

Study 2

250

500

Study 3

500

250

Table 7.1 Categorisation of studies based on fault level

Further classification o f studies can be made according to the individual circuit
section lengths. Table 7.2 summarises this selection, which also shows the crossreferencing o f studies to the figure numbers o f the results.

Study No

Cable length

Line Length

Figure Number

la

0,10,20,40,50,80

10

7.1 (a) to (f)

lb

0,10,20,40,50,80

30

7.2 (a) to (f)

lc

0,10,20,40,50,80

50

7.3 (a) to (f)

2a

0,10,20,40,50,80

10

7.4 (a) to (f)

2b

0,10,20,40,50,80

30

7.5 (a) to (f)

2c

0,10,20,40,50,80

50

7.6 (a) to (f)

3a

0,10,20,40,50,80

10

7.7 (a) to (f)

3b

0,10,20,40,50,80

30

7.8 (a) to (f)

3c

0,10,20,40,50,80

50

7.9 (a) to (f)

Table 7.2 Classification of Studies Associated with Figure Numbers

The intention o f selecting these circuits is to study not only composite circuits but
also short and long circuits at practical sending and receiving end fault levels.
For all tests conducted the setting o f the resistive blinder, Rb , o f the QUAD and ABCD
tripping characteristics is set to 40.0 Ohms.
To assess performance some assessment criteria is required. In terms o f the first
zone earth fault coverage it is normal practice to specify the boundary discrimination
accuracy as a percentage o f the PPS characteristic impedance setting o f the distance relay.
At the characteristic angle ±5% would be a typical tolerance at common source to line
impedance ratios. Such criteria are utilised in the following analysis and are defined in table
7.3.
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Criteria

% Error band (at PPS characteristic angle o f
the zone circuit)

Zone 1 earth fault reach accuracy

Zset ± 5 %

Resistive Reach Coverage

Fault path resistance value at which cut off
commences in Ohms.

Table 7.3 Performance Assessment Criteria.

7.2.2 Discussion of Results from Studies 1,2,3
The definition for over reach means that for a fault occurring at 80% feeder length
the relay would measure a greater line impedance and thus assess the same fault as further
along the length o f the feeder, i.e. a true zone two event may be discriminated as a zone 1
event.
The definition for under reach is for a fault at 80% o f the feeder length the relay
would see less impedance and thus assess the same fault as a zone 1 event, but would
therefore become reliant on zone2 to clear some zonel faults. Zone 2 is o f course generally
subject to a greater time delay than zone 1. Consequently, under reach may be considered
the most undesirable in terms o f efficiently protecting the network from damage and stress
and also from the point o f view o f accurately discriminating the correct faulted section o f
the network to be disconnected.
These facts and the criteria o f table 7.3 allow the following general observations and
discussion points can be made.
M axim um over reach exhibited by the QUAD routine is approximately 10 - 20%. It
should be noted that no compensation o f the reactance line to cater for double end in feed
and prefault load transfer conditions (section 2.9) is made. This might be implemented
using negative sequence current polarisation [4].
Both the QUAD and ABCD algorithms result in under reach at higher values o f
fault path resistance as uncertainty around the resistive cut o ff occurs. Assessment o f this is
left to the reader’s observation o f the figures 7.1 to 7.9.
It is immediately apparent that some o f the ABCD characteristics are promisingly
close to the ideal boundary characteristic, i.e. No under or over reaching right up to the
resistive cut o ff which occurs at 40 Ohms - the actual resistive blinder setting value. This is
discussed in detail later.

Following is a detailed analysis o f the results shown in figures 7.1 - 7.9.
________________________________________ [07______________________________________
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1 2 2 3 Consider the reach boundary accuracy o f the ABCD algorithm. For all circuits in

the tests that were short feeders (i.e. 10km line alone or 10km o f cable and 10km of
line), very good performance close to the ideal is observed, while the performance
o f the ABCD and Mho characteristics are poor or unpredictable. Lines are difficult
to protect against high resistive earth faults using distance protection techniques (as
section 3.5 explained) when lines are short, unearthed and light load conditions
exist.
1 2 2 A For line lengths o f 10km and cable lengths in excess o f 30km, the ABCD

characteristic resistive cut off begins to take effect at a lower resistive value than set
by the resistive blinder setting. The worse case is for the circuit with fault levels at
sending and receiving ends o f 250 and 500 MVA respectively (study 2b), where
resistive cut off at 8 Ohms is measured for cable lengths in excess o f 50km. The
worst case over reach for the ABCD under these circuit conditions is a maximum o f
10% o f total feeder length. Compared with the QUAD, which exhibits resistive cut
off at 8 Ohms and 15 to 20 % over reach.
1 2 2 .5 For studies lb 2b and 3b when line lengths are 30km, for any length o f cable

section or source parameter conditions the ABCD reach boundary performance is
very good and close to the expected ideal characteristic. For the same tests and
operating conditions, the QUAD exhibits premature cut off for cable lengths above
20km. For equal lengths o f line and cable (say 30km for each section), the ABCD
exhibits 10% over reach, but only when sending end source impedance is higher
than that at the receiving end. Other wise there is generally only a 4% maximum
over reach exhibited by the ABCD algorithm. The ABCD does exhibit some under
reaching when cable lengths exceed 30km and source fault levels are 250MVA
sending and 500 MVA receiving. In this case the greatest amount o f under reach is
measured as 10% for the circuit containing 50km cable and 30 km line.
1 2 .2 .6 For studies lc, 2c and 3c with line lengths o f 50km, the reach boundary for ABCD

algorithm is generally close to that expected. However, measurements made for the
circuits in study 2 category are different from those exhibited during study 1 and 3.
In study 2 source impedance values at the sending and receiving ends are 250 and
500 MVA respectively. Now the QUAD always over reaches by typically 15 %,
while the ABCD exhibits very small under reach in the order o f 1 to 3 % . It should
be noted that at longer cable lengths (i.e. > 50km and with higher fault path
resistance values) the under reach can become excessive (i.e. 12 to 18 %). In the
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case o f equal sending and receiving end source impedance values (study 1) the
ABCD exhibits under reach in the order o f 1 to 4 % regardless o f cable lengths. The
quad over reaches for all study 1 and 3 test circuits by 18 to 20 %.

7.2.3 Summary of Double end Fed results
With respect to single phase to earth fault coverage. Generally the ABCD algorithm
offers improved performance over existing relaying techniques.
When sending end fault levels are lower than receiving end, all relays performed at
their worst. However, generally the ABCD is still within acceptable tolerance limits (+-5%
o f reach boundary setting impedance value) for practical real world circuits. When cable
lengths increase to significant lengths (>50km) the ABCD resistive reach boundary is
degraded by at worse 12 to 18 % for high resistance faults. Distribution cable lengths in the
real world are unlikely to be this long due to economics.
The ABCD algorithm offers improvement in terms o f high resistance earth fault
discrimination on short lines and composite feeders.
The ABCD offers more predictable resistive cut o ff features than the QUAD.

7.3 Single End Fed System Results
The single end fed systems modelled in this work have produced results in the same
format as for the double end fed results o f section 7.2 above. However, results from only
two typical example circuits are presented here. Still the indication o f performance has been
found to be typical over the range o f tests completed.
Higher single phase to earth fault path resistance values (0 to 200 Ohms) have been
used for this range o f studies and as such the resistive blinders have been set to higher
values o f 80 Ohms.
The two circuits and associated parameters are detailed below with results presented
in figures 7.10 and 7.11.

Circuit 1
Load
0MVA, 10MVA, 20MVA, 30MVA, 40MVA
Load angle
30 Degrees Lagging
Cable length 60km
Line length
30km
Source Fit Level
250 MVA
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Circuit 2
Load
OMVA, 1OMVA, 20MVA, 30MVA, 40MVA
Load angle
30 Degrees Lagging
Cable length 1Okm
Line length
20km
Source Fit Level
250 MVA
The same modelling software was used for the tests but the remote end source
impedance matrix and driving voltages were removed and replaced by a matrix
representation o f typical loads. Remote end bus bar voltage is now not determined as an
input but rather is calculated by the software according to known sending end bars voltage
parameters.

7.3.1 Discussion of Results Circuits 1 and 2
Some observations can be made. The criteria for assessing performance are the same as that
for double end fed systems described earlier.

7.3.1.1 For the short circuit (circuit 2), the ABCD reach boundary is close to ideal
performance irrespective o f circuit loading.
7.3.1.2 The QUAD reach boundary appears unpredictable in the cases o f application to
both circuits 1 and 2 (long and short feeders). It exhibits either substantial over reaching
or under reaching.
7.3.1.3 For the short circuit (circuit 2), the ABCD algorithm exhibits no more than 3%
inaccuracy in terms o f reach boundary for al loading conditions.
7.3.1.4 For the short circuit (circuit 2), the QUAD exhibits up to 40% inaccuracy under
low fault path resistance values for a loaded circuit.
7.3.1.5 For the long circuit (circuit 1), The ABCD exhibits no more than 6% inaccuracy
for circuits loaded up to 20MVA at 0.8 p f lag. When loads exceed this magnitude
inaccuracy reaches 10%. However, 20MVA and below can be considered a typical
maximum magnitude for a single breaker remote end substation for example.
7.3.1.6 For the long circuit (circuit 1), the QUAD exhibits very inaccurate reach
boundary at all loading conditions. Thus, extensive over reaching is observed o f the
order o f 40 to 90 % o f total feeder length.

7.3.2 Summary
Reach boundary performance always better for ABCD algorithm.
_______________________________________HO_____________________________________
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Good resistive earth fault coverage for short feeders.
QUAD unpredictable in reach boundary accuracy.
A visual inspection o f figures 7.10 and 7.11 indicates preferential performance.

7.4 Transient Studies Results
In order to assess operating time for the prototype impedance measuring algorithm
transient based studies are necessary.
It would be impractical to study all possible circuits and operating conditions so testing
can not be exhaustive. Only a few representative studies are given here. An indication o f
expected operating times for two practical circuit connections is given.
These are circuits 1 and 2 as described in section 7.2. This is judged to give a good
representation o f both long and short length circuits. Simulations are for double end fed
systems with sending and receiving end fault levels o f 250 and 500 MVA respectively.
These fault levels have been chosen because the steady state studies completed indicated
some degradation in reach boundary accuracy for certain systems subject to these
prevailing operating conditions. Both ‘a ’ phase to earth faults and ‘b ’ - ‘c ’ phase faults are
simulated.
Results are presented which show operating time with respect to fault position. Tables 7.4
and 7.5 summarise the circuits modelled and figures 7.12 to 7.19 present graphically the
results. Circuit connectivity is sending end bar, cable, line, and receiving end bar.

Parameter

Value

Units

Sending End Fault Level

250

MVA

Receiving End Fault Level

500

MVA

Cable length

60

Km

Line Length

30

Km

Fault Path Resistance

0.0 and 20.0

Ohms

Fault Inception Angle

0.0 and 90.0 degrees on

Degrees

voltage wave
Fault types

A - E and B-C

-

Loading

Full Load Forward

-

Table 7.4 Circuit 1 - For Transient Testing
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Parameter

Value

Units

Sending End Fault Level

250

MVA

Receiving End Fault Level

500

MVA

Cable length

10

Km

Line Length

20

Km

Fault Path Resistance

0.0 and 10.0

Ohms

Fault Inception Angle

0.0 and 90.0 degrees on

Degrees

voltage wave
Fault types

A - E and B-C

-

Loading

Full Load Forward

-

Table 7.5 Circuit 2 - For Transient Testing

7.4.1 Discussion of Transient Results
The performance criteria for assessing algorithm operating time was defined in table
4.1 as between 20 -6 0 msecs (or 2 -3 cycles at fundamental power system frequency).
Assessment o f the results in figures 7.12 to 7.19 shows that all operating times are within
this criteria.
In all transient testing no anomalies were found. Given the experience o f the steady
state simulation studies, this would imply that no significant anomalies exist, but, o f course,
it is difficult to be certain o f this. Transient testing o f two composite power systems has
indicated the algorithm to operate within specification and requirements.
Further observations can be made.
7 .4 .1 .1

The results indicate that the algorithm will successfully discriminate an in zone
b-c phase fault. Even under conditions o f high fault path resistance (20 Ohms,
see figure 7.18 and 7.19) the fault is discriminated.

7 .4 .1 .2

Consider circuit 1. A bolted earth fault at 0 degrees inception angle in zone 1 is
discriminated by the algorithm in 28 msecs. This time rises to 43 msecs close to
the reach boundary due to the delay o f the trip decision counter. Reach point
accuracy is achieved as was indicated during the steady state results
investigations and analysis.

7 .4 .1 .3

For the same fault occurrence and circuit as described in 7.3.1.2 but at 90
degrees fault inception angle, operating times are seen to increase so that now
the fastest operating time is 36 msecs rising to 48 msecs close to the reach point.
This is likely due to the residual effects o f dc offset in the current waveforms,
which is prevalent at this inception angle. Some reduction o f the effects o f dc
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offset may be attributable to the full cycle DFT filters used to extract real and
imaginary fundamental vectorial values o f voltage and current. However, some
time delay is still evident as the algorithm seeks a reduced dc offset content to
allow reliable operation. For circuit 2 where circuit length is shorter (less cable)
the X:R ratio o f the total circuit is not as close to 1:1 as for the case o f the longer
circuit 2. It is possible that the slightly longer delay time in waiting for the dc
offset to decay results in best case operating times o f 38 msecs.
7 .4 .1 .4

Addressing the results plot o f figure 7.13, it is evident that operating times are
within specification though a 3% under reach is observed. This is confirmed by
the steady state results o f figure 7.5 (e).

7 .4 .1 .5

A worse case under reach is noted in figure 7.19, where for a phase to phase
fault 5% inaccuracy is noted at the extremities o f the zone reach setting.
However, over the length o f the feeder the general operating times are the
quickest recorded for the algorithm when applied to this long circuit example
with high resistance in the fault path at 30 msecs up to 50% feeder length.

7 .4 .1 .6

Reach problems are not encountered during any o f the tests on circuit2 (the short
network). These results are again confirmed by addressing the steady state
results for reach boundary performance o f similar circuits for a-e faults. The
performance for phase to phase fault is o f course encouraging.

7.5 Summary
Both steady state frequency domain and transient based time domain modelling
techniques have revealed two discrete sets o f test results. These have been presented in this
chapter.
The steady state results show clearly the proposed algorithms a - e fault reach
boundary plots for varying fault position and fault path resistance. Many circuit conditions
have been modelled and representative selections o f results obtained have been presented.
Generally, in terms o f reach boundary accuracy under high resistance earth faults, the
performance o f the algorithm has been shown to be significantly better than either the Self
Polarised Mho or Quadrilateral relaying approach to earth fault protection in zone 1 o f a
composite feeder.
The transient based results give an indication o f the operating time that can be
expected. It appears apparent from the transient results that operating times are well within
the criteria o f 2 - 3 cycles at power system fundamental frequency (i.e. 50Hz) required.
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Figure 7.1 Reach Boundary Plots for Varying a-e fault path Resistance. Sending end Fault
Level = 250MVA, Receiving end Fault Level = 250MVA, Cable length varies as indicated
below figure. Line length = 10km.
Alpha = 14 degrees.
(where alpha is angle between receiving and sending end voltage vectors)
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Figure 7.2 Reach Boundary Plots for Varying a-e fault path Resistance. Sending end Fault
Level = 250MVA, Receiving end Fault Level = 250MVA, Cable length varies as indicated
below figure. Line length = 30km.
Alpha = 14 degrees.
(where alpha is angle between receiving and sending end voltage vectors)
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Figure 7.3 Reach Boundary Plots for Varying a-e fault path Resistance. Sending end Fault
Level = 250MVA, Receiving end Fault Level = 250MVA, Cable length varies as indicated
below figure. Line length = 50km.
Alpha = 14 degrees.
(where alpha is angle between receiving and sending end voltage vectors)
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Figure 7.4 Reach Boundary Plots for Varying a-e fault path Resistance. Sending end Fault
Level = 250MVA, Receiving end Fault Level = 500MVA, Cable length varies as indicated
below figure. Line length = 10km.
Alpha = 14 degrees.
(where alpha is angle between receiving and sending end voltage vectors)
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Figure 7.5 Reach Boundary Plots for Varying a-e fault path Resistance. Sending end Fault
Level = 250MVA, Receiving end Fault Level = 500MVA, Cable length varies as indicated
below figure. Line length = 30km.
Alpha = 14 degrees.
(where alpha is angle between receiving and sending end voltage vectors)
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Figure 7.6 Reach Boundary Plots for Varying a-e fault path Resistance. Sending end Fault
Level = 250MVA, Receiving end Fault Level = 500MVA, Cable length varies as indicated
below figure. Line length = 50km.
Alpha = 14 degrees.
(where alpha is angle between receiving and sending end voltage vectors)
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Figure 7.7 Reach Boundary Plots for Varying a-e fault path Resistance. Sending end Fault
Level = 500MVA, Receiving end Fault Level = 250MVA, Cable length varies as indicated
below figure. Line length = 10km.
Alpha = 14 degrees.
(where alpha is angle between receiving and sending end voltage vectors)
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Figure 7.8 Reach Boundary Plots for Varying a-e fault path Resistance. Sending end Fault
Level = 500MVA, Receiving end Fault Level = 250MVA, Cable length varies as indicated
below figure. Line length = 30km.
Alpha = 14 degrees.
(where alpha is angle between receiving and sending end voltage vectors)
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below figure. Line length = 50km.
Alpha = 14 degrees.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Conclusion
Distribution power systems are those operating at nominal line voltage o f 132kV
and below. In this work 33kV composite distribution systems are studied. Typical overhead
lines and cables have been selected. A 3 wire Copper flat wood pole construction line and a
3 core Hochstadter type mass impregnated non draining insulated cable have been chosen.

Power system waveforms are far from ideal being subject to harmonics and
unbalance due to amongst other things the occurrence o f faults. Many types o f fault occur
on distribution power systems but by far the most common are single phase to earth faults.
Single phase faults often possess the highest values o f fault path resistance due to arcing
and also to the high resistance o f steel work and support structures. Accurate discrimination
o f high resistance earth faults on short, especially lightly loaded circuits, is difficult using
present approaches to distance protection.

Distance protection is commonly applied to transmission systems as both main and
backup protection schemes. At distribution voltage levels main and backup protection
schemes are uncommon at the same relaying point, back up being afforded by some other
protective function within the same relay or by down stream devices. Distance relays
provide back up to protection relays installed further downstream.

Many authors tu ‘32l have written on the application o f distance protection to
transmission systems. Moore

is one such author modelling the protected transmission

system with a lumped parameter model. Such an approach is only suitable for application to
short overhead transmission lines as it neglects both the distributed nature o f electrical
parameters and the shunt admittance o f cables and long lines.
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At distribution voltages where fault levels are lower and electrical stresses on
insulation are less, cables are used quite often. As such, distance protection is being applied
to such systems.
Elkateb ^11,12] when applying comparator distance relay technology to composite
transmission and distribution systems finds that several considerations should be made to
maintain accuracy.
These are:
1. As earth return paths and earthing connection practices are difficult to determine
often the only way to be sure o f the zero sequence characteristics o f a cable
installation is to measure it. Distance relays installed at different parts o f a
composite system which is subject to earthing at one end only may see different
earth return paths and hence different zero sequence impedance parameters. The
zero sequence characteristics o f all existing cable installations may be considered
onerous to determine.
2. For cable networks Z Z 0 5* Z Z ,, therefore complex earth fault compensation factors
must be applied to measured current quantities.
3. When studying composite 75kV systems where single core cables o f between 1 and
25km are present, complex earth fault compensation factors and a self polarised
mho (s.p.m.) tripping characteristic are recommended. Research in this work has
found that most distribution cables are o f the 33kV 3 core variety. No account is
made for this fact.
4. Reach point inaccuracy is generally observed for the case o f the composite systems
being subjected to a high resistance earth fault. This is not addressed directly, rather,
a permissive scheme o f operation is recommended by the author to ensure
reliability.
5. The comparator relays studied are in common use in power systems, protecting
composite systems.

There is a need for investigation o f the accuracy o f the current approaches to
distance relaying when applied to composite distribution circuits.

A novel distance protection algorithm for use in a microprocessor based relay that is
suitable for application to composite distribution feeders has been developed.
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The algorithm uses a distributed parameter long transmission line model to
represent the protected composite system. It considers the shunt capacitance o f cable
sections and represents its non-homogenous nature; namely the series connection o f cable
and line sections o f varying types and lengths. This is in contrast to previous works such as
M oore[32], which use a lumped parameter model suitable only for application to short
overhead lines.

The distributed parameters o f a transmission line vary with frequency. By
considering the line to be ideally transposed and using quoted series and shunt parameters
per unit length for specific cable and line sections, hyperbolic parameters applicable to the
fundamental operating frequency and representing the distributed nature o f the line can be
calculated.

Measured discrete time sampled voltage and current signals are transformed into the
frequency domain by use o f the discrete Fourier transform. The method creates voltage and
current vectors rotating at the fundamental power system frequency reducing signal content
at all other frequencies.

The complex values o f voltage and current are combined mathematically with the
hyperbolic line parameters to enable the calculation o f voltage and current at a specific
distance, X along the feeder length. By choosing X to be eighty percent o f feeder length it
becomes possible to calculate the voltage and current and thus impedance at the reach point
o f a classical distance zone one. This is in effect a ‘virtual differential’ protection scheme
using impedance values at both ends o f the protected zone. No earth fault compensation is
required for the measured or calculated voltage and current signals as Elkateb [12] found
essential.

A novel quadrilateral characteristic is proposed which utilises the voltage and
current measured at the relaying point and those voltage and current vectors calculated to
be at the reach point. In this manner a zero Ohm fault can be determined as being in or out
o f zone one accurately.

Single phase to earth faults on overhead line sections can contain significant fault
path resistance. By estimating the remote end source impedance and through the use o f a
novel and simple pre-fault load estimation technique the algorithm reduces substantially the
________________________________________________131______________________________________________
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inaccuracies in impedance calculation and thus fault discrimination caused by the presence
o f fault path resistance as first recognised by Lewis and Tippett*28^. Immunity to high
resistance earth faults on short composite circuits (<15km) has been significantly improved.

Results o f both steady state and transient simulations for typical 33kV composite
networks subject to high resistance single phase to earth faults indicate algorithm operating
times o f between 30 and 40 msecs to be possible. Similar performance is observed for b-c
phase faults.

A typical composite circuit studied consists o f 10km o f cable and 20 km o f line. The
circuit can be considered to be operating at a nominal line voltage o f 33kV and with short
circuit levels o f 250MVA and 500MVA at the sending and receiving end respectively.
W hen the new algorithm is applied to such a circuit when subject to a zero ohm a-earth
fault occurring at various locations along its length, operating times o f the order o f 28msecs
are possible at zero degrees fault inception. Zone one reach boundary accuracy is o f the
order o f ± 1 % o f zone

1

impedance setting.

For the same circuit but subject to an a-earth fault o f 10 Ohms fault path resistance
the operating time is maintained in the order o f 28msecs rising to 40msecs approaching the
reach boundary. Reach boundary accuracy is exhibited by the new algorithm is maintained
at ± 1 % o f zone

1

impedance setting.

For the same circuit subject to phase faults o f zero and 20 Ohms the algorithm
exhibits an operating time o f the order o f 30 msecs. Reach boundary accuracy as for the
case o f earth faults is maintained.

Again for the same circuit operating conditions but when circuit lengths increase, as
for the case o f 60km cable and 30km o f line, operation under high resistance earth fault
conditions becomes subject to a maximum over reach o f 7% total zone 1 impedance setting,
and operating times o f between 30 and 40 msecs are typical for zero fault inception angles.

There follows a list o f assumptions made during the development o f the new
algorithm.
1. Distributed parameter model is valid at fundamental frequency only.
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2. Series and shunt PPS parameters per unit length at fundamental power system
frequency (50Hz) are used with some commonly agreed conversion factors^1,2,3]
to estimate the ZPS per unit length values.
3. PPS and ZPS shunt admittance per unit length are valid only at nominal
operating voltage; the affect o f tap changers and other voltage regulating
equipment not having been considered.
4. Voltage and current transducers are ideal.
5. The algorithm requires one cycle o f power system voltage and current such that
the pre-fault load estimation can function.
6

. Selection o f relevant fault element relies on phase selection methods currently
developed and in application on existing micro processor based relaying
platforms.

8.2 Future Work
8.2.1 There is a need to study the algorithms response to phase to phase to ground
faults.

8.2.2 The algorithm is currently written in a high level computer language.
Optimisation is required prior to conversion to a low level language suitable for
implementation on a relay processor. This has been described in the text.

8.2.3 In calculating the distributed parameters o f the protected circuit a nominal
operating line voltage o f 33kV is assumed. Consideration should be given to the errors in
the algorithm’s model o f the system caused by tap changers and other components o f a
distribution power system which influence the operating voltage.

8.2.4 The algorithm derived in this work is designed for application to composite
circuits comprising screened three core cables, where the screen is at the same potential as
the earthed sheath. A study o f the validity o f the technique when applied to other cable
constructions such as ‘HSL’ or separate single core cables is required.
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8.2.5 The method should be extended to cover multiple zones for a typical distance
relaying scheme application. This is best achieved at the optimisation stage mentioned in

8.2 .2 .

8.2.6 Field trials following real time simulated data studies should progress for
assessment o f earth fault performance on real but typical 33kV power distribution feeder.
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Appendix 6.2 Superimposed Circuit Modeling Theory
Derivation of Source Impedance Matrix [Zs] and [Zr]
Let Zso(co) and Zsi(co) be the zero and positive phase sequence values o f the same
impedance at busbar S o f figure 6.1, at frequency

go.

Z »(<*>)=y 3 ( z A ° > ) + 2 z M )
Equation 1

z ™(<°)= X (z so(<o) - Zs, (to))
Equation 2

Therefore,
X ( t o ) Z_(«d) Zsm((o)
[Z j=

Z „(to) Zss(co) Z m ((o)
Zsm(co) Z m ( a ) Z.(o>)
Equation 3

[Zr] may be found in a similar manner.

Determination of Hyperbolic Transmission Line Parameters
These are found using equations 5.16 to 5.19 with variable substitution.
Substituting x with 1 gives,
[AX]=[A|]
[BxH B,]
[CxM Q]
[DxHD,]
Similarly, substituting x with r gives,
[Ax]=[Ar]
[B x H B ,]

[Cx]=[Cr]
[Dx]=[Dr]
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Combining Circuit from S to Fault Point and [Zs]

[IssI

Hsl

[I ff!

[A ,] [B ,]

[Zs]

[C ,] P , ]
A

[Es ]

[V ffI

[Vs ]

Figure A6.1 Circuit from Fault Point to Source Impedance Matrix [Zs]

With reference to figure A6.1,
[ [ A ] [B,]l
_[C,] [D ,t .[i* ].
Equation 4

[vs r
„[is ]j

[[I] [Zsll M
.0

[I],

_[lssl

Equation 5

Where,

1 0 0

[I] =

0 1 0
0 0 1

Equation 6

Eliminating

[Vsll

gives,

[Is]

\KJ\
J lrrL

[[A,] [B j [[I] [Zsf r[Esr
„[C,] [D,U .0 [I], J l s s I

n _[ E ,r
■

i 's s t

r [ A ,] [ B ,r [[E sll
_[c,3 [ D ,l .[•s sl

Equation 7

Similarly, circuit from R to fault point in Figure 6.1 Chapter 6, can be combined with
source impedance matrix

[Z

r]

to give,
r t v FFr
.[ip p ij

r t A j [b j
[Br ]
_[C2] [D JJ _[Irk 1
Equation 8
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Solving the Superimposed Circuit
The circuit from the fault point can be represented as figure A6.2.

[A ,] [B ,]
[C j] P , ]

[Ir]

[IS2 ]

Figure A6.2 Superimposed Circuit as Viewed from the Fault Point

From inspection o f figure A6.2,

r K ji r[A,][B,r
[i f,L _[c,] [d ,]

‘

0

"

.[Is, I

Equation 9

Therefore,

[is,]=[Bir [vF]
Equation 10

and

[lF,M D ,lB ,r [VF]
Equation 11

Similarly,

rK r
.M

[a 2] [b2]- 0
_[c2] [d 2]_ . M
"

'

Equation 12

Therefore,
[Is2] = [ B 2] ' [ V f ]
Equation 13
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and

[ i F2] = [ d J

b

2] ' . [

v

f]

E q u ation 14

Thus,

[i F11+ [i F21= [d , i b , r 1[vF] + [d 2i b 2r ■[v F]
Equation 15

Now,

M = [ i nM i J
Equation 16

Using equation 16 in 15, and rearranging gives,

[lpF] = t D , l B , r + [D2lB 2r ) [ V F]
Equation 17

Hence,
[VF] = ( l D , l B i r + [D2l B 2r ) - , [lFF] = [M 12] . [ l FF]
Equation 18

Therefore,

JVff]= [^fa I U + [^f]= [ZFaIIff]+ [M,2I I f f ] - a Z FA]+ (Mu Ml ff]= [ m I i ff]
Equation 19

where,
Ms Mm Mm

[m ]= M m M s M m
Mm Mm Ms
Equation 20

From equation 19,

[iFF] = ( [ z FA] + [M12r - [ v FF]
Equation 21

For the case o f an a-earth fault,
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^FFA
[iFF]= 0
0
Equation 22

And,

Equation 23

Thus,
VFA = M S I FFA
Equation 24

Therefore,
l FFA ~ V y / M s

Equation 25

Note that equation 24 and 25 are not matrix equations.
Hence,
V FFA = V FA - R

T

FA1 FFA

VFFB = 1v
Ma M Ia FFA
VFFC = M
1v a M Ia FFA
Equations 26

The current flowing into the source S are given by the matrix equation,
[is, ] = [ B , r [ v F]
Equation 27

And the superimposed voltages at the busbar S are given by,

[v

sp]

= [

z s

I isi]

Equation 28
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The following Paper was presented and published in the proceedings of the 32nd
Universities Power Engineering Confernece, UPEC97, UMIST, Manchester, UK,
10th - 12th September 1997 , Vol. 2.pp 279 - 282.
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IN V ESTIG A TIO N IN TO DISTANCE PR O TECTIO N OF A 33kV C O M P O S IT E FEED ER
USING TH E EMTDC/PSCAD.

R.J.Hewett and P.J.Moore.
University o f Bath, UK.

ABSTRACT
The paper initially introduces the typical arrangements o f a composite distribution network and highlights it’s unique
characteristics. Recently, development o f a new impedance algorithm, involved an investigation o f the performance o f an
existing impedance algorithm based on the simple series resistance and inductance line equation, applied to a composite
distribution feeder. Using the EMTDC/PSCAD electromagnetic simulation package, results are presented which show
inaccuracies in impedance measurement. The paper highlights a suitably accurate three core distribution cable model and
explains how the physical construction o f a commonly used cable enables such a model to be valid.

INTRODUCTION
2.02% 7sa%

Power distribution composite circuits comprise both
overhead line and underground cable sections, and may
have an operating voltage o f between 33kV and 132kV.
They present a unique set o f problems which must be
considered
when
applying
distance protection
algorithms, if errors are to be avoided.
Impedance algorithms previously developed, such as
Moore & John’s
, have been based on the simple
resistance (R) and inductance (L) series line model.
Shunt admittance o f a circuit has been neglected.
Recently, a composite power distribution network has
been modeled using the EMTDC electromagnetic
simulation package.
It is shown that as cable lengths within composite
circuits increase, so the error in impedance
measurement increases, due to the cable’s shunt
admittance. Further, a single phase to earth fault in a
particular composite feeders first zone, is discriminated
as a second zone fault due to these measurement errors.

132/33W
ftusMra
Fault Lavat in mVA
132kV
33kV
12tO
4M

—QO—
E2

2x33kV/1 IkV
T n n iferm tri
Each 23MVA
X1-0.240S

Figure 1 Section of Composite 33kV distribution
Network (SWEB Pic).

TYPICAL COMPOSITE NETWORK
The composite network o f figure 1, has been used for
the simulation work described in this paper and is one
section of a more comprehensive South Western
Electricity Pic (SWEB Pic) power distribution network.
A recent survey, conducted in the southern region of
SWEB’s operational area ascertained that ‘H ’ type
33kV three core cable constitutes over 65 percent of
total cable length installed.

THE COMPOSITE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
For a variety o f reasons a power distribution feeder,
may consist o f both underground and overhead
sections. Distribution substations in urban locations
may only be accessible via underground routes. In the
UK particularly environmental considerations have
resulted in cables being used to cross areas o f
outstanding beauty, sites o f scientific interest, and urban
or heavily industrialised areas.

‘H’ type cable is often preferred over other cable types,
due to it’s increased flexibility and bending radius, and
ease of jointing. It is a screened, solid type cable having
either round or shaped copper stranded conductors of
typically 0.2 or 0.3 square inch cross sectional area.
Each conductor is covered with a layer oil impregnated
paper tape insulation and enclosed within a perforated
aluminum tape screen. A further layer o f oil
impregnated tapes are wrapped around the outside of
the three screened cores to form a 3 core cable in turn

enclosed within a lead-alloy sheath to provide an earth
and mechanical protection.
A further layer of
protection is provided by steel wire or tape armour and
an outer plastic serving. The core screens are
maintained at the same potential as the sheath due to
strands o f conductive material woven into the outer
layer o f paper tapes used between the screens and the
sheath. The screen reduces electrical stresses set up in
the core insulation.
A typical power distribution overhead line in use in the
U.K. would be the three phase, copper stranded
conductor, in flat formation on wooden pole
construction. Technical data for both the underground
cable and overhead line are given in Appendix I.
The ‘H ’ type 3 core Copper cable described previously,
has been modeled in the EMTDC using a ‘PI’ model
approximation, which is valid for this type o f cable
only. Because the ‘H’ type cable is screened, the
equivalent star capacitance o f the cable is that between
each phase conductor and its respective screen, the
screen being assumed at earth potential (zero voltage).
The Steel wire armour is also assumed to be at earth
potential as it is bonded to the cable sheath and sub
station earth at source. The substation earth bar
resistance in this case is assumed to be negligible and
thus the assumption that the screen o f each core is at
zero voltage can be made. Conductors are circular in
cross section.

COMPOSITE CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS
AND DISTANCE PROTECTION
Composite distribution circuits possess a number of
unique characteristics which must be addressed if
distance protection is to operate correctly.
Consider the simplified power system o f figure 1. The
overhead line and underground cable are those detailed
in appendix I and are 20 km and 30 km in length
respectively. It is clear that the impedance to an 80%
reach point when looking from each end will be
different. A distance relay should accurately represent
the feeder section types and their sequence o f
connectivity.
The zero sequence impedance angle o f a cable is
different to that o f the positive or negative sequence
impedance. Therefore, earth fault compensation should
be vectorial in nature ^2'3'. For a cable earthed at one end
only, zero sequence impedance will be different at each
endt3l
Considering the composite circuit, significant amounts
o f arc resistance could be contained in faults occurring
on the overhead line sections. Though arc resistance

can be thought o f as negligible in cables, for the
composite circuit it must be accounted for.
Long lines (greater than 200 km) and cables (greater
than 20 km) exhibit significant shunt admittance to
earth^l This shunt admittance should be considered by
an impedance measuring algorithm, to maintain
accuracy.

NETW ORK SIMULATION AND RELAY
TESTING
In developing a new distance protection algorithm
suitable for the protection of composite circuits, the
errors o f a series line model algorithm llJ, when applied
to a composite distribution feeder have been
investigated.
The circuit shown in figure 1 was modeled using the
EMTDC electromagnetic transient simulation package.
The algorithm has been coded in FORTRAN and can be
called from a user written relay component. It is
possible to connect this relay component anywhere in
the simulation circuit, and can be set to operate circuit
breakers within the simulation run time, according to
the detection o f faults f5l Faults are applied via a fault
logic module at predetermined times and can be set to
included predefined values o f fault resistance.
The overhead line and cable sections are modeled by
cascading the ‘PI’ sections previously described. In this
manner simulations are valid at the fundamental
frequency only and for short to medium lengths. In all
tests the overhead line section is 20 km long and the
cable section length is increased from 0 km to 100 km
in varying increments. The relay component linking the
impedance algorithm to the simulation data file was
installed at E l. A reach point setting o f 80% o f the total
feeder length has been used in all simulations.
For every increment in the cable length, an ‘a’ phase to
earth fault at the reach point is simulated and the
impedance seen by the algorithm^, is recorded in table
1. Through the application and solution o f the well
known two port theory equations
, the actual
impedance has been calculated and included in table 1
for comparison purposes. The impedance plain sketch
of Figure 2 represents these results graphically.
Results are presented in impedance plot segment of
figure 3, for an ‘a’ phase to earth fault at the reach point
of a circuit comprising 20 km o f overhead line and 42.5
km of cable. Consequently there is 30 km o f cable
included in the first zone o f protection when looking
from E l. A trip output from the user defined relay
component can be linked to a circuit breaker at bus bar
El to simulate feeder isolation if required. Fault
resistance is negligible.

X

Table 1 Comparison of Impedance Measurements
between R& L Algorithm and True Impedance
Actual
Impedance
Zmag
Z Arg
63.12
9.91
61.12
11.22
12.5
59.51
58.0
13.9
16.02
54.19
19.7
53.75

R and L
Impedance
Z Mag Z Arg
10.16
63.28
11.52
61.5
12.89
60.13
14.3
59.03
17.03
57.3
21.21
55.6

R&L Algorithm

Circuit Length
km
line +20 km cable
line +30 km cable
line +40 km cable
line +50 km cable
line + 70 km cable
line + 1 0 0 km cable

Table 2 Summary of Errors in Table 1
Error in Measured impedance magnitude and angle
Z A rg
Circuit Length (km)
Z Mag
0.16
20 km line +20 km cable
0.25
0.38
20 km line + 30 km cable
0.30
0.62
20 km line +40 km cable
0.39
1.03
20 km line +50 km cable
0.40
1.5
20 km line +70 km cable
1.01
1.85
20 km line +100 km cable
1.51

Tnje Impedance

0

5

10

15

20

R
Figure 2 Impedance Plain Sketch of R&L Algorithm
Measurements Compared with True Impedance.
(Curves are representative of the movement of the
end of the Characteristic Impedance Line as Cable
Length Increases.)
X

RESULTS
From Table 1 it is evident that errors due to shunt
admittance o f the cable section do not become
significant until cable section length reaches 20 km.
Both the magnitude and phase angle error in the
impedance measurement returned by the series model
algorithm, for increasing cable section length are given
in table 2. Appreciable error occurs when the cable
length exceeds 20 km with a magnitude and phase
angle error o f 0.2 Arg. 0.16 degrees, respectively. This
represents an overreach o f some 102.5% for a
measurement to the end o f the feeder - 1 km in terms o f
physical distance.
For an ‘a’phase to earth fault at the reach point o f a
composite circuit, where zone 1 contains a 30 km
section o f cable, the locus o f impedance measurement
returned by the series R and L algorithm is shown in
figure 3.
The self polarised Mho characteristic is set using
accurate calculation o f the impedance to an 80% reach
point. It is clear that the fault is seen as a second zone
fault rather than a first zone activity. Thus, a time delay
in fault detection would result, before second zone
protection becomes active
A degree o f instability is evident in the impedance locus
indicating a further time delay incurred while waiting
for a stable solution to the line equations [ll

R
Figure 3 Sketch showing Impedance Locus settling
in Zone Two Operating Region.

CONCLUSION
Arc resistance, earthing practices, the need for vectorial
earth fault compensation, and the presence o f arc
resistance should be considered when developing an
impedance algorithm suitable for application to
composite
power
distribution
circuits.
Most
importantly, shunt admittance o f cables must be
considered.
It has been shown that for a typical composite circuit
containing 20 km or more of cable errors arise when
using a series resistance and inductance model based
algorithm, to measure impedance and discriminate
accurately the occurrence of single phase to earth faults.
There is a need for a new accurate impedance
measuring algorithm for inclusion in a digital distance
relay, suitable for application to composite feeders.
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Table A I.l Electrical Parameters for overhead Line
(SWEB Pic)

33kV Wood Pole Construction. 3 ’6 ” conductor
centre
Conductor
0.2 square Inch
DC Resistance pps
0.1350
Ohms/km
AC Resistance pps
0.1356
Ohms/km
Inductive Reactance pps
03478
Ohms/km
Charging Current
0.063
Amperes/km/phase
Impedance pps Ohms/km
0.3733
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Figure AI.2 : ‘H ’ Type 0.3 sq in, 3 core Cu, Solid,
Cable Cross Section.[all dimensions in mm]
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Figure A I.l 33kV, 0.2 sq. in. Cu, Wood Pole Flat
Construction, Overhead Line.fAll Dimensions in m]

Table AI.2 Cable Electrical Parameters (SWEB Pic)

33kV 3 core copper circular conductor
underground cable ‘H ’ type
Conductor
0.3 square Inch
DC Resistance pps
0.09195
Ohms/km
AC Resistance pps
0.09278
Ohms/km
Inductive Reactance pps
0.09910
Ohms/km
0.2.43
Charging Current
Amperes/km/phase
0.405
Equivalent Star
Capacitance Co uF/km
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Investigation into Impedance Measurement of Composite Power
Distribution Feeders, Using the EMTDC.
R J Hewett
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Abstract - T he paper defines a com posite pow er distribution
circuit and identifies a com m only used 33 kV, 3 core pow er
distribution cable. A typical single end fed distribution netw ork
has been m odeled using the E M T D C /P SC A D electrom agnetic
transient sim ulation package. U ser defined code such as
prototype algorithm s can be interfaced w ith the E M T D C
executable to form integrated sim ulation studies. This process is
outlined. R esults show
com parison
betw een im pedance
m easurem ents obtained by tw o separate algorithm s. O ne
accounts for the protected circuit shunt adm ittance, the other
does not. R esu lts sh ow a non linear relationship betw een earth
fault resistance and the com ponent o f netw ork im pedance
attributable to the shunt elem ent.

G Weller
GEC ALSTHOM T&D P&C,
Stafford,UK

This work deals with the simple case o f a single end fed
composite feeder. Such a network may comprise sections of
overhead line o f a flat wooden pole construction and
multicore screened cable. The overhead line combines good
current carrying capacity with strength in construction and is
commonly found in UK distribution systems. One o f the most
commonly used cables is the ‘H’ type cable, which due to it’s
screened cores can be modeled to a suitable degree of
accuracy in electromagnetic transient (EMT) simulation
software [1].
II.‘H’ TYPE CABLE

I. COMPOSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
In this work a composite power distribution system refers to a
33 kV network comprising both overhead line and
underground cable.
Composite circuits exist for a number o f reasons. Distribution
sub stations in urban areas may be accessible only via
underground routes. Further, safety considerations from the
view point o f proximity infringements o f existing objects
(tree’s buildings etc.) may promote the use o f cable
installations. Increasingly there are environmental pressures
prevailing upon the distribution network planning engineer to
underground feeders across sites o f outstanding natural
beauty or scientific interest.
Networks may be connected to form radial, ringed or
interconnected systems. Interconnected systems and radial
networks with embedded generation connected at the remote
end are two instances which may result in a double end infeed
to an earth fault.

Figure 1. Three core, ‘H ’ Type Power Distribution C able [2]

Named after its inventor M. Hocthstadter, ‘H’ type cable is
often preferred over other cable types, due to it’s flexibility,
increased bending radius, and ease o f jointing. It is a
screened, solid type cable having either round or shaped
copper stranded conductors o f typically 0.2 or 0.3 square inch
cross sectional area. Each conductor is covered with a layer
of oil impregnated paper tape insulation and enclosed within a
perforated aluminum tape screen, figure 1. A further layer of
oil impregnated tapes are wrapped around the outside o f the
three screened cores to form a 3 core cable in turn enclosed
within a lead-alloy sheath to provide an earth and mechanical
protection. Finally, a layer o f protective steel wire or tape
armour and an outer plastic serving encapsulate the finished
cable. The core screens are maintained at the same potential
as the sheath due to strands o f conductive material woven into
the outer layer o f paper tapes used between the screens and
the sheath. The screens reduce electrical stresses set up in the
core insulation by non uniform flux patterns.
III. OPERATING CAPACITANCE & SHUNT
ADMITTANCE
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The operating capacitance, Co, o f this type o f screened cable
may be determined relatively accurately from knowledge of
charging current or equivalent star capacitance per unit
length. Figure 2 shows how capacitance only exists between
conductors and the earthed screens, as opposed to the more
complex capacitive coupling in the belted cable. From the
operating capacitance the shunt reactance can be determined.
By neglecting shunt conductance the shunt admittance, Y, is
composed only o f the shunt susceptance, B, which is the
inverse o f shunt reactance, Xc.

1000 MVA, according to fault position, generating variables,
season, abnormal running conditions or transformer outages.
132/33kV
Busbars
Faul Level in mVA
132kV
33kV
1260
499

132kV source
R%
X%
2.02% 7.68%

—

a >

33kV/1 IkV
Busbars

0.2 Cu O/H Line

Load
2pp=9.9+j4.79

o.3 cu 'H' 3c
Cable

— g d -*
E2

2x132/33kV E 1
Transformers
Each 90MVA
X1 =0.2100 pu

2x33kV/11kV
Transformers
Each 23MVA
X1=0.2408

Figure 3. Composite Distribution Networked Modeled

Belted

Screened fH' Type]

Figure 2. Capacitive C oupling in Belted & Screened Cables

Consider a ‘IT type, 0.3 square inch, copper conductor,
screened, 33 kV MIND insulated distribution cable,
possessing a charging current o f 2.43 Amperes per km per
phase and equivalent star capacitance o f 0.405 pF per unit
length, operating at 50 Hz fundamental power system
frequency, then

X c=

ph~

( 1)

or,

The overhead line is 20 km long and is modeled adequately
by a nominal PI section. The cable is represented in lengths
varying from 10 to 100 km. In the later case the model
comprises 10 cascaded nominal PI sections. For this to be a
reasonably valid representation o f the cable, additional
assumptions are made. Cable conductors are assumed round
in cross section, and sheath and armour are at earth potential.
Further, due to negligible earth bar resistance earth potential
is true earth potential. The voltage profile along the earth
plain o f the cable is assumed zero as a result o f adequate
intermediate earthing of cable sections.
Remote end load has been arbitrarily chosen as 11 MW for all
simulation studies.
V. ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSIENT SIMULATION
SOFTWARE

(2)
further shunt admittance can be found from,

Y ~

(3)

This cable has a shunt reactance value o f 7,859 Q, very much
less than a typical line shunt reactance o f 302,421
Series
impedance can be determined using resistance, R, and
inductance, L, electrical parameters per unit length.
Cascaded nominal PI sections may now be used to model the
‘H’ type cable in the EMTDC. Such a model is quick though
it evaluates system voltage and current at one frequency only

Q.

Researchers have in the past largely utilised the well known
EMTP software for electromagnetic transient simulation
studies. However, the EMTP is not intuitive in its usage
(primarily due to the need to drive it from the command line)
and the user requires additional software to process and
present results.
_____

f
1 H int«L bte |

|

Runtime

j

[3].

MuHiptot

1

EMTDC PROGRAM

IV. DISTRIBUTION CIRCUIT MODELED

DATA
DSDYN
DSOUT

Figure 3 shows the circuit used for simulation studies. The
source is represented by a Thevenin equivalent model the
positive and zero phase sequence resistance and inductance
derived from knowledge o f the three phase fault level at the
supply bars (E l). This has been chosen as 500 MVA
considering fault levels may typically vary between 50 and
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EMTDC
tXfcCUT AoLh
PROGRAM

| Output lie s |~

Figure 4. Block Diagram Showing Structure o f EMTDC/PSCAD[4].

The EMTDC/PSCAD incorporates all the facilities required
to conduct electromagnetic transient studies, it’s constituent
parts shown in figure 4.
The user assembles circuits in a CAD type drawing pallet
(DRAFT) solving cable and line constants via the LINE and
CABLE constants routines. The drafted circuit once compiled
and linked forms a data file which is analogous to the EMTP
input data file. Also formed at this stage are dynamic input
DSDYN and user defined output DSDOUT files. It is from
the DSDYN file that prototype relaying algorithms can be
called via user defined components [5]. This process is shown
in figure 5.

physical distance. Currently, most impedance algorithms
developed have relied on the simple series resistance and
inductance representation. Such a model is suitable for over
head line applications but would likely give rise to errors in
impedance measurement when applied to a composite circuit,
principally due to shunt admittance (section III) being
neglected.
Two impedance measuring algorithms have been applied at
bus bar E l, in figure 3. One utilises the RL approach to
modeling the system while the other through use of
generalised line constants (ABCD) and two port network
theory, inherently accounts for shunt components o f circuit
impedance.

A. RLImpedanceMeasuringAlgorithm
D IST A N C E
RELAY
COM PONENT
U SER
D E F I N E D IN
PSC A D UB*

The algorithm models the protected network as an R and L
series circuit. Described fully in [6,7] it estimates the system
resistance and inductance through the solution o f the equation

PROTOTYPE
A L G O R IT H M
CODE.
FORTRAN
LANGUAGE.
USER
D E F IN E D .

(4)

v = iR + L df y t

the positive phase sequence impedance can be assessed by
calculating

Z = R + jcoL

(5)

B. ABCDTwoPort NetworkImpedanceMeasuringModule
The ABCD MODULE, inherently accounts for shunt
admittance in it’s measurement of a networks impedance. It
uses generalised circuit constants and the well known two
port theory network representation [8]. Utilising knowledge
o f voltage and current (V f and If) at the fault point and
distance to fault X it calculates ABCD parameters for the
protected composite network. Calculation o f sending end
voltage and current (Vs and Is) is then made using (6).

Figure 5. EMTDC Simulation Executable and
Algorithm Linking via PSCAD Components.

The impedance measuring algorithms under test have been
coded in the FORTRAN programming language. The PSCAD
relaying components which link the algorithms to the
EMTDC main executable are written using the
EMTDC/PSCAD proprietary language and methodology [4].
Through inclusion o f the PSCAD user defined relaying
component within DRAFT simulation circuits, the impedance
measuring algorithm is compiled and linked to the EMTDC
executable ready for running simulation cases. In this manner
parameters are passed from the circuit to the algorithm and
algorithm outputs can be passed back to the circuit ready for
the next simulation time step. In this way a breaker may be
tripped as a result o f a prototype algorithm detecting a fault.
Also variables and parameters from within the algorithm can
be monitored during and after simulation runs. Results can be
presented for display using the MULTIPLOT component.
VI. IMPEDANCE MEASURING ALGORITHMS
In general impedance algorithms must model the system they
protect such that measured impedance can be correlated to

~Vrel~

~A

B~

Ire l

C

D

'Vf
Jf.

(6)

Parameters A,B,C, and D are hyperbolic trigonometric
functions calculated from the known electrical parameters per
unit length for the protected circuit, and a knowledge o f the
distance x between the measuring point and an earth fault.
The 50 Hz component of V f and If is extracted via the use of
the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) in the form o f sine and
cosine filters. Real and imaginary fundamental frequency
components o f voltage and current form a vector on the
impedance plain. Positive phase sequence impedance can be
derived by calculating,
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z

- Vs,
<ABCD ~ / I s

'

(7)

20 km

Vectorial earth fault compensation is achieved by adding a
proportion
o f the residual current
to the ‘a’ phase
current.

Kn

where, Ia is the phase current,

Kn=((Z0/Zl)-J)/3.

10 km

ABCD

In,

Ia = la + Knln

10 km

(8)

Figure 7. Test Circuit With Cable Length Incremented by 10 km.

B. Effects offault resistance onimpedancemeasurement.

In=Ia+Ib+Ic, and

The same experimental method as described in VIIA. above
was followed. However, in each case earth fault resistance
was set to values of 5.0 Q and 10.0 Q. This process can be
clarified by reference to figure 8 below. Again cable length
was increased to a maximum length o f 100 km in 10 km
increments. Impedance values are recorded in tables 2 and 3.

Both the above mentioned algorithms have been coded in the
FORTRAN high level computing language and incorporated
into EMTDC simulations via the method described in section
V above.
Apparent positive phase sequence values o f voltage and
current are used as inputs to the algorithm, which are also
ideal in that no distortions or effects attributable to voltage or
current transducer error are represented.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD.

J7© -

There are two objectives o f the experimental
work
conducted. These are:
Investigation o f differences in impedance measurement
when neglecting shunt admittance.
Effects o f fault resistance on impedance measurement.
To satisfy these objectives the following simulation studies
have been completed.

1)

2)

A. Investigation into the Effect of Shunt Admittance on
Impedance Measurement of a Composite Distribution
Feeder.
The composite system previously described was modeled in
the EMTDC, figure 6. Both the ABCD MODULE and RL
MODEL impedance measuring algorithms were installed at
the sending end bus bar E l.
Cable section length was set to 10 km. An ‘a’ phase to earth
fault o f negligible resistance (Rf=0.01Q), at the far end o f the
feeder was simulated. The impedance measured by both the
RL and the ABCD algorithms (Zrl & ZabCd) installed at El
was recorded.

20 km

10 km

ABCD
R&L

Figure 6. Initial Com posite Test Circuit

The cable length was incremented through the addition of
another 10 km PI section, figure 7. The above process was
repeated with impedance measured by both algorithms
recorded in table 1. This method was repeated up to a
maximum cable length o f 100 km.

10 km
Rf=5.0& 10.0 Ohms
@ each cable section
increm ent

Figure 8. Circuit Diagram Showing Arrangement for Fault Resistance
Investigation.

VIII RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The tables 1,2 ,& 3 present the results to the previously
described two simulation studies in tabular format. Figure 9
presents the above tabular results graphically.
For the composite systems described in this paper subject to
an ‘a’ phase to earth fault o f negligible resistance, cable
lengths must exceed 50 km before shunt admittance gives rise
to significant effect on impedance measurement.
However, figure 9 indicates a non linear relationship between
earth fault resistance and the actual impedance (Zabcd) o f the
circuit. This can be explained by consideration o f the voltage
profile sketch in figure 10. For a fixed length o f cable, as fault
resistance increases, so the voltage profile over the cable
length is increased and the voltage impressed across the
distributed shunt capacitive elements o f the cable increase. In
this manner Ish increases and the component o f impedance
attributable to the shunt losses o f the cable becomes more
significant.
Reference to figure 9 shows that this relationship is reflected
in the more significant difference between impedance
measurement locus plots for the case of 5.0 and 10.0 Q fault
resistance. When Rf is negligible, cable lengths of up to 50
km caused negligible difference in impedance measurement
locus Z ABc d a n d Z r l. N o w , with reference to table 3 ,
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significant difference in impedance locus is noticeable when
fault resistance equals 10.0Q and cable lengths exceed 20 km.
TABLE 1
IM PEDANCE M EASUREM ENTS FOR EXPERIM ENT VII.Z

X (Ohms)
20

Zabcd

18

RF=0.01Q
ABCD M odule
real

Imag

2.71
3.64
4.56
5.47
6.37
7.25
8.11
8.94
9.74
10.5
11.23

6.95
7.94
8.93
9 92
10.91
11.9
12.88
13.86
14.84
15.81
16.7

R
and
Algorithm
Mag
n
7.455
8.738
10.02
11.32
12.63
13.98
15.29
16.49
17.75
18.97
20 12

Arg
D egs
68.69
65.37
62.94
61.12
59.72
58.645
57.803
57.177
56.721
56.410
56.080

real
2.74
3.67
4.61
5.56
6.52
7.51
8.53
9.58
10.67
11.82
13

L

Imag Mag
n
6.97 7.489
7.96 8.7651
8.96 10.079
9.96 11.406
10.96 12.753
11.96 14.128
12.97 15.523
13.98 16.947
14.99 18.399
16
19.892
17.01 21.408

Arg
Degs
68.531
65.244
62.773
60.828
59.254
57.875
56.668
55.578
54.556
53.544
52.610

16

Line
j Cable Rf
Length Length
km
km
n

14

//

12
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

0.01
0 01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

10
8
6
4

2

0

TABLE 2
IM PEDANCE M EASUREM ENTS FOR EXPERIMENT V ll.fl,

R (Ohms)
Figure 9. Impedance Locus Returned by RL and ABCD Algorithm s for
Increasing Cable Length and Fault Resistance Variation,

___________________ Rf=5.0Q__________________
ABCD Module
Real

Imag

7.7
8.62
9.52
104
11.25
12.07
12.85
13.59
14.29
14.94
15.55

6.95
7.99
9.02
10.07
11.13
12.2
13.27
14.34
15.41
16.48
17.55

Mag
n
10.37
11.75
13.11
14 47
15.82
17.16
18.47
19.75
21.01
22.24
23.44

Arg
Deg’s
42.069
42.827
43455
44.076
44 692
45.306
45.921
46.538
47.159
47.806
48 457

R
and
L
Algorithm
Real
Imag Mag
n
7.6
6.72 10 144
8.63
7.71 11.572
9.59
8.68 12.934
10 58 9.63 14.306
11.59 10.58 15.697
11.48 17.045
12.6
13.73 12.4 18.500
14.86 13.31 19.949
16.04 14.2 21.422
17.28 15.06 22.921
18.6
15.9 24.469

Arg
D eg's
41.483
41.777
42.148
42.308
42.410
42.337
42086
41.850
41.518
41.073
40.525

Line
Length
km

Cable Rf
Length
Km
n

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
50
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

___________________ Rf=
real

Imag

12.7
13.61
14.49
15.32
16.11
16.85
17.54
18.17
18.74
19.2
19.68

6.96
8.09
9.24
10.41
11.6
12.8
14
15.21
16.42
17.62
18.81

Mag
n
14.48
15.83
17.18
18.52
19.85
21.16
22.44
23.69
24.91
26 05
27.22

Arg
Deg’s
28.724
30.727
32.524
34.196
35.755
37.221
38.596
39.932
41.224
42.542
43.705

Arg
D eg’s
29.991
31.058
31.759
32.223
32.502
31.662
31.944
32.085
32.059
31.607
31.038

Line
Length
km

Cable
Length
km

n

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Impedance
RL Algorithm

M easured
ABCD Module

Z rl

Z abcd

5.0

14.12Z57.87°
17.04Z42.330

10 .0

20.53Z 31.66°

0 .0 1

13.93Z58.64°
17.16Z 45.30
21 16Z 37.220

F au lt
P o in t

Tr - r 5 T T >

Rf

Figure 10 . Sketch Showing Voltage Profile Over the Cable Section Length
as Earth Fault Resistance Increases.

Table 4 summarises the case for a composite circuit with a 50
km cable section. This example can be placed in context by
noting there is in the real world a similar 57 km submarine 33
kV AC cable link between the Isle o f Scilly the UK main
land.
The table shows three impedance measurements attributable
to the ABCD and RL algorithm’s and a traditional calculation
o f protected circuit characteristic impedance magnitude and
angle suitable for setting a self polarised mho (spm)
characteristic (Zspm). This latter method can be regarded as a
common way o f setting an existing distance relay tripping
characteristic and relies on knowledge of the series resistance
and inductance o f the protected circuit and an approximation
of the maximum or likely value of any fault resistance. The
setting impedance is initially set according to the series
resistance and inductance o f the circuit line and cable
components. The characteristic impedance setting angle is

TABLE 4
SU M M A R Y OF IM PEDANCE M EASUREM ENT FOR
COM POSITE CIRCUIT COM PRISING 20 KM OF LINE A N D 50
KM OF CABLE, SUBJECT TO EARTH FAULT OF
_______________ RESISTANCE 0.01, 5.0 & 10.0 Q._______________
Fault Resistance
O hm s

o—o—o
Rf=10.0n

D is ta n c e

10.on____________

R
<ind
L
Algorithm
real Imag
Mag
O
12.25 7.07
14.143
13.3 8.01
15.525
14.28 8.84
16.794
15.31 9.65
18.097
16.37 10.43 19410
17.48 10.78 20.536
18.62 11.61 21.943
19.81 12 42 23.381
21.06 13.19 24.849
22.36 13.76 26.254
23.73 14.28 27.695

+—+—+
Rf=5.0D

S e n d in g
E nd

TABLE 3
IM PEDANCE M EASUREM ENTS FOR EXPERIMENT VII.B,
ABCD Module

x—x—x
Rf=0.0lQ

Ohms
Traditional spm
Setting
13.99Z58.31°
I7.1Z 44.00
21.1Z 34.50
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then reduced by a suitable amount, to allow for coverage o f a
predefined fault resistance, [9].
Table 4 reveals several important observations.
It can be seen that when fault resistance is
negligibleCK/^O.OlQ) the Zrl magnitude under reaches in
comparison with the Zabcd by 1.36%. Arg Zrl is -0.77° less
than Arg Zabcd- Traditional s.p.m. calculations give a
characteristic impedance setting o f 13.99Z58.31®. Comparing
the magnitude o f ZRL with this setting data an under reach o f
0.92% and angular difference o f -0.44°, can be observed.
These errors are attributable directly to small errors in the RL
algorithm’s estimation o f resistance and inductance and the
influence o f the shunt admittance o f the cable section. In
reality these errors are likely insignificant when contrasted
with errors in data such as measurement o f feeder length or
cable and line parameters.
When .ft/-equals 10.0 Q noticeable difference between Zrl
and Z a b c d is apparent. The RL impedance algorithm now
over reaches in terms o f impedance magnitude by 2.97 % and
measures an angular difference o f -5.56°. Comparing Zrl
with the traditionally calculated s.p.m. characteristic
impedance setting (adjusted for 10.0 Ohms fault resistance),
shows a 2.7 % over reach and an angular difference o f 2.84°.
Comparison o f Z a b c d with Zs.p.m. magnitudes are the same
at 21.16Q and 21.1Q respectively. Angular difference can be
observed, however, as ZZs.p.m. is 2.72° less than the Z ZAbcdSimilarity between the two later impedance magnitudes
should be placed in context by realisation that occurrence o f a
10.0Q resistive earth fault needs to be anticipated when
setting the s.p.m. characteristic. This method relies on the
determination o f likely earth fault resistance and only
discriminates earth faults possessing less than or equal to this
predefined value. Faults o f resistance greater than the preset
estimation, will likely be discriminated as outside the trip
boundary o f the s.p.m. characteristic.
The s.p.m. characteristic setting not only has the
disadvantage o f accounting only for the occurrence o f
specific predefined fault resistance, but it does not account for
the nonlinear effect o f fault resistance on the shunt component
o f impedance. This later effect being most evident in the
impedance angular difference o f 2.72°.

Results presented show that when earth fault resistance is
negligible the component o f impedance attributable to the
shunt losses o f the cable section are negligible for cable
sections less than 50 km in length. However, earth fault
resistance is related non linearly to the shunt component o f a
composite circuit. Therefore, shunt admittance should be
considered when applying distance protection to composite
distribution systems containing ‘H’ type cable sections
exceeding 20 km in length, and earth fault resistance is likely.
Traditionally, s.p.m. characteristics have been set to allow for
the occurrence o f fault resistance by reducing the setting
angle by some predefined amount. It has been shown that for
a composite circuit comprising a 50 km length o f cable
subject to an earth fault at the remote end of resistance 10.0Q,
that angular errors between s.p.m. impedance settings and
impedance measurements inherently accounting for shunt
admittance exist. These errors are attributable directly to
neglecting shunt admittance in the s.p.m. setting calculation
process.
A new impedance measuring algorithm, which allows for the
effects o f shunt admittance, is required. Such an algorithm is
necessary if future microprocessor based distance protection
is to be accurate when applied to power distribution
composite circuits.
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state phasor model o f system current and voltage vectors.
This software package has been used to model a 33kV
ABSTRACT
composite network subject to various earth faults and
Power distribution systems operating at 33 kV often
enumerate voltage and current for all realistic values of
contain both line and cable sections. Distance relay
manufacturers are interested in the characteristics of
cable and line lengths, fault position, fault path resistance,
these composite networks and their effect on accuracy of
remote end load and source impedance.
existing distance relay earth fault discrimination
This paper initially describes the power distribution
techniques. A symmetrical component based software
circuits used in the work and the maximum and minimum
network simulator has been developed and used to
values o f operating parameters. A brief outline o f the
model typical three phase 33kV composite networks,
simulation technique and software used precedes an
enumerating system voltage and current data for all
overview of the three earth fault discriminating techniques
realistic operating conditions. The studies in this paper
used. Results obtained from the application o f a traditional
utilise this data, to investigate the accuracy of two
earth fault relay element utilising both a quadrilateral and
existing earth fault discriminatory techniques and one
self polarised mho characteristic are presented. Instances of
novel approach taken by the authors.
inaccuracies in impedance measurement and fault
discrimination are identified. Results obtained using the new
1.0 INTRODUCTION
impedance measuring algorithm combined with a modified
Distance protection offers the advantage o f inherent back
quadrilateral tripping characteristic developed by the authors
up for down stream protection units and negates the
show improved accuracy in zone one earth fault
requirement for a communication link. Multi function
discrimination.
microprocessor based relaying platforms surpass their
electromechanical predecessors by offering increased
2.0 POWER DISTRIBUTION CIRCUITS
reliability, lower maintenance requirements, and reduced
2.1 Circuit Construction
cost. Power system owners and operators are under
The circuit constructions chosen for this work are the flat
increasing pressure to operate systems efficiently and
three wire Copper (Cu) stranded 0.2 Sq. inch cross sectional
reliably often subject to stringent penalties should system
area (CSA) line supported on wood poles and a 3 core, Cu,
failure occur.
round 0.3 Sq. inch CSA, ‘H’type, ‘screened’ cable.
A typical operating voltage for distribution circuits in the
Electrical parameters per km length are given in table A1 in
UK is 33kV. Environmental pressures or the requirement to
Appendix 1.
infiltrate heavily populated areas mean such circuits
The physical construction o f the line chosen may be
frequently include underground cable sections - and are
considered typical but many different types o f cable can be
hence composite in nature.
found within modem power distribution networks.
Distance relay manufacturers are interested in the
classification o f the unique characteristics o f such networks
2.2 Distribution Power Cables
and the accuracy o f the currently available earth fault
A multitude o f factors may influence the type of cable
discrimination techniques when applied to them.
used. Historically in the UK the 3 core ‘H’ variety has been
Fault path resistance and its effect on the accuracy of
commonly used. Named after its inventor M Hostchstader ,
earth fault elements has previously been investigated by
the cable consists of three screened conductors encapsulated
many authors [1]. The significant shunt losses inherent in
within a medium impregnated non- draining paper
power cables and the effect o f such losses on the accuracy
insulation, in turn encapsulated within a common sheath. It
o f impedance measurement under high impedance earth
offers good flexibility and reliability [2].
fault conditions has yet to be investigated.
Other cable varieties exist. One such cable is the ‘HSL’ 3
Recently, the authors have developed a new impedance
core which is similar in construction to the ‘H’ variety but
measuring algorithm that models a protected network in
utilises a separate earthed sheath for each insulated phase
terms o f both its series and shunt parameters. As a part of
conductor. The three sheaths are encapsulated within a
this work a symmetrical component based
software
common sheath applied for mechanical protection.
network simulator has been developed based on a steady
Single core cables may also be used in three phase
systems. Utilising one cable for each phase they may be laid
R J Hewett
University o f Bath, UK.

Keywords :Protection, EarthFault, Relay
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4.0 STEADY STATE DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER
BASED POWER SYSTEM SIMULATOR.
For reasons o f brevity an outline only o f the simulation
technique is presented here.
Reference to figure 2 shows a single line representation of
a pre-fault circuit(a), a post fault circuit(b), and a final
solution circuit(c) all o f which are three phase. Circuit (c)
shows Vs and Is ,the three phase voltage and current, at the
sending end bus bar o f the earth faulted circuit.
The pre-fault circuit is solved in the frequency domain for
a single fundamental power system frequency , for example
50.0 Hz. The pre-fault voltages V ff and currents Iff at the
fault point are calculated. Additionally, the sending and
receiving end current phasors (Is and Ir) are also calculated
for this pre- fault circuit. Pre-fault sending end voltage and
current values Vsp and Isp are thus determined.
The post fault circuit (b) removes the voltage source and
determines a single matrix representation o f the parallel
circuit seen from the fault point. For a single ‘a’ phase to
earth fault the ‘a’ phase o f the circuit is injected at the fault
point with a voltage equal and opposite to Vff. Note , the
inclusion o f fault resistance, Rf, in the equivalent matrix.
The sending end voltage and current dVs and dls are found.
These quantities represent the change in the voltage and
current values between the faulted and pre faulted circuits.
Figure 2(c) shows the final solution circuit. The actual
sending end voltage and current matrices Vs and Is are
found simply using the pre and post fault data described
above and the following equations,

in individual trenches or in a trefoil arrangement in one
trench.
Each o f these cable types require particular models to
represent them in software based power system simulation
programs. Currently cable modeling has its roots firmly set
in the world o f modeling overhead lines [3]. The physical
construction o f ‘H’ type cable lends its self to suitably
accurate modeling, mainly because the equivalent star
capacitance quoted by manufactures reflects the actual
shunt capacitance between each phase conductor and its
earthed screen [4], Coupled with the common use o f such
cables in UK distribution power systems ‘H’ type cable has
been selected for the studies in this paper.
3.0 CIRCUIT CONNECTIVITY.
Figure 1 presents the schematic o f the composite power
distribution system simulated in this work and is typical o f a
33kV radial type feeder supplying a primary substation or a
major industrial consumer o f power. The feeder comprises
two sections o f cable and line connected in series - this
being the minimum required to represent a composite
network. Present on the cable to line termination pole would
normally be some form o f lightening surge divertors which
are omitted in the network simulation. The circuit is three
phase and the remote end load may be representative o f the
maximum demand o f a primary sub station or the peak
demand o f a heavy industrial user.
Source Impedance
Behind 33kV bars
Variable

Fau* Level MVA
@ Sending end bars
10 to 1000 MVA

1x132/33kV
Transformer
90MVA

X1=0.2100pu

0.3 cu 'H' 3c
Cable - variable
length

Vs = V sp + d V s
Is = Isp + d ls

33kV/11kV
Busbars

0.2 Cu O/H
Line - variable
length

(1)
(2)

The voltage and current matrices supply three software
distance relay earth fault element simulations described in
section 5.0.

33kV/11kV
Transformer
23MVA
X1 =0.2408

5.0 DISTANCE RELAY EARTH FAULT ELEMENT
SIMULATIONS
Elements implementing typical self polarised mho (SPM)
and quadrilateral (QUAD) based tripping characteristics
have been simulated in addition to the new technique
proposed by the authors. The new earth fault discrimination
technique is described briefly below.
5.1 New Hyperbolic Distributed Parameter Based Relaying
Aleorithm
5.1.1 Fundamental Theory
Utilising the theory o f Wedephol[5] a power system may
be modeled by distributed parameters and in turn these
parameters can be used to represent network sections with
two port networks [6]. Such circuit representation inherently
represents the series and shunt parameters o f a network.
Detail o f the calculation o f the ABCD hyperbolic parameters
may be found in reference[7]. The system is assumed ideally
transposed.

Figure 1: Basic schematic o f Simulated 33kV Distribution
Feeder.
There are a multitude o f parameters which may vary in
the distribution network o f figure 1. Sending end bars short
circuit fault levels, cable and line lengths, system loading
and fault types must all be considered when assembling a
typical representative model. The variables change between
maximum and minimum values. Typical values are
summarised in table A2 in Appendix 2.
Automated simulation studies which utilise the power
system modeling software described in section 4.0 below
have been used to enumerate sending end bus bar three
phase voltage and current phasors for all operating
parameters as described by table A2. These voltage and
current signals are applied to the three earth fault
discriminatory techniques described in section 5.0 and
Appendix A3. Results are shown in section 7.0.
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5.1.2
Scope for Use in Zonal Distance Protection
Discrimination.
Utilising this approach and considering the diagram of
figure 3 from a knowledge o f power system electrical
parameters per km length and the sending end voltage and
current values a set o f ‘virtual terminals’ may be established
at a predefined point distance X from the sending end bars.
Setting X equal to 80% o f total section length replicates the
classic ‘zone one’ reach point o f a distance protection relay.
For reasons o f clarity the circuit depicted comprises one
section , however this section may be composite in nature.

A B
C D
X=80%

Zs

ZL20%

Relay

Es
V ia
V fb
V fc

Varel
Vbrel

Varel

Load

-C=l

J®
—

80%

1

Vsp

flta

(a) Pre Fault Circuit - find Vsp , Isp & Vff

Figure 3 : Application of Hyperbolic Parameter Circuit
Representation to Zone One Distance Protection Relaying.

Fit Pt

-1---1 1 — ►
,

J1

1---L
1 --1 Rf

In this case the faulted ‘a’ phase impedance calculated at
the fault point ( Vfa / Ifa = Zfa ) will be zero. If however the
same fault were to occur either behind or beyond the reach
point (fltb or fltc respectively) then performing a Vfa / Ifa
calculation will now yield some value of impedance Zfa.
The sign o f the imaginary component o f this complex
impedance can be used to indicate an earth fault as being
behind or beyond the pre defined reach point, i.e. using the
equation,

(b) Post Fault Circuit - inject -'ve Vff Q Fault
Point through Rf, Into Equivalent Circuit with
Voltage Sources Removed, Find dVs and dls

Load

CD

1

Zfa

=

+

(3)

Ifa
(c)

Thus a basis for discriminating an in or out o f zone zero
Ohm single phase to earth fault exists. Table 1 summarises
the discrimination criteria.

Resolved Solution Circuit,
Vs = Vsp + dVs
Is = Isp ♦ dls

Figure 2 : Diagrammatic Representation o f the Three Phase
Superimposed Circuit Theory Used in Steady State
Distributed Parameter Simulation Software.

Table 1 : Reach Point Earth Fault Discrimination Criteria

Discrimination
Meaning

- jXrp

In Zone
On Reach Point
Out of Zone

II
e-

o

Reach Point Impedance
Quadriture Component
X

A relay installed at busbar S measuring three phase
voltage and current and utilising an algorithm which
implements the theory o f section 5.1.1, can thus calculate
the voltage and current signals at the 80% reach point.
Knowledge o f the three phase voltage and current signals at
each end o f zone one and the hyperbolic circuit
representation inherently accounting for a system series and
shunt parameters provides sufficient information to allow a
new basis for zone one earth fault discrimination .
With respect to figure 3 consider a notional single ‘a’ phase
to ‘earth’ fault o f zero Ohms resistance at the reach point
(flta). The ‘a’ phase voltage at the fault point (Vfa) will
theoretically equal zero. The sketch graph o f figure 3 shows
the voltage profile over the circuits zone one length.

ijX rp

5.1.3
Proof o f Reach Point Discrimination Accuracy
The accuracy o f the criteria summarised in table 1 can be
demonstrated for a typical 33 kV composite power
distribution feeder.
Consider the feeder o f figure 1 with cable and line
sections o f 20km length. The source bars have a three phase
short circuit level o f 250 MVA and a three phase inductive
load o f 0.8 p.f. lagging is connected at the remote end. A
plot o f Xrp for a bolted ‘a’ phase to earth fault applied
between 50% and 100% is shown in figure 4. Xrp can be
seen as equaling zero for an earth fault at the reach point
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(80%). For faults beyond the reach point (80 to 100%) Xrp
becomes a positive value. For those earth faults occurring
behind the same reach point Xrp becomes a negative value.
In this instance a simple test for the sign o f Xrp can be used
for ‘in’ or ‘out’ o f zone discrimination. Exhaustive testing
proved this to be true for a zero Ohm single phase to earth
fault and all realistic combinations o f circuit operating
parameters and lengths.

where Z ll , V I 1 and 111 are positive phase sequence
values for the circuits ‘a’ phase say. For the case o f an ‘a’ ‘earth’ fault on a three phase network V I 1 and I I 1 may be
replaced by the ‘a’ phase voltage Va and Ia as calculated at
the virtual terminals.
Expressing Zll as the ‘a’ phase admittance
then during
pre-fault,
Yl = Ira ! Vra
(5)
and post fault....

Yl

Y ra = Ira / V ra - Yl

(6)

Yra is then the fault path admittance which when
expressed as an impedance and for a high resistance earth
fault at the reach point is
Z fa = 1 / Yfa = R rp + j X r p
(7)

£ LQ -LO- LO - CO CO -I

Now even under high impedance earth fault conditions
the tripping criteria summarised in table 1 remains valid, the
effect of remote end load having been approximated and
removed.

CO -0 0 - CT» -0 5 - CJ>

-8 -1

6.0 IMPLEMENTATION OF EARTH DISCRIMINATION
USING A QUADRILATERAL CHARACTERISTIC
The new earth fault discriminatory methodology
presented above has been implemented via a quadrilateral
characteristic. Shown in figure 5.

Fault Position (x100%)
OMVA load
— - — - 10MVA load
.................... 20MVAl o a d ------- -- — 30MVA load
40MVA l o a d -------------- 50MVA load

♦Xrp

Figure 4 : Plot o f Xrp v ’s Fault Position. Src Bars SC L =250M V A ,
Com posite Circuit (20km cable+20km line), Varying Loads @30Degs PF
Angle Lagging. Fault= ‘a ’ - ‘earth’ o f 0.0 Ohms Impedance.

5.1.4 Effect o f Fault Resistance and Remote End Load
Characteristics on Reach Point Discrimination Accuracy.
In practice faults on overhead line sections often result in
arcs which posses resistance o f some value. Further more,
steel work , cast iron cable termination boxes and line
supports represent significant resistance to the flow o f fault
current to earth. Cables due to their construction and the
fact that they are buried below ground do not support
significant values o f fault path resistance[8]. Composite
networks contain overhead line sections which may be
subject to the occurrence o f high impedance earth faults.
For a network on load and subject to a high impedance
earth fault a parallel circuit will be formed between fault
path impedance and the remote end load. An estimation o f
the pre- fault load must be made in order for this parallel
circuit to be resolved and the effect o f remote end load to be
removed. In this manner the Xrp polarity criteria maintains
accuracy under high impedance earth fault conditions.
The theory of symmetrical components provides a
solution in that

Z11 = VI1 / 711

Restrain Area

Figure 5: Earth Fault Element Quadrilateral Tripping
Criteria.
The top reactance line is defined by the polarity of Xrp.
For the bottom and left hand trip boundaries the sending
end impedance must be found using equation,

Vsa
Z sa = ------ = R s + j X s
Isa

(8)

The left hand boundary is defined by,

>

Rs 0
(9)
To define the the bottom of the characteristic and provide
directionality a reactance threshold value
is required.
Such a value may be formed using the following equation.

(4)

Xth

X th = R b ta n a
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(10)

At it’s worst the overreach is 120% o f zone one length, this
phenomena was discussed at length in a previous paper by
the authors[4]. The QUAD eventually cuts off when fault
path resistance approaches 100 Ohms. Thus, some
discrepancy in resistive blinder performance is revealed. The
ABCD earth fault element exhibits good resistive coverage
up to its 80.0 Ohm resistive cut off.
Figures 6(b),(c),(d), show the reach point boundary for
three cases o f differing remote end maximum load. It can be
seen that the QUAD exhibits poor performance. Significant
under reach is now evident while the ABCD element
exhibits good resistive coverage up to its blinder setting. In
the worst case figure 6(d) the ABCD element suffers 4%
overreach at fault path resistance value 79.0 ohms. For the
same fault conditions the QUAD suffers 60% under reach
and clearly performs comparatively poorly. In all three cases
the SPM performs poorly in terms of resistive coverage as
would be expected.
8.2 Long Composite Circuit
Figure 7 shows the resistive coverage trip boundaries but
for the longer composite circuit which includes 60km of
cable. Again the SPM performs poorly. Figure 7(a) shows
the QUAD element overreaching considerably at 180% of
the protected section length for an earth fault path resistance
o f 76.0 Ohms. The ABCD element clearly maintains reach
point accuracy for all fault path resistance values up to it’s
maximum resistive blinder setting.
For the same network but subject to increasing remote
end load levels, the ABCD element returns predictable
performance, suffering in the worst case an 8% overreach at
a 55.0 Ohm fault path resistance( figure 7(d)). The QUAD
moves from the overreaching observed on no load to under
reaching for a 30MVA remote end load. Here the under
reach is approximately 10% o f section length, for a fault
path resistance close to the cut off setting o f 80 Ohms.
Attention is drawn to the unpredictable nature o f the QUAD
elements resistive blinder.

Rb represents a resistive blinder value that must be
defined in commissioning and
a

= (n/2)-0

(11)

0

where represents the characteristic impedance angle of
the protected feeder - again defined during commissioning.
A possible in zone event would be indicated by the
condition

X s > X th

(12)

Such a definition allows those earth faults occurring
close in to the relay to be detected.
Note also that neither equation (3) or (10) require any
form o f earth fault compensation o f the measured or
calculated phase currents. The characteristic o f the network
in terms o f zero and positive phase sequence parameters
and thus the characteristic o f the earth return path are pre
defined within the two port network ABCD parameter
hyperbolic representation.
The right hand resistive boundary o f the characteristic
has been defined using a user input value o f resistance. A
possible in zone event occurs when
R rp < R b
(13)
7.0 PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT AND RESULTS.
Two composite circuits have been chosen to demonstrate
the discrimination accuracy o f the new earth fault relaying
element (ABCD). These results have been compared with
that yielded by two other traditionally used earth fault
relaying techniques, namely the self polarised mho (SPM)
and the quadrilateral (QUAD). These are
7.1 Short Composite
The circuit comprises 10km o f cable and 20km o f line.
Long Composite
The circuit comprises 60km o f cable and 20km o f line.
The cable length may seem excessive but there instances
such as the 56 km Isles o f Scilly submarine 33 kV cable link
in the UK - which justify this investigation.
7.3 Test Routines
In all cases sending end bar short circuit level is
250MVA, resistive blinders are set to 80.0 Ohms and
various remote end loads are applied. Earth faults o f fault
path resistance values between 0.0 and 200.0 Ohms are
automatically applied at incremental fault positions between
10 and 180% o f feeder lengths.
For each o f the two circuits the resistive reach point trip
boundary for the SPM, QUAD and ABCD earth fault
elements were recorded and are shown in figures 6 and 7
respectively.

1.2

9.0 CONCLUSIONS
A novel approach to the discrimination o f zone one high
impedance earth faults on composite distribution circuits has
been devised. Based on a hyperbolic distributed parameter
model o f the protected network to its 80% reach point,
improved accuracy in reach point discrimination over two
existing distance protection earth fault elements has been
shown.
The new method accounts for the shunt losses o f cable
sections and for the more complex zero sequence
characteristics o f a composite network. Hence, a more
accurate representation o f the nature of the earth return path
is made than would be effected by a traditional quadrilateral
characteristic relying on earth fault compensation.
The quadrilateral characteristic which is often regarded as
providing improved coverage for high impedance single

8.0 DISCUSSION.
8.1 Short Composite Circuit Results
Figure 6(a) shows the reach point performance for the
circuit on no load. The SPM exhibits poor perfonnance for
high impedance earth faults. The QUAD exhibits significant
overreach which increases as fault path resistance increases.
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phase to earth faults has been shown to be inaccurate when
applied to certain composite distribution networks.
Depending upon circuit lengths and loading conditions a
traditional quadrilateral characteristic has been shown to
suffer significant under or over reach.
As would be expected the self polarised mho tripping
characteristic has been shown to be completely inaccurate in
terms of high impedance earth fault coverage unless
modification effecting an opening out along the resistive
axis of the impedance plain is applied i.e partial or full
cross polarisation.
The new earth fault element described in this work has
been shown to exhibit improved accuracy and more
predictable performance in discriminating high impedance
earth faults.

[4] Hewett R J
‘Investigation into Impedance
Measurement o f Composite Power Distribution Feeders,
Using the EMTDC’, EMPD98, 3-4 March 1998, Singapore.
[5] Wedepohl LM, ‘ Application o f Matrix Methods to the
Solution of Travelling Wave Phenomena in Polyphase
Systems’, Proc. IEE, 1963,110,(2),pp 2200-2212.
[6] Stevenson W D , ‘Elements o f Power System Analysis’,
New York, McGraw Hill, pp 114-131 =
[7] Johns A T
‘ New Technique for the Accurate
Location of Earth Faults on Transmission Lines’, IEE Proc
Pow-Gener,Transm.Distrib.,Vol.l42,No.2,ppl 19-127,
March 1995.
[8] Elkateb M M, ‘ Improving Distance Protection for
Underground Cables’, Electrical review Vol.202, No. 19, pp
43-45 ,19 May 1978.

10.0 FUTURE WORK
Work conducted recently has incorporated the new earth
fault element into a transient based software test harness.
Tests conducted have shown acceptable operating times in
terms o f zone one earth
fault and phase fault
discrimination.
Also development work to modify the approach for
accuracy under double end in feed situations has been
completed.
A more in depth explanation o f the development o f a
complete software prototype relay including phase
elements, transient testing, and its application to systems
subject to double end in feed will follow in a future
publication.

12.0 APPENDICES
Appendix A l: Table A l______________
Parameter
Units
Line
PPS ac Resistance
0.136
Q/km
PPS Reactance
0.348
Q/km
0.475
ZPS ac Resistance
Q/km
ZPS Reactance
1.217
Q/km
A/
km/ph
ChargingCuiTent(I ch
0.063
g)
Equ iv ’StarCapac itan (i F / km
0.011
ce
Shunt Admittance
3.30
pMhos/
km/ph
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Appendix A2 : Table A2
Parameter
Units
Sending end Bars Fault MVA
level
MVA
Remote End Load
Remote End PF Angle
Degrees
Section 1 Length
km
km
Section 2 Length
Fault Path Resistance
Q
%length
Fault Location.
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Cable
0.093
0.099
0.325
0.346
2.45
0.405
127.23

Min
10.0

Max
1000.0

0.0
-30.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.0

40.0
-

100.0
100.0
200.0
180.0
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R e s is ti/e T rp Boundary fiorM ho, Quad and ABCD
R efiiys.R esisti/e Blinders = 80 D Ohms.Faufc =
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R esisti/e T rp Boundary fbrM ho, Quad and ABCD
R ehys.R esisti/eB Ih d e rs = 80 0 0 h m s.F au i= a ' ferth'.SrcB ars SCL :250M V A.LoadA ngle :30
Deg S,Load :30 M VA , S e c l :6 0 k m ,S ec2 :3 0 km.
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